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assistant ad for Communications  ..................... dan Wallenberg
director of athletics Communications ..........................Shelly Poe
associate director  ..................................................Leann Parker
assistant directors ....alissa Clendenen, Jerry emig, d.C. Koehl, 
...............................Kendra Lee, danielle Warner, adam Widman
interns................................................ alex Morando, Brett Rybak
 Web site  .....................................OhioStateBuckeyes.com
	 Main	Office	Phone	 ......................................614-292-6861
 Fax  ..............................................................614-292-8547
Men’s Tennis Contact  ........................................ danielle Warner
 Phone  .........................................................614-292-3270
 e-mail  ..............................................warner.238@osu.edu
Men’s Tennis Student Contact ...................................... Chris Britt
 Phone  .........................................................419-506-0480
 e-mail  ........................brittc@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu
Mailing address  ....................................6th Floor Fawcett Center
..........................................................2400 Olentangy River Road
...........................................................Columbus, OH 43210-1166
the Big ten conference office
Asst. Commissioner, Media Relations  .............. Scott Chipman
 Phone  ............................................................ 847-696-1010
 E-mail ............................................... schipman@bigten.org
Men’s Tennis Contact  ....................................Stephen Villatoro
 Phone  ............................................................ 847-696-1010 
 E-mail ................................................svillatoro@bigten.org
Fax/Web site  .................................... 847-696-1110/bigten.org
Mailing Address  ...................................1500 West Higgins Rd.
  Park Ridge, IL 60068-6300
the ohio stAte university
Location  ..............................................Columbus, Ohio (pop. 1.5m)
Founded  .................................................................................. 1870 
Enrollment  ...........................................55,014 (Columbus campus)
Nickname  ........................................................................Buckeyes
Colors  .................................................................. Scarlet and Gray
Mascot  .................................................................. Brutus Buckeye
Fight Song ............................................................ Across The Field
Conference  .............................................................. Big Ten (1913)
President  ................................................ Gordon Gee (Utah, 1968) 
Faculty Representative ................... John Bruno (Pittsburgh, 1975)
DepArtment of Athletics
Assoc. Vice President and Director of Athletics .......Eugene Smith
Year at Ohio State ..............................................................Seventh
Associate AD/Men’s Tennis ...................................Chris Schneider
Year at Ohio State ...................................................................Sixth
Athletics Dept. Phone ...............................................614-292-7572
Athletics Dept. Fax ....................................................614-292-0506
tennis history
All-Time Record    .............................................1,022-696-10 (.591)
Big Ten Regular-Season Champs  ................. 1915(co), 1943, 2006  
......................................................... 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011
Big Ten Tournament Champs. ......... 1991, 2001, 2006, 2007, 2008  
............................................................................. 2009, 2010, 2011 
All-Big Ten Selections  ................................................................ 31
Academic All-Big Ten Selections  ............................................... 54
Outdoor Facility  ............................................ Varsity Tennis Courts
Number of Courts  ....................................................................... 10
Indoor Facility    The Ohio State Univ. Varsity Indoor Tennis Center
Number of Courts  ......................................................................... 6
 
the 2010-11 seAson
Letterwinners Returning/Lost  ...................................................6/3
NCAA Qualifiers Returning/Lost  ...............................................1/2
2010-11 in review
Overall/Conference Record  ............................................ 34-3/13-0
Big Ten Tournament Record/Finish  .................................... 3-0/1st
2009 NCAA Finish  ......................................................... Semifinals
Season-Ending Ranking  ............................................................3rd
men’s tennis stAff
Head Coach  ..................................................................... Ty Tucker
 13th season, Ohio State, ’98
Ohio State Record  ........................................................326-54 (12)
Big Ten Record  .............................................................141-17 (12)
Big Ten Tournament Record  .............................................26-5 (12)
Career Record ...............................................................326-54 (12)
Assistant Coach  ...................................................Justin Kronauge
 2nd season, Ohio State, 2010
Volunteer Assistant Coach  .....................................David Schilling
 12th season, Denison, ‘89
Athletic Trainer .......................................................... Mike Sypniak
Equipment Manager.................................................Mike Caldwell
Office Associate ..............................................................Lisa Davis
Tennis Phone  ............................................................614-292-8994
Tennis Fax  .................................................................614-292-9195
ohiostAteBuckeyes.com
       This is the official web site of the Ohio State Athletics 
Department. Ohio State men’s tennis releases, as well as a 
wide variety of related men’s tennis and athletics department 
information, such as audio and video highlights, can be found 
on the web. Links to all 36 varsity sports also are available.
plAyer interviews
Media wishing to conduct interviews with any member 
of the Ohio State men’s tennis team should contact Danielle 
Warner or Chris Britt in the Athletics Communications office. 
Please call at least one day in advance to allow setup time. 
roAD requests
Please direct all credential requests for Ohio State’s road 
matches to the host school’s sports information director. See 
Opponent Information section on page 3.
prActices
During the winter, the Buckeyes practice 1-3 Monday-Friday 
in the indoor tennis facility at 880 W. Henderson Road. Their 
spring practice schedule is Monday-Friday at the Outdoor 
Tennis Center, which is located adjacent to the Woody Hayes 
Athletic Center on Olentangy River Road.
weekly releAse
The weekly release, which includes notes and statistics, 
as well as audio and video highlights/previews, is available 
each week on the official Ohio State Athletics Department 
web site at OhioStateBuckeyes.com. 
rADio/television BroADcAsts
Any member of the media wishing to broadcast Ohio 
State matches should contact Danielle Warner or Chris Britt 
from the Athletics Communications office at least 48 hours 
prior to the match.
photo requests
All still photography requests of Ohio State student-
athletes and coaches must be e-mailed to Kyle McKee. 
He can be reached at 614-247-7202 or electronically at 
mckee.470@osu.edu.
post-mAtch proceDures
No formal press conference is held after each match. 
Special requests should be made to Danielle Warner or Chris 
Britt of the Athletics Communications staff prior to the end of 
the match. Requested interviews will begin about 10 minutes 
after the match ends. Student-athletes and coaches will be 
available in a designated media area.
viDeo services
      For information regarding video services and match 
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R O S t e R
nAme  ht. el. hOmetOWn high sChOOl mAjOr
Chase Buchanan  6-2 Sr. New albany, OH  Gahanna-Lincoln Communication
Hunter Callahan 6-3 R.Fr. Lower Gwynedd, Pa. a.G.O.R.a. Humanities (Undecided)
Chris diaz 5-7 Fr. Columbus, Ohio Bishop Watterson. exploration
Peter Kobelt 6-7 R.So. New albany, Ohio  New albany Consumer & Family Financial Services
Wyatt Lippert 6-1 R.So. Cincinnati, Ohio Lakota West Spanish
devin McCarthy  6-2 R.Jr. Cincinnati, Ohio indian Hill Business Marketing
Kevin Metka 6-3 R.Fr. Worthington, Ohio Worthington Kilbourne engineering
Blaz Rola 6-4 So. Ptuj, Slovenia Gimnazija Ptuj  Consumer & Family Financial Services
Connor Smith 6-1 Jr. Tampa, Fla. alendale academy Sport & Leisure Studies
ille Van engelen 6-3 So. eindhoven, Netherlands Pleincollege Sint-Joris Consumer & Family Financial Services
Nelson Vick 6-3 R.So. Grafton, Wis.  Marquette Univ.  Biological Sciences (Undecided)
Steven Williams 5-9 Sr. Manlius, N.Y.  Manlius Pebble   accounting
c Oa c h e S
Ty Tucker Head Coach
Justin Kronauge assistant Coach
david Schilling Volunteer assistant Coach
Jeff deibel Racket Stringer
pROnunciatiOn guide
(Kevin) Metka .............meh-ca
Blaz Rola ....................blahsh roll-ah
ille Van engelen ..........fawn-angle-en
Justin Kronauge..........crow-nog-ee
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2 0 1 2  S c h e d u L e
date  OppOnent LOcatiOn
jan. 18 .............. BUtler/XAVier .......................................Columbus, Ohio
 22 .............. mississiPPi stAte ..................................Columbus, Ohio
 28 .............. itA Kickoff vs. Cornell ..............................Columbus, Ohio
 29 .............. itA Kickoff vs. no.2/no.3 seed winner ....Columbus, Ohio
 29 .............. tOleDO .....................................................Columbus, Ohio
Feb. 3 ................ PePPerDine ............................................Columbus, Ohio
 9 ................ at Louisville .......................................................Louisville, Ky.
 12 .............. at Michigan State .................................... east Lansing, Mich.
 16-19 ........ at National indoors – Team ..................................Chicago, ill.
 25 .............. KentUCKy ................................................Columbus, Ohio 
 26 .............. nOrth CArOlinA ...................................Columbus, Ohio 
march 3 ................ at Notre dame ............................................ Notre dame, ind.
 9 ................ teXAs A&m ...............................................Columbus, Ohio
 11 .............. Penn stAte .............................................Columbus, Ohio
 11 .............. UnOh  .....................................................Columbus, Ohio
 19 .............. at LSU  .....................................................Baton Rouge, La.
 21 .............. at Georgia ............................................................athens, Ga.
 25 .............. at indiana ....................................................Bloomington, ind.
 30 .............. neBrAsKA ...............................................Columbus, Ohio
April 1 ................ iOWA  .....................................................Columbus, Ohio
 6 ................ at Wisconsin ....................................................Madison, Wis.
 8 ................ at Minnesota .............................................Minneapolis, Minn. .
 13 .............. illinOis ....................................................Columbus, Ohio
 15 .............. nOrthWestern .....................................Columbus, Ohio
 18 .............. at Purdue ................................................West Lafayette, ind.
 22 .............. miChigAn .................................................Columbus, Ohio
 26-29 ........ at Big Ten Championships .................................evanston, ill.
may tBA .......... nCAA regionals .......................................Columbus, Ohio
 TBa ........... at NCaa Championships .....................................athens, Ga.
2011 OppOnent inFORMatiOn
Butler Bulldogs
Wed. Jan. 18, 10 a.m. Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State leads, 11-0






Sat. Jan. 28, TBa Columbus, Ohio
Series History: First Meeting





Wed. March 21, 2:30 p.m. athens, Ga.
Series History: Ohio State trails, 10-3





Fri. april 13, 6 p.m. Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State trails, 54-39-1
Head Coach: Brad dancer




Sun. March 25, 12 p.m. Bloomington, ind.
Series History: Ohio State leads, 43-39





Sun. april 1, 12 p.m. Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State leads, 32-21
Head Coach: Steve Houghton




Sat. Feb. 25, 4 p.m. Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State trails, 12-11





Thur. Feb. 9, 3 p.m. Louisville, Ky.






Mon. March 19, TBa Baton Rouge, La. 
Series History: Ohio State leads, 7-5





Sun. april 22, 12 p.m. Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State trails, 73-27-1





Sun. Feb. 12, 12 p.m. east Lansing, Mich.
Series History: Ohio State leads, 40-35





Sun. april 8, 1 p.m. Minneapolis, Minn.
Series History: Ohio State trails, 38-27





Sun. Jan. 22, 12 p.m. Columbus, Ohio
Series History: First meeting





Fri. March 30, TBa Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State leads, 1-0




north carolina tar heels
Sun. Feb. 26, 5 p.m. Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State leads, 6-0-1





Sun. april 15, 12 p.m. Columbus, Ohio
Series History: is tied, 43-43




notre dame Fighting irish
Sat. March 3, 12 p.m. Notre dame, ind.
Series History: Ohio State leads, 27-26




penn State nittany Lions
Sun. March 11, 12 p.m. Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State leads, 19-5





Fri. Feb. 3, 6 p.m. Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State leads, 5-1





Wed. april 18, TBa West Lafayette, ind.
Series History: Ohio State leads, 69-18





Fri. March 9, 6 p.m. Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Texas a&M leads, 3-2





Sun. Jan. 29, 5 p.m. Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State leads, 27-2





Fri. april 6, 3 p.m. Madison, Wis.
Series History: Ohio State leads, 40-32





Wed. Jan. 18, 6 p.m. Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State leads, 10-0
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R e c O R d  B O O k
CAreer singles Wins
 Player ....................... year .......................... Wins
1. Justin Kronauge ........ 2007-10… ....................147
2 Steven Moneke ......... 2006-09… ....................146
3. Vince Ng ................... 1999-03… ....................132
4. Bryan Koniecko ......... 2006-09… ....................129
5.  Balazs Novak ............ 2008-11… ....................127
6.   Roger Smith .............. 1983-86… ....................126
7. devin Mullings .......... 2003-07… .................... 116
      Matt allare ................. 2008-11… .................... 116
8.   Mike Massie .............. 1983-86… .................... 113
9.  ernie Fernandez ....... 1979-82… ....................109
10. Jeremy Wurtzman ..... 2001-04… ....................108
11.  Chris Porter ............... 1997-01… ....................106
12.  Phil Metz ................... 1999-03… ......................93
13.  Kevin dibelius ........... 1987-90… ......................91
14.  Ross Wilson .............. 2003-06… ......................90
15.  Chris Klingemann ..... 2003-07… ......................89
 Chris Gatt .................. 1986-89… ......................89
17.  doug Bloom .............. 1993-96… ......................87
18.  dennis Mertens ......... 2003-06… ......................86
19.  Stephen Miguel ......... 1987-90… ......................84
20.  Richard Berry ............ 1984-87… ......................82
21.  Sam Sebastion ......... 1991-93… ......................78
22.  Gabor Koves ............. 1990-93… ......................77
23.  Chase Buchanan ..... 2009-pres.......................76
       Lior Rusinek.............. 1980-83… ......................76
25.  drew eberly .............. 2005-08… ......................75
26.  Shuhei Uzawa ........... 2008-11… ......................71
27.  Marc Wurtzman......... 1994-97… ......................68
28.  Jason Homorody ....... 1993-96… ......................67
29.  andrew Carlson ........ 1996-01… ......................66
30.  Ben Basil ................... 1996-99… ......................65
 Ted Glavas ................ 1986-89… ......................65
 Jeff Sparr .................. 1982-85… ......................65
33.  Ty Tucker .................. 1989-91… ......................64
 Scott Weisman .......... 1985-88… ......................64
CAreer DOUBles Wins
 Player ....................... year .......................... Wins
1. Justin Kronauge.....  .. 2007-10 ........................133
2. Bryan Koniecko ......... 2006-09 ............................1
3. Ross Wilson .............. 2003-06 ........................ 118
 drew eberly .............. 2005-08 ........................ 118
5. Scott Green ............... 2003-06 ........................ 117
6. Balazs Novak ............ 2008-11 ........................106
7. Matt allare ................. 2008-11 ........................105
8. Steven Moneke ......... 2006-09 ........................101
9. Shuhei Uzawa ........... 2008-11 ..........................97
10. Stephen Miguel ......... 1987-90 ..........................85
11. Kevin dibelius ........... 1987-90 ..........................81
12. Roger Smith .............. 1983-86 ..........................78
 derek deFalco .......... 1997-01 ..........................78
 Brenton Contini ......... 2000-04 ..........................78
15. Jeremy Wurtzman ..... 2001-04 ..........................74
16. Richard Berry ............ 1984-87 ..........................73 
 Chris Porter ............... 1997-01 ..........................73
18. Chase Buchanan  .... 2009-pres.  ....................68
19. ernie Fernandez  ...... 1979-82 ..........................66
 Ulf Harwig ................. 1986-89 ..........................66
21. Reino Jokinen ........... 1978-81 ..........................64
 doug Bloom .............. 1993-96 ..........................64
23. Bob Wellstein ............ 1997-01 ..........................63
24. Chris Klingemann ..... 2003-07 ..........................61
25. Gabor Koves ............. 1990-93 ..........................59
 Lior Rusinek .............. 1980-83 ..........................59
27. Mike Massie .............. 1983-86 ..........................57
28. Ben Basil ................... 1996-99 ..........................55
29. andrew Carlson ........ 1996-01 ..........................54
30. Mark Redding ........... 1982-85 ..........................52
31. Conor Casey ............. 2000-03 ..........................51
32. Phil Metz ................... 1999-03 ..........................50
seAsOn singles Wins
 Player ....................... year .......................... Wins
1. Steven Moneke ......... 2009  ..............................45
 Roger Smith .............. 1986 ...............................45
3. Jeremy Wurtzman   ... 2004  ..............................42
 Steven Moneke ......... 2007 ...............................42
5. Vince Ng ................... 2003 ...............................41
 Justin Kronauge ........ 2008 ...............................41
 Justin Kronauge ........ 2009 ...............................41
 Blaz rola .................. 2011 ...............................41
9. Vince Ng ................... 2002 ...............................40
10. Mike Massie .............. 1986 ...............................39
 Balazs Novak ............ 2011 ...............................39
12. Steven Moneke ......... 2008 ...............................38
13. Bryan Koniecko ......... 2009 ...............................37
 Phil Metz ................... 2001 ...............................37
 Balazs Novak  ........... 2010 ...............................37
16. Balazs Novak ............ 2009 ...............................36
 Chris Porter ............... 2000 ...............................36
 Justin Kronauge ........ 2010  ..............................36
 Matt allare ................. 2011 ...............................36
20. devin Mullings  ......... 2007 ...............................35
21. Gabor Koves ............. 1991 ...............................34
 Jeremy Wurtzman ..... 2003  ..............................34
 Chris Klingemann ..... 2007 ...............................34
 Bryan Koniecko ......... 2008  ..............................34
 Chase Buchanan      2011  ..............................34
26.  Vince Ng ................... 2001 ...............................33
27.  Joey atas .................. 2005 ...............................32
 ernie Fernandez ....... 1982 ...............................32
 Jeremy Wurtzman ..... 2002 ...............................32
 dennis Mertens ......... 2004 ...............................32
31.  Chase Buchanan ..... 2010  ..............................31
 Matt allare ................. 2009 ...............................31
 Chris Porter ............... 2001 ...............................31 
 Roger Smith .............. 1985 ...............................31
 Chris Gatt .................. 1988 ...............................31
36.  dennis Mertens  ........ 2006  ..............................30
 ernie Fernandez ....... 1981 ...............................30
 ernie Fernandez ....... 1980 ...............................30
 Kevin dibelius ........... 1990 ...............................30
 Devin mcCarthy ....... 2011 ...............................30
41.  devin Mullings .......... 2006  ..............................29
 Bryan Koniecko  ........ 2006  ..............................29
 Justin Kronauge  ....... 2007  ..............................29
 Bryan Koniecko ......... 2007  ..............................29
 
seAsOn DOUBles Wins
 Player ....................... year .......................... Wins
1. Ross Wilson ............. 2005 ...............................38
2. Balazs Novak ........... 2010 ...............................37
3. Bryan Koniecko ........ 2008  ..............................36
 Justin Kronauge ....... 2008  ..............................36
 Steven Moneke ........ 2008  ..............................36
6. Scott Green .............. 2005 ...............................35 
 Justin Kronauge ....... 2010  ..............................35
8. Bryan Koniecko ........ 2009  ..............................34
 dino Marcan ............. 2010 ...............................34
 Blaz rola ................. 2011 ...............................34
 Balazs Novak ........... 2011 ...............................34
12.  drew eberly .............. 2008 ...............................33
 drew eberly .............. 2005 ...............................33
  Matt allare ................ 2011 ...............................33
15. Steven Moneke ........ 2009  ..............................32
  Chase Buchanan .... 2011........... ....................32
17. Joey atas .................. 2004 ...............................31
 Justin Kronauge ....... 2007 ...............................31
 Justin Kronauge ....... 2009 ...............................31 
20.  Chase Buchanan .... 2010 ..............................  30
Richard Berry  .......... 1996 ...............................30
derek deFalco ......... 2000 ...............................30
derek deFalco ......... 2001 ...............................30
Jeremy Wurtzman .... 2004 ...............................30
Bryan Koniecko ........ 2007 ...............................30
Steven Moneke ........ 2007 ...............................30
 Matt allare ................ 2009 ...............................30
28.  Joey atas ................. 2005 ...............................29
29.  Bob Wellstein ........... 2001 ...............................28
 Chris Porter .............. 2000 ...............................28
 Ross Wilson ............. 2005 ...............................28
32.  Kevin dibelius .......... 1990 ...............................27
33.  Stephen Miguel ........ 1988 ...............................26
 andrew Carlson ....... 2000 ...............................26
 Bob Wellstein ........... 2000 ...............................26
 Scott Green .............. 2004 ...............................26
 Ross Wilson ............. 2004 ...............................26
 drew eberly ............. 2006 ...............................26
 drew eberly ............. 2007 ...............................26
 Shuhei Uzawa .......... 2009 ...............................26
  Shuhei Uzawa .......... 2011 ...............................26
42.  Shuhei Uzawa .......... 2010 ...............................25
 Bryan Koniecko ........ 2006 ...............................25
 Balazs Novak ........... 2009 ...............................25
45.  Matt allare ................ 2010 ...............................23
 Roger Smith ............. 1986 ...............................23
 Scott Weisman ......... 1988 ...............................23       
 Chris Porter .............. 2001 ...............................23 
 Brenton Contini ........ 2003 ...............................23
 Jeremy Wurtzman .... 2003 ...............................23
 
COmBineD CAreer Wins
 Player ..................................years ............Wins
1. Justin Kronauge (147,133) .. 2007-10 ........... 280
2. Bryan Koniecko (129,125) ... 2006-09 ........... 254
3. Steven Moneke (146,101) ... 2006-09 ........... 247
4.   Balazs Novak (127, 106) ..... 2008-11 ........... 233
5.   Matt allare (116, 105) ........... 2008-11 ........... 221
6. Ross Wilson (90,118) ........... 2003-06 ........... 208
7. Roger Smith (126,78) .......... 1983-86 ........... 204
8. drew eberly (75,118) ........... 2005-08 ........... 198       
9.  Jeremy Wurtzman (108,74) . 2001-04 ........... 182
10.  Chris Porter (106,73) ........... 1997-01 ........... 179
11.  ernie Fernandez (109,66) .... 1979-82 ........... 175
12.  Kevin dibelius (91,81) .......... 1987-90 ........... 172
13. Mike Massie (113,57) ........... 1983-86 ........... 170
14. Stephen Miguel (84,85) ....... 1987-90 ........... 169
15.  Shuhei Uzawa (71, 91) ........ 2008-11 ........... 158
16. Richard Berry (82,73) .......... 1984-87 ........... 155
17. doug Bloom (87,64) ............. 1993-96 ........... 151
 
 
WilsOn/itA nAtiOnAl  
COACh OF the yeAr
Ty Tucker.................................................. .............2009
itA/FArnsWOrth 
nAtiOnAl seniOr CO-PlAyer 
OF the yeAr
Jeremy Wurtzman .................................................2004
itA regiOn iV 
seniOr PlAyer OF the yeAr
Jeremy Wurtzman .................................................2004
Bryan Koniecko ...............................................2008, 09
Matt allare……………… .......................................  2011
itA regiOn iV 
COACh OF the yeAr
Ty Tucker .............................................2004, 06, 08, 10
 
itA regiOn iV AssistAnt  
COACh OF the yeAr
Chris Garner ..........................................................2007
itA regiOn iV rOOKie OF the yeAr
Joey atlas ..............................................................2004
Justin Kronauge.....................................................2007
Blaz rola …………………  ................................... 2011








Francisco Gonzalez .........................................1975, 76
ernie Fernandez ....................................................1980
Ty Tucker .........................................................1990, 91
Jeremy Wurtzman .................................................2004
Ross Wilson.....................................................2005, 06
Scott Green .....................................................2005, 06
Steven Moneke...........................................2007, 08,09




Chase Buchanan ........................................... 2010, 11
Blaz rola……………… .....................................….2011
nCAA All-tOUrnAment teAm
Steven Moneke (No. 2 singles) .............................2009
Justin Kronauge (No. 3 singles) ............................2009
Balazs Novak (No. 6 singles, No. 3 doubles)  ....... 2011
Shuhei Uzawa (No. 2 doubles) .............................. 2011
Chase Buchanan (no. 2 doubles)  ..................... 2011
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Blaz rola .............................................................. 2011
matt Allare ............................................................ 2011
Balazs novak ....................................................... 2011
ille Van engelen ................................................... 2011
Big ten singles ChAmPiOns
Charles Carren ......................................................1915
aris Franklin...........................................................1945
Francisco Gonzalez .........................................1975, 76




Big ten DOUBles ChAmPiOns
Charles Samson/Robert Wasserman ....................1943
alex Franklin/Thomas Mitchell...............................1944
aris Franklin/alex Franklin .....................................1945
ernie Fernandez/Reino Jokinen ............................1981
Big ten COACh OF the yeAr
Ty Tucker ........................... 2001, 06, 07, 08, 09, 10, 11
 
Big ten Athlete OF the yeAr
Vince Ng ...............................................................  2003
Bryan Koniecko ...............................................2008, 09
Chase Buchanan ........................................…2010, 11














































































































Blaz rola .............................................................. 2011
ille Van engelen ................................................... 2011
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a L L - t i M e  S e R i e S  R e c O R d S 
Air Force ...................................................... 0-1
Akron ........................................................... 7-0 
Alabama    .................................................... 5-2 
Antioch   ...................................................... 1-0 
Arizona   ....................................................... 0-1 
Arizona State ............................................... 0-2
Arkansas ...................................................... 3-0
Arkansas State ............................................. 1-0
Arkansas-Little Rock .................................... 0-2
Auburn ......................................................... 1-2
Austin Peay .................................................. 1-0
Ball State .................................................... 10-3
Baylor .......................................................... 5-1
Bellarmine ................................................... 1-0
Boise State ................................................... 4-0
Bowling Green  .......................................... 27-1
Brigham Young ............................................ 2-0 
Brown...................................... .................... 1-0
Butler  ........................................................ 12-0 
California ..................................................... 0-1
Cal-Irvine ..................................................... 0-2
Cal Poly ........................................................ 0-1
Capital  .................................................... 10-0-1
Carson-Newman .......................................... 1-0 
Chaminade .................................................. 1-0
Chattanooga ................................................ 1-0 
Chicago   ................................................. 6-17-1
Cincinnati ................................................. 29-10
Clemson   ..................................................... 2-1
Cleveland State ............................................ 7-0 
Coastal Carolina  .......................................... 6-0
Colgate   ....................................................... 0-1
Colorado  ..................................................... 1-0
Columbia ..................................................... 1-0






Detroit   ....................................................... 5-0
Duke ............................................................ 0-4
East Carolina ................................................ 1-0
Eastern Kentucky ....................................... 10-1
East Tennessee State ................................... 4-0
Evansville ..................................................... 2-0
Flagler   ........................................................ 0-1
Florida   ........................................................ 1-3
Florida Atlantic ............................................ 0-1
Florida International .................................... 2-2
Florida State ................................................ 3-3
Foothill College ............................................ 1-0
Furman ........................................................ 2-1
George Washington ..................................... 3-1
Georgia    ................................................... 3-10
Georgia Tech ................................................ 0-3
Hampton ..................................................... 1-0
Harvard   ...................................................... 0-2
Hawaii .......................................................... 2-0 
Hawaii-Pacific .............................................. 1-0
Houston   ..................................................... 1-0
Houston Baptist   ......................................... 1-0
Illinois  ..................................................39-54-1
Illinois State ................................................ 2- 0
Indiana   .................................................. 43-39
Indiana State  ............................................... 5-2
Iowa  ........................................................ 33-21
James Madison ............................................ 1-0
Kalamazoo ................................................... 3-6
Kansas .......................................................... 0-2
Kent State .................................................... 3-0
Kentucky ................................................. 11-12
Kenyon   .................................................. 30-3-1
Lafayette ...................................................... 1-0
Lockbourne .................................................. 2-0
Long Beach .................................................. 0-1
Louisiana State   .......................................... 7-5




McNeese State ............................................ 0-2
Miami (Fla.)   .............................................. 3-10
Miami (Ohio) ........................................... 30-15
Michigan  ..............................................27-73-1
Michigan State    ..................................... 40-35
Middle Tennessee State .............................. 0-1
Minnesota  .............................................. 27-38
Mississippi ................................................... 3-2
Mississippi State ......................................... 0-1
Murray State .............................................. 12-1
Muskingum .................................................. 1-0
Navy ............................................................. 1-2
Nebraska  .................................................... 1-0
Nevada-Las Vegas  ....................................... 1-0 
New Mexico ................................................. 2-2
New Mexico State........................................ 0-1
Nichols   ....................................................... 0-1
Northwestern  ......................................... 43-43
North Carolina .........................................6-0-1
North Carolina State .................................... 4-0
North Texas State......................................... 1-0
Northern Illinois .......................................... 8-2
Notre Dame  ............................................ 27-26
Oberlin   .................................................... 9-6-1
Ohio University  ......................................34-1-1
Ohio Wesleyan ........................................ 60-10 
Oklahoma .................................................... 3-0 
Oklahoma State ........................................... 0-1 
Otterbein ..................................................... 7-0
Pan American .............................................. 2-1
Pennsylvania ................................................ 1-1






Purdue    .................................................. 69-18
Redlands ...................................................... 0-1
Rice .............................................................. 2-2
Rollins   ........................................................ 0-2
San Jose State .............................................. 1-1
Seminole ...................................................... 1-0
Skidmore ..................................................... 1-0
Slippery Rock ............................................... 1-0
South Alabama ............................................ 4-1
South Carolina ............................................. 1-4
South Florida ............................................... 1-2
Southeastern Louisiana ............................... 0-1
Southern California  ..................................... 1-4
Southern Illinois ........................................ 10-3
Southern Methodist .................................... 0-4
Southwest Missouri ..................................... 1-0
Southwestern Louisiana .............................. 4-5
Stanford ....................................................... 1-2
St. Albans Club   ........................................... 1-0
St. Ambrose ................................................. 1-0
Stetson ........................................................ 1-0
Tampa .......................................................... 1-0 
Tennessee .................................................... 3-8
Texas ............................................................ 1-5
Texas A&M .................................................. 2-3
Texas Christian ............................................. 0-1
Texas-El Paso................................................ 1-2
Texas Tech .................................................... 2-0
The Citadel................................................... 1-0
Toledo    ..................................................... 27-2
Towson State ............................................... 1-0
Trinity   ......................................................... 1-1
Tulane .......................................................... 0-4
Tulsa ............................................................ 2-0
UC Irvine ...................................................... 1-0
UCLA ............................................................ 3-1
Utah State .................................................... 1-0
Vanderbilt  ................................................ 4-7-1
Virginia ........................................................ 2-5
Virginia Commonwealth .............................. 6-8
Virginia Tech  ............................................... 7-1 
Wake Forest ................................................. 4-3 
Washington ................................................. 2-1
Wayne State ................................................ 5-4 
Weber State ................................................. 1-0 
West Valley State ......................................... 1-0 
West Virginia ............................................. 13-5 
Western Kentucky ....................................... 0-2 
Western Michigan ....................................... 6-0 
Western State Teachers  .............................. 0-1 
William and Mary ........................................ 2-0 
Williams College .......................................... 0-1 
Wisconsin  ............................................... 40-32
Wisconsin State   ......................................... 1-0 
Wooster   ..................................................... 2-0 
Wright Patterson ......................................... 0-1
Wright State ................................................ 7-0
Xavier  ....................................................... 10-0 
Youngstown State  ....................................... 1-0
  2012 opponents are in BOLD
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1978-79
head Coach – john Daly
Overall record – 16-8
Big ten record – 7-2
NOTRe daMe .....................................................W, 8-1
at Cincinnati .........................................................W, 7-2
at Miami ................................................................L, 2-7
at USC ..................................................................L, 0-9
at Pepperdine .......................................................L, 1-8
at Vanderbilt ..........................................................L, 4-5
at Pan american ...................................................L, 3-6
OHiO WeSLeYaN ...............................................W, 9-0
MiNNeSOTa .........................................................L, 4-5
iOWa ...................................................................W, 6-3
at Miami (Ohio) .....................................................L, 3-6
at Wisconsin ........................................................W, 5-4
at Northwestern ...................................................W, 7-2
BOWLiNG GReeN ..............................................W, 8-1
iNdiaNa ..............................................................W, 5-4
aKRON ................................................................W, 9-0




WeST ViRGiNia ..................................................W, 9-0
at Ohio .................................................................W, 5-4
at Michigan State .................................................W, 6-3
at Michigan ...........................................................L, 2-7
1979-80
head Coach – john Daly
Overall record – 18-8
Big ten record – 7-2
MiaMi (OHiO) ......................................................W, 6-3
SOUTH CaROLiNa ..............................................L, 0-9
NOTRe daMe ......................................................L, 4-5
at Navy .................................................................L, 4-5
at Southwestern Louisiana ...................................L, 2-7
vs. South alabama...............................................W, 5-2
vs. Mississippi .......................................................L, 3-6
at Pan american ..................................................W, 6-3
at Pan american ..................................................W, 6-3
at Wisconsin ........................................................W, 6-3
at Minnesota .........................................................L, 3-6







BOWLiNG GReeN ..............................................W, 8-1
at Michigan State .................................................W, 9-0
at Michigan ...........................................................L, 3-6
OHiO ...................................................................W, 7-2
at West Virginia ...................................................W, 5-4
vs. Maryland ........................................................W, 5-4
at Kentucky ...........................................................L, 3-5
iNdiaNa ..............................................................W, 8-1
1981-82
head Coach – john Daly
Overall record – 17-13
Big ten record – 4-6
at Notre dame .....................................................W, 6-3
MiaMi (OHiO) ......................................................W, 6-3
TOWSON STaTe ................................................W, 8-1
PURdUe .............................................................W, 9-0
at Tennesee ..........................................................L, 0-9
vs. Long Beach .....................................................L, 2-7
vs. irvine ...............................................................L, 3-6
vs. Redlands .........................................................L, 4-5
vs. USC ................................................................L, 0-9
vs. Foothill College ..............................................W, 6-3
vs. San Jose State................................................L, 2-6
vs. West Valley ....................................................W, 6-3
WiSCONSiN .........................................................L, 3-6
MiNNeSOTa .........................................................L, 3-6
at indiana .............................................................W, 5-4
at Purdue ..............................................................L, 2-7
at illinois................................................................L, 3-6




BOWLiNG GReeN ..............................................W, 5-4
KeNYON .............................................................W, 7-2
CaPiTaL ..............................................................W, 9-0
at Michigan State .................................................W, 7-2
at Michgan ............................................................L, 1-8
CiNCiNNaTi ........................................................W, 7-2




head Coach – john Daly
Overall record – 21-8
Big ten record – 7-2
at eastern Kentucky ............................................W, 6-3
vs. Bellarmine ......................................................W, 9-0
vs. east Tennessee .............................................W, 9-0
TeNNeSSee ........................................................L, 2-7
PURdUe .............................................................W, 6-3
at Kentucky ...........................................................L, 3-6
vs. Harvard ...........................................................L, 3-6
iLLiNOiS ..............................................................W, 6-3
at Miami (Fla.) .......................................................L, 1-8
at South Florida ...................................................W, 5-4
at Florida State .....................................................L, 2-7
MiaMi (OHiO) ......................................................W, 5-4




BaLL STaTe ........................................................W, 6-3
OHiO WeSLeYaN ...............................................W, 8-1
aKRON ................................................................W, 9-0
at Wisconsin .........................................................L, 1-8
at Minnesota ........................................................W, 6-3
BOWLiNG GReeN ..............................................W, 9-0
KeNYON .............................................................W, 9-0
at Michigan State .................................................W, 6-3
at Michigan ...........................................................L, 1-8
CiNCiNNaTi ........................................................W, 9-0
at West Virginia ...................................................W, 6-3
vs. Maryland .........................................................L, 1-5
iNdiaNa ..............................................................W, 8-1
1983-84
head Coach – john Daly
Overall record – 14-18
Big ten record – 2-7
vs. Tennessee .......................................................L, 1-8
vs. Southwestern Louisiana..................................L, 1-8
vs. Carson-Newman ............................................W, 8-1
vs. austin-Peay ....................................................W, 8-1
at eastern Kentucky ............................................W, 6-3
WeST ViRGiNia ..................................................W, 9-0
MiaMi (OHiO) ......................................................W, 7-2
at Princeton ..........................................................L, 2-7
BaLL STaTe .........................................................L, 2-7
at Rice .................................................................W, 5-4
at Trinity ................................................................L, 1-8
vs. Texas ...............................................................L, 3-6
at Southern Methodist ..........................................L, 0-9
vs. Southwestern Louisiana..................................L, 3-6
at Louisiana State .................................................L, 0-9
vs. McNeese State ...............................................L, 4-5
at iowa ..................................................................L, 2-7
at Northwestern ....................................................L, 1-8
MiNNeSOTa .........................................................L, 1-8
WiSCONSiN .........................................................L, 4-5
OHiO WeSLeYaN ...............................................W, 7-2
aKRON ................................................................W, 6-3
at Notre dame .....................................................W, 5-4
at Marquette ........................................................W, 9-0
at indiana .............................................................W, 5-4
LOUiSiaNa STaTe ..............................................L, 1-8
MiCHiGaN ............................................................L, 3-6
MiCHiGaN STaTe ..............................................W, 7-2
CiNCiNNaTi ........................................................W, 8-1
at illinois................................................................L, 4-5
at Purdue ..............................................................L, 3-6
KeNYON .............................................................W, 8-1
1984-85
head Coach – john Daly
Overall record – 13-16





at Wisconsin .........................................................L, 2-7
at Minnesota .........................................................L, 1-8
KeNTUCKY ..........................................................L, 2-7
at auburn ..............................................................L, 2-7
vs. Georgia ...........................................................L, 0-9
vs. Southwestern Louisiana..................................L, 3-6
vs. Cal irvine .........................................................L, 0-6
vs. Kentucky .........................................................L, 4-5
eaSTeRN KeNTUCKY .......................................W, 9-0
NOTRe daMe .....................................................W, 8-1
OHiO WeSLeYaN ...............................................W, 8-1
aKRON ................................................................W, 9-0
vs. Penn State .....................................................W, 8-1
at West Virginia ...................................................W, 5-1
vs. James Madison ..............................................W, 7-0
at Michigan State .................................................W, 7-2
at Michigan ..........................................................W, 7-2




vs. iowa ...............................................................W, 5-1




head Coach – john Daly
Overall record – 22-8
Big ten record – 8-6
vs. Georgia Tech ...................................................L, 4-5
vs. indiana ...........................................................W, 8-1
SOUTHeRN iLLiNOiS.........................................W, 8-1
WeST ViRGiNia ..................................................W, 6-3
iLLiNOiS STaTe ..................................................W, 9-0
at indiana ..............................................................L, 4-5
vs. Murray State ..................................................W, 6-3
vs. Louisville ........................................................W, 5-3
BUTLeR ..............................................................W, 9-0
vs. Lafayette ........................................................W, 9-0
MiNNeSOTa .........................................................L, 2-7
WiSCONSiN .........................................................L, 4-5
MiaMi (OHiO) ......................................................W, 5-4
OHiO WeSLeYaN ...............................................W, 9-0
aKRON ................................................................W, 8-1
vs. indiana State ..................................................W, 8-1
at Notre dame .....................................................W, 7-2
CLeVeLaNd STaTe ...........................................W, 9-0
at illinois...............................................................W, 6-3
at Purdue .............................................................W, 6-3
KeNYON .............................................................W, 9-0
KeNTUCKY ..........................................................L, 4-5
at iowa .................................................................W, 5-4
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at Northwestern ....................................................L, 3-6
MiCHiGaN STaTe ..............................................W, 9-0
MiCHiGaN ............................................................L, 3-6
vs. Michigan..........................................................L, 3-5
vs. iowa ...............................................................W, 5-1
vs. Wisconsin.......................................................W, 5-2
vs. illinois .............................................................W, 5-3
1986-87
head Coach – john Daly
Overall record – 22-12
Big ten record – 6-6
at eastern Tennessee State ................................W, 8-1
at eastern Kentucky ............................................W, 7-2
eVaNSViLLe .......................................................W, 8-1
NORTHeRN iLLiNOiS ........................................W, 5-4
MiaMi (OHiO) .......................................................L, 3-6
NOTRe daMe .....................................................W, 6-3
SOUTHeRN iLLiNOiS.........................................W, 7-2
iNdiaNa ...............................................................L, 3-6
BaLL STaTe .........................................................L, 3-6
vs. Houston Baptist..............................................W, 5-4
vs. Oklahoma.......................................................W, 5-4
vs. North Texas State ..........................................W, 8-0
SOUTHeRN MeTHOdiST ...................................L, 2-7
vs. Oklahoma State ..............................................L, 3-6
vs. McNeese State ...............................................L, 1-5
vs. Houston..........................................................W, 7-2
vs. eastern Tennesee State .................................W, 7-0
at West Virginia ....................................................L, 4-5
eaSTeRN KeNTUCKY .......................................W, 8-0




at Michigan ...........................................................L, 0-9
at Michigan State .................................................W, 8-1
MURRaY STaTe .................................................W, 7-2
at Minnesota .........................................................L, 3-6




vs. indiana ...........................................................W, 5-4
vs. Minnesota .......................................................L, 4-5
vs. illinois ..............................................................L, 2-5
1987-88
head Coach – john Daly
Overall record – 27-10
Big ten record – 6-7
ViRGiNia TeCH ..................................................W, 8-1
PeNN STaTe ......................................................W, 6-0
OHiO ...................................................................W, 7-2
at evansville ........................................................W, 9-0
at Southern illinois ...............................................W, 9-0
at Northern illinois................................................W, 6-3
MiaMi (OHiO) ......................................................W, 7-2
NOTRe daMe .....................................................W, 7-2
BaLL STaTe ........................................................W, 5-4
vs. Brigham Young...............................................W, 5-1
vs. Hawaii ............................................................W, 5-1
vs. Skidmore ........................................................W, 7-0
at Utah State........................................................W, 9-0
at Weber State .....................................................W, 5-0
at Stanford ............................................................L, 0-9
at San Jose State ................................................W, 5-4
at air Force ...........................................................L, 2-6
at UNLV ...............................................................W, 7-2
WeST ViRGiNia ...................................................L, 3-6
iOWa ....................................................................L, 3-6
at Northwestern ...................................................W, 6-3
TOLedO ..............................................................W, 8-1
MURRaY STaTe .................................................W, 8-1
MiCHiGaN STaTe ..............................................W, 7-2
MiCHiGaN ............................................................L, 2-7
iLLiNOiS STaTe ..................................................W, 9-0
OHiO WeSLeYaN ...............................................W, 9-0
at Wisconsin .........................................................L, 4-5
at Minnesota .........................................................L, 2-7
at Cincinnati .........................................................W, 9-0
at illinois...............................................................W, 5-4
at Purdue .............................................................W, 6-3
at indiana ..............................................................L, 3-6
vs. indiana ............................................................L, 3-6
vs. illinois .............................................................W, 5-2
vs. Northwestern...................................................L, 4-5
vs. Michigan State ...............................................W, 5-2
1988-89
head Coach – john Daly
Overall record – 20-10
Big ten record – 7-5
NOTRe daMe ......................................................L, 4-5
SOUTHeRN iLLiNOiS.........................................W, 7-2
at Penn .................................................................L, 4-5
at Maryland ..........................................................W, 4-3
NORTHeRN iLLiNOiS ........................................W, 7-2
MiaMi (OHiO) ......................................................W, 5-4
OHiO ...................................................................W, 8-1
at Colorado ..........................................................W, 6-3
at Boise State ......................................................W, 8-1
at New Mexico .....................................................W, 7-2
at Texas Tech .......................................................W, 5-4
at arizona State ....................................................L, 3-6
at arizona..............................................................L, 0-6
WeST ViRGiNia ...................................................L, 4-5
MURRaY STaTe .................................................W, 9-0
at Michigan State .................................................W, 7-2
at Michigan ...........................................................L, 0-9
TOLedO ..............................................................W, 7-1
at Wisconsin .........................................................L, 4-5
at Minnesota .........................................................L, 2-7








vs. Minnesota .......................................................L, 2-5
vs. Northwestern...................................................L, 2-5
1989-90
head Coach – john Daly
Overall record – 18-9
Big ten record – 8-5
SOUTHeRN iLLiNOiS.........................................W, 9-0
PeNNSYLVaNia ..................................................W, 7-2
Southwestern Louisiana ......................................W, 8-1
WaKe FOReST ...................................................W, 8-1
WeSTeRN MiCHiGaN ........................................W, 8-1
BOWLiNG GReeN ..............................................W, 8-1
vs. Florida .............................................................L, 4-5
vs. Vanderbilt .......................................................W, 5-1
vs. UTeP ..............................................................L, 3-6
BaLL STaTe ........................................................W, 6-3
MiCHiGaN STaTe ..............................................W, 8-1
MURRaY STaTe .................................................W, 9-0
MiNNeSOTa ........................................................W, 5-3
WiSCONSiN ........................................................W, 5-4
WeST ViRGiNia ...................................................L, 3-5
at illinois...............................................................W, 6-3
at Purdue .............................................................W, 7-2
TOLedO ..............................................................W, 9-0
at indiana ..............................................................L, 2-6
at Notre dame ......................................................L, 3-6
MiCHiGaN ...........................................................W, 5-1
CiNCiNNaTi ........................................................W, 5-3
at iowa ..................................................................L, 3-5
at Northwestern ....................................................L, 4-5
vs. iowa ...............................................................W, 5-0
vs. indiana ............................................................L, 2-5
vs. Wisconsin........................................................L, 4-5
1990-91
head Coach – john Daly
Overall record – 15-15
Big ten record – 8-5
vs. Mississippi State .............................................L, 2-7
vs. Virginia Commonwealth .................................W, 5-4
vs. Southern Methodist .........................................L, 3-6
NORTHeRN iLLiNOiS ........................................W, 9-0
SOUTHeRN iLLiNOiS.........................................W, 7-2
vs. West Virginia ...................................................L, 4-5
vs. South Florida...................................................L, 2-6
iNdiaNa ...............................................................L, 3-6
NOTRe daMe ......................................................L, 1-8
MiaMi (OHiO) ......................................................W, 8-1
BOWLiNG GReeN ..............................................W, 9-0
vs. Trinity .............................................................W, 5-2
vs. Rice .................................................................L, 1-5
vs. Southeastern Louisiana ..................................L, 1-5
vs. Miami (Fla.) .....................................................L, 3-6
vs. Florida State...................................................W, 5-4
vs. Southwestern Louisiana..................................L, 1-5
MiNNeSOTa .........................................................L, 4-5
iOWa ....................................................................L, 4-5
MURRaY STaTe .................................................W, 6-2
at Michigan State .................................................W, 7-2
at Michigan ...........................................................L, 4-5
at Wisconsin .........................................................L, 3-5
at Northwestern ...................................................W, 6-0





vs. Minnesota ......................................................W, 5-4
1991-92
head Coach – john Daly
Overall record – 14-11
Big ten record – 8-5
WeST ViRGiNia ..................................................W, 6-3
SOUTHeRN iLLiNOiS.........................................W, 7-2
at indiana ..............................................................L, 3-6
at Minnesota .........................................................L, 2-7
at iowa .................................................................W, 5-4
NORTHeRN iLLiNOiS ........................................W, 7-2
MiaMi (OHiO) ......................................................W, 7-2
MURRaY STaTe ..................................................L, 4-5
BOWLiNG GReeN ..............................................W, 6-3
at Notre dame ......................................................L, 2-7
SOUTH aLaBaMa ...............................................L, 4-5
at Miami (Fla.) .......................................................L, 0-5
at TCU ..................................................................L, 0-6
at Ball State .........................................................W, 4-2
at auburn ..............................................................L, 1-5




at Purdue .............................................................W, 6-3
at illinois...............................................................W, 7-2
PeNN STaTe ......................................................W, 5-4
vs. Michigan.........................................................W, 5-1
vs. Minnesota .......................................................L, 1-5
vs. Northwestern...................................................L, 4-5
1992-93
head Coach – john Daly
Overall record – 16-16
Big ten record – 6-8
NOTRe daMe ......................................................L, 1-6
LOUiSViLLe ........................................................W, 4-3
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SOUTHeRN iLLiNOiS.........................................W, 6-1
at Ball State ..........................................................L, 1-6
NORTHeRN iLLiNOiS ........................................W, 4-3
MiaMi (OHiO) .......................................................L, 3-4
NaVY ...................................................................W, 7-0
at Virginia Commonwealth ....................................L, 1-6
at West Virginia ....................................................L, 1-6
BOWLiNG GReeN ..............................................W, 4-3
CiNCiNNaTi ........................................................W, 4-3
MURRaY STaTe ..................................................L, 3-4
vs. Brigham Young...............................................W, 4-3
vs. Tennessee .......................................................L, 0-7
vs. Minnesota .......................................................L, 1-6
vs. Washington .....................................................L, 0-7
at Michigan State ..................................................L, 2-5
at Michigan ..........................................................W, 4-3
at Wisconsin ........................................................W, 4-3






at Penn State ........................................................L, 2-5
MiNNeSOTa .........................................................L, 1-6
SiNCLaiR COMM. COLLeGe.............................W, 6-1
iOWa ....................................................................L, 2-5
vs. Northwestern...................................................L, 1-4
vs. Michigan State ................................................L, 2-4
vs. Michigan.........................................................W, 4-2
1993-94
head Coach – john Daly
Overall record – 10-15
Big ten record – 5-8
LOUiSViLLe ........................................................W, 7-0
at Miami (Ohio) .....................................................L, 1-6
at Texas ................................................................L, 0-7
at Notre dame ......................................................L, 2-5
at Georgia Tech ....................................................L, 2-5
at Virginia Commonwealth ....................................L, 1-6
CiNCiNNaTi ........................................................W, 7-0
WeST ViRGiNia ..................................................W, 7-0
BOWLiNG GReeN ..............................................W, 6-1
WiSCONSiN .........................................................L, 3-4
at Miami (Fla.) .......................................................L, 2-5
at Florida international ..........................................L, 1-6
NORTHWeSTeRN ...............................................L, 1-6
at illinois...............................................................W, 5-2
at Purdue .............................................................W, 5-2
at indiana ..............................................................L, 3-4
PeNN STaTe ......................................................W, 4-3
BaLL STaTe ........................................................W, 4-3
at Minnesota .........................................................L, 1-6
at iowa ..................................................................L, 3-4
at Michigan ...........................................................L, 3-4
MiCHiGaN STaTe ..............................................W, 6-1
vs. Northwestern...................................................L, 0-4
vs. Penn State ......................................................L, 0-4
vs. iowa ...............................................................W, 4-0
1994-95
head Coach – john Daly
Overall record – 17-12
Big ten record – 6-8
FLORida iNTeRNaTiONaL .................................L, 3-4
MURRaY STaTe .................................................W, 5-2
MiaMi (OHiO) ......................................................W, 5-2
BOWLiNG GReeN ..............................................W, 4-3
at Notre dame ......................................................L, 1-6
iNdiaNa ..............................................................W, 4-3
at Tennessee ........................................................L, 3-4
at alabama...........................................................W, 4-3
ViRGiNia COMMONWeaLTH .............................L, 1-6
BaLL STaTe ........................................................W, 5-2
at George Washington .........................................W, 6-1
at Penn State .......................................................W, 6-1
LOUiSViLLe ........................................................W, 6-1
vs. Brigham Young...............................................W, 5-2
vs.	Hawaii	Pacific.................................................W, 7-0
vs. Hawaii-Hilo .....................................................W, 6-1
at  Chaminade .....................................................W, 7-0





at Michigan ...........................................................L, 3-4
at Michigan State ..................................................L, 2-5
at Wisconsin ........................................................W, 6-1
at Northwestern ....................................................L, 1-6
vs. Northwestern...................................................L, 3-4
vs. indiana ............................................................L, 0-4
vs. illinois ..............................................................L, 2-4
1995-96
head Coach – john Daly
Overall record – 13-13
Big ten record – 7-8
MURRaY STaTe .................................................W, 7-0
NOTRe daMe ......................................................L, 0-7
BOWLiNG GReeN ..............................................W, 6-1
at Oklahoma ........................................................W, 6-1
at illinois................................................................L, 1-6
MiaMi (OHiO) .......................................................L, 3-4
aRKaNSaS-LiTTLe ROCK..................................L, 2-5
at Virginia Commonwealth ....................................L, 3-4
at Virginia .............................................................W, 5-2
PeNN STaTe ......................................................W, 5-2
at Purdue ..............................................................L, 2-5
at Texas a&M ........................................................L, 1-6
at Florida international .........................................W, 5-2
at Miami (Fla.) ......................................................W, 5-2
at indiana .............................................................W, 4-3
at Minnesota .........................................................L, 1-6
at iowa .................................................................W, 5-2




vs. iowa ...............................................................W, 5-0
vs. indiana ...........................................................W, 4-0
vs. Michigan..........................................................L, 0-4
vs. Purdue ............................................................L, 3-4
vs. Penn State .....................................................W, 4-2
1996-97
head Coach – john Daly
Overall record – 11-17
Big ten record – 4-10
NOTRe daMe ......................................................L, 0-7
TOLedO ..............................................................W, 5-2
BOWLiNG GReeN ..............................................W, 4-3
LOUiSViLLe ........................................................W, 5-2
MiaMi (OHiO) .......................................................L, 3-4
at Southwest Missouri .........................................W, 5-2






ViRGiNia COMMONWeaLTH .............................L, 1-6
dePaUL...............................................................W, 7-0
at Michigan State ..................................................L, 2-5
at New Mexico ......................................................L, 1-6
at New Mexico State.............................................L, 3-4
at Texas-el Paso ...................................................L, 2-4
at Michigan  ..........................................................L, 0-7
at Wisconsin ........................................................W, 4-3
at Northwestern ....................................................L, 1-6
iLLiNOiS ...............................................................L, 0-5
PURdUe ..............................................................L, 1-6
at Penn State ........................................................L, 2-5
vs. indiana ...........................................................W, 4-0
vs. Michigan..........................................................L, 0-4
vs. Purdue ............................................................L, 3-4
vs. Penn State .....................................................W, 4-2
1997-98
head Coach – john Daly
Overall record – 4-21
Big ten record – 0-12
vs. New Mexico ....................................................L, 3-4
at Minnesota .........................................................L, 2-5
TOLedO ..............................................................W, 7-0
BOWLiNG GReeN ..............................................W, 5-2
at Notre dame ......................................................L, 1-6
at Miami (Fla.) .......................................................L, 1-6
at indiana  ............................................................ L, 3-4
LOUiSViLLe .........................................................L, 2-5
MiaMi (Ohio) .......................................................W, 4-3
at Kansas..............................................................L, 2-5
at iowa ..................................................................L, 3-4
at Virginia Commonwealth ....................................L, 1-6
TeXaS eL-PaSO ................................................W, 4-3
MiCHiGaN STaTe ...............................................L, 2-5
MiCHiGaN ............................................................L, 0-7
vs. Harvard ...........................................................L, 0-4
vs. Oregon ............................................................L, 2-4
vs. Cal Poly...........................................................L, 2-4
WiSCONSiN .........................................................L, 3-4
NORTHWeSTeRN ...............................................L, 0-7
at illinois ...............................................................L, 0-7
at Purdue ..............................................................L, 0-7
PeNN STaTe .......................................................L, 2-4
vs. iowa ................................................................L, 2-4
vs. Penn State ......................................................L, 0-4
1998-99
head Coach – john Daly
Overall record – 6-18
Big ten record – 0-11
TOLedO ..............................................................W, 7-0
MURRaY STaTe .................................................W, 7-0
BOWLiNG GReeN ..............................................W, 7-0
at Minnesota .........................................................L, 1-6
KaNSaS ...............................................................L, 1-6
PeNN STaTe .......................................................L, 1-6
at Virginia Tech .....................................................L, 2-5
ViRGiNia COMMONWeaLTH .............................L, 0-7
NOTRe daMe ......................................................L, 0-7
MiaMi (Ohio) .......................................................W, 5-2
dePaUL...............................................................W, 4-3
WeSTeRN MiCHiGaN ........................................W, 4-3
at South alabama .................................................L, 1-6
at Rice ..................................................................L, 0-7
at Texas a&M ........................................................L, 0-7
iNdiaNa ...............................................................L, 2-5
PURdUe ..............................................................L, 3-4
at Michigan ...........................................................L, 1-6
at Michigan State ..................................................L, 3-4
NORTHWeSTeRN ...............................................L, 3-4
iLLiNOiS ...............................................................L, 0-7
at Wisconsin .........................................................L, 1-6
at iowa ..................................................................L, 3-4
vs. Michigan State ................................................L, 2-4
1999-00
head Coach  – ty tucker (1st season)
Overall record – 14-11
Big ten record  – 7-5
ROBeRT MORRiS ..............................................W, 7-0
SOUTH aLaBaMa ..............................................W, 6-1
TOLedO ..............................................................W, 6-1
BOWLiNG GReeN ..............................................W, 6-1
Notre dame ..........................................................L, 3-4
2 0 1 2  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
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ViRGiNia TeCH ..................................................W, 7-0
MiNNeSOTa .........................................................L, 2-5
Penn State ...........................................................W, 4-3
Virginia Commonwealth ........................................L, 1-6
Virginia ..................................................................L, 2-4










MiCHiGaN STaTe ..............................................W, 7-0
@Penn State .......................................................W, 4-3
@indiana ..............................................................L, 2-4
#Boise State ........................................................W, 4-3
!Texas ...................................................................L, 1-4
@  Big Ten Championship
# NCaa Tournament, 1st Rd.
! NCaa Tournament, 2nd Rd.
2000-01
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record – 25-4
Big ten record – 11-2
BUTLeR ..............................................................W, 6-1
MURRaY STaTe .................................................W, 7-0
NOTRe daMe ......................................................L, 2-5
WeST ViRGiNia ..................................................W, 7-0
NORTHeRN iLLiNOiS ........................................W, 7-0
TOLedO ..............................................................W, 7-0
at Kentucky ..........................................................W, 4-3
at Virginia Tech ....................................................W, 5-2
PeNN STaTe ......................................................W, 6-1
at Minnesota ........................................................W, 4-3
BOWLiNG GReeN ..............................................W, 7-0
at indiana State ...................................................W, 4-3
at Coastal Carolina ..............................................W, 7-0
at Clemson ..........................................................W, 6-1




at Michigan State .................................................W, 7-0
at Michigan ...........................................................L, 3-4
at Purdue .............................................................W, 5-2
at indiana .............................................................W, 4-3
iLLiNOiS ...............................................................L, 2-4
NORTHWeSTeRN ..............................................W, 5-2
@at Wisconsin ....................................................W, 4-2
@vs. Northwestern ..............................................W, 4-2
@vs. illinois .........................................................W, 4-2
#vs. Virginia Commonwealth ...............................W, 4-3
!at Tennessee .......................................................L, 1-4
@  Big Ten Championship
# NCaa Tournament, 1st Rd.
! NCaa Tournament, 2nd Rd.
2001-02
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record – 21-5
Big ten record – 10-2
TOLedO ..............................................................W, 7-0
BUTLeR ..............................................................W, 7-0
BOWLiNG GReeN ..............................................W, 7-0
at Notre dame ......................................................L, 1-6
at Georgia .............................................................L, 1-5
VaNdeRBiLT.......................................................W, 5-2
aLaBaMa ............................................................W, 5-2




iNdiaNa STaTe ..................................................W, 5-2
at Penn State .......................................................W, 7-0
at Coastal Carolina ..............................................W, 7-0
NeBRaSKa .........................................................W, 6-1
at iowa .................................................................W, 4-3
at Louisville ..........................................................W, 4-1








#vs. Vanderbilt ......................................................L, 3-4
!  Big Ten Championship
# NCaa Tournament, 1st Rd.
2002-03
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record – 22-7
Big ten record – 10-2
TOLedO ..............................................................W, 7-0
BUTLeR ..............................................................W, 7-0
NOTRe daMe .....................................................W, 6-1
WeST ViRGiNia ..................................................W, 6-1
dePaUL...............................................................W, 7-0
at UCLa ................................................................L, 2-5
at alabama............................................................L, 3-4
at Vanderbilt ..........................................................L, 1-6
ViRGiNia COMMONWeaLTH ............................W, 4-2
PeNN STaTe ......................................................W, 7-0
MaRYLaNd .........................................................W, 5-2
CLeVeLaNd STaTe ...........................................W, 7-0
iNdiaNa STaTe ..................................................W, 7-0
at Mississippi ........................................................L, 1-6
at Michigan State .................................................W, 4-3
at Michigan ..........................................................W, 7-0
at Coastal Carolina ..............................................W, 6-1
at indiana .............................................................W, 5-2
iLLiNOiS ...............................................................L, 2-5
PURdUe .............................................................W, 5-2
at Wisconsin ........................................................W, 5-2
at Northwestern ...................................................W, 6-1
MiNNeSOTa ........................................................W, 4-3
iOWa ...................................................................W, 7-0
^vs. Wisconsin .....................................................W, 4-0
^vs. Minnesota ......................................................L, 1-4
#vs. arkansas ......................................................W, 4-0
!vs. Kentucky .......................................................W, 4-3
@vs. California .....................................................L, 0-4
^ Big Ten Championship
# NCaa Tournament, 1st Rd.
! NCaa Tournament, 2nd Rd.
@ NCaa Tournament, Rd. of 16
2003-04
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record – 26-5
Big ten record – 11-2
XaVieR ................................................................W, 7-0
CLeVeLaNd STaTe ...........................................W, 7-0
TOLedO ..............................................................W, 7-0
dePaUL...............................................................W, 7-0




at Virginia Commonwealth ....................................L, 2-5
at Virginia Tech ....................................................W, 7-0
at Notre dame .....................................................W, 4-3
at Penn State .......................................................W, 6-1
at Coastal Carolina ..............................................W, 7-0
MiCHiGaN STaTe ..............................................W, 6-1
MiCHiGaN ...........................................................W, 5-2
iNdiaNa ..............................................................W, 6-1
at Purdue .............................................................W, 7-0
at illinois................................................................L, 3-4
iNdiaNa STaTe ..................................................W, 7-0
YOUNGSTOWN STaTe ......................................W, 7-0
NORTHWeSTeRN ..............................................W, 5-2
WiSCONSiN ........................................................W, 7-0
at iowa .................................................................W, 7-0
at Minnesota ........................................................W, 5-2
^vs. Wisconsin .....................................................W, 4-0
^vs. Minnesota .....................................................W, 4-0
^vs. illinois ............................................................L, 1-4
#vs. South Carolina .............................................W, 4-0
!vs. North Carolina ...............................................W, 4-3
@ vs. Virginia ......................................................W, 4-3
* vs. Baylor ...........................................................L, 0-4
^  Big Ten Championship
# NCaa Tournament, 1st Rd.
! NCaa Tournament, 2nd Rd.
@ NCaa Tournament, Rd. of 16
*	NCAA	Tournament,	Quarterfinal
2004-05
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record – 20-9
Big ten record – 10-3
XaVieR ................................................................W, 7-0
BUTLeR ..............................................................W, 7-0
at Tulane ...............................................................L, 3-4
at Washington .......................................................L, 1-4
aRKaNSaS .........................................................W, 5-2
at Georgia .............................................................L, 1-4
at Georgia .............................................................L, 2-4
at Kentucky ..........................................................W, 4-1
at LSU...................................................................L, 1-4
ViRGiNia COMMONWeaLTH ............................W, 7-0
at alabama...........................................................W, 4-3
at Coastal Carolina................. .............................W, 7-0
at Vanderbilt .........................................................W, 4-3
iOWa ...................................................................W, 7-0
MiNNeSOTa ........................................................W, 4-3
at Purdue .............................................................W, 6-1
at illinois................................................................L, 2-5
iNdiaNa ..............................................................W, 6-1
PeNN STaTe ......................................................W, 4-3
NOTRe daMe .....................................................W, 4-3
MiCHiGaN ...........................................................W, 6-1
MiCHiGaN STaTe ..............................................W, 7-0
at Wisconsin ........................................................W, 5-2
at Northwestern ....................................................L, 2-5
!vs. Minnesota .....................................................W, 4-0
!vs. Michigan........................................................W, 4-0
!vs. illinois .............................................................L, 2-4
#vs. Brown ...........................................................W, 4-0
!vs. Tennessee ......................................................L, 2-4
!  Big Ten Championship
# NCaa Tournament, 1st Rd.
! NCaa Tournament, 2nd Rd.
2005-06
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record – 28-2





at Kentucky ..........................................................W, 4-3
Virginia Tech ........................................................W, 6-1
LSU......................................................................W, 6-1
BUTLeR ..............................................................W, 7-0
WRiGHT STaTe ..................................................W, 7-0
at Notre dame ......................................................L, 2-5
at Virginia Commonwealth ...................................W, 4-2
at Florida State ....................................................W, 4-2
at Coastal Carolina ..............................................W, 7-0
at iowa .................................................................W, 7-0
2 0 1 2  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
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at Minnesota ........................................................W, 5-2
Purdue ................................................................ W, 7-0
illinois...................................................................W, 5-2
at indiana .............................................................W, 6-1
at Penn State .......................................................W, 5-2
at Michigan State .................................................W, 6-1





!vs. illinois ............................................................W, 4-2
#BUTLeR ............................................................W, 4-0
#aRKaNSaS .......................................................W, 4-0
&vs. North Carolina .............................................W, 4-0
%vs. Texas ...........................................................L, 3-4
!  Big Ten Championship
#NCaa Tournament Rds. 1-2, Columbus, Ohio
&NCaa Tournament Rd. of 16, Stanford, Calif.
%NCAA	Tournament	Quarterfinal,	Stanford,	Calif.
2006-07
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record – 30-2




FLORida STaTe .................................................W, 7-0
TOLedO ..............................................................W, 7-0
at Tennessee .......................................................W, 4-0
KeNTUCKY .........................................................W, 6-1
#vs. Stanford  ......................................................W, 4-0
#vs. Baylor ...........................................................W, 4-2
#vs. UCLa............................................................W, 4-2
#vs. Georgia .........................................................L, 0-4
at LSU..................................................................W, 4-2
iNdiaNa ..............................................................W, 6-1
at Miami (Fla.) ......................................................W, 5-2
iOWa ...................................................................W, 7-0
MiNNeSOTa ........................................................W, 7-0
NOTRe daMe .....................................................W, 7-0
MiCHiGaN STaTe ..............................................W, 7-0
WRiGHT STaTe ..................................................W, 7-0
at Northwestern ...................................................W, 7-0
at Wisconsin ........................................................W, 6-1
PURdUe .............................................................W, 7-0
iLLiNOiS ..............................................................W, 7-0
at Penn State .......................................................W, 5-2
at Michigan ..........................................................W, 6-1
!vs. Northwestern.................................................W, 4-0
!vs. Wisconsin......................................................W, 4-0
!vs. illinois ............................................................W, 4-1
@vs. Columbia ....................................................W, 4-0
@vs. Tennessee ..................................................W, 4-1




@NCaa Tournament Rds. 1-2, Columbus, Ohio
%NCaa Tournament Rd. of 16, athens, Ga.
2007-08
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record – 35-2
Big ten record – 13-0
BUTLeR ..............................................................W, 7-0
XaVieR ................................................................W, 7-0
at Mississippi .............. ........................................W, 4-2
MiaMi (Fla.)  ........................................................W, 5-2
PePPeRdiNe .....................................................W, 5-2
WRiGHT STaTe ..................................................W, 4-0
WaKe FOReST ...................................................W, 5-1
NORTH CaROLiNa .............................................W, 4-2
#vs. Boise State...................................................W, 4-0
#vs. Southern California ......................................W, 4-1
#vs. Georgia ........................................................W, 4-1
#vs. Virginia ..........................................................L, 1-4
at Baylor ..............................................................W, 4-2
at iowa .................................................................W, 7-0
at Minnesota ........................................................W, 6-1
at Louisiana State ................................................W, 4-2
at Coastal Carolina ..............................................W, 7-0
at The Citadel ......................................................W, 4-0
ViRGiNia COMMONWeaLTH ............................W, 7-0
at Notre dame .....................................................W, 6-1
at Michigan State .................................................W, 6-1





at Purdue .............................................................W, 7-0
WRiGHT STaTe ..................................................W, 7-0
PeNN STaTe ......................................................W, 6-1
MiCHiGaN ...........................................................W, 7-0
!vs. iowa ..............................................................W, 4-0
!vs. Michigan........................................................W, 4-1
!vs. illinois ............................................................W, 4-3
@vs. Cleveland State ..........................................W, 4-0
@vs. east Tennessee State ................................W, 4-0
%vs. illinois ..........................................................W, 4-3
*vs. Texas .............................................................L, 2-4
#National Team indoors
!Big Ten Championship
@NCaa Tournament Rds. 1-2, Columbus, Ohio
%NCaa Tournament Rd. of 16, Tulsa, Okla.
*NCAA	Tournament	Quarterfinal,	Tulsa,	Okla.
2008-09
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record – 36-2
Big ten record – 13-0
BUTLeR ..............................................................W, 7-0
XaVieR ................................................................W, 7-0
at Washington ............. ........................................W, 6-1
^STeTSON  .........................................................W, 7-0
^ViRGiNia TeCH.................................................W, 5-2
at North Carolina .................................................W, 7-0
at Wake Forest ....................................................W, 4-0
MiSSiSSiPPi .................................................Cancelled
#vs. Pepperdine...................................................W, 4-2
#vs. Tennessee .....................................................L, 3-4
#vs. UCLa............................................................W, 4-0
NOTRe daMe .....................................................W, 7-0
LSU......................................................................W, 7-0
at Purdue .............................................................W, 7-0
BaYLOR ..............................................................W, 7-0
at Penn State .......................................................W, 7-0
CLeVeLaNd STaTe ...........................................W, 7-0
at Texas a&M .......................................................W, 4-3




at Kentucky ..........................................................W, 5-2
at Michigan State .................................................W, 7-0
at Michigan ..........................................................W, 6-1




WRiGHT STaTe ..................................................W, 4-0
!vs. Wisconsin......................................................W, 4-0
!vs. Michigan........................................................W, 4-1
!vs. illinois ............................................................W, 4-1
@vs. Xavier .........................................................W, 4-0
@vs. Michigan .....................................................W, 4-1
%vs. Boise State .................................................W, 4-0
*vs. Baylor ...........................................................W, 4-1
+vs. UCLa ...........................................................W, 4-3




@NCaa Tournament Rds. 1-2, Columbus, Ohio




&NCaa Tournament Final, College Station, Texas
2009-10
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record - 35-2
Big ten record - 13-0
BUTLeR ..............................................................W, 7-0
XaVieR ................................................................W, 7-0
^NeW MeXiCO ............ ......................................W, 7-0
^TULSa  ..............................................................W, 7-0
PePPeRdiNe .....................................................W, 6-1
NORTH CaROLiNa .............................................W, 6-1
#vs. Louisville ......................................................W, 4-2
#vs. Florida ..........................................................W, 4-3
#vs. Virginia ..........................................................L, 1-4
KeNTUCKY .........................................................W, 5-2
WRiGHT STaTe ..................................................W, 7-0
LOUiSViLLe ........................................................W, 5-2
TeXaS a&M ........................................................W, 4-3
PURdUe .............................................................W, 7-0
deTROiT MeRCY ...............................................W, 7-0
at LSU..................................................................W, 4-2
at Georgia ............................................................W, 4-2
PeNN STaTe ......................................................W, 7-0
CLeVeLaNd STaTe ...........................................W, 4-0
at iowa .................................................................W, 6-1
at Minnesota ........................................................W, 7-0
at Notre dame .....................................................W, 7-0
MiCHiGaN STaTe ..............................................W, 7-0
TOLedO ..............................................................W, 5-0
MiCHiGaN ...........................................................W, 6-1
at Mississippi .......................................................W, 4-2
iNdiaNa ..............................................................W, 7-0
iLLiNOiS ..............................................................W, 6-1
at Northwestern ...................................................W, 6-1
at Wisconsin ........................................................W, 4-3
!vs. Northwestern.................................................W, 4-0
!vs. Wisconsin......................................................W, 4-0
!vs. illinois ............................................................W, 4-1
@vs. Western Michigan .......................................W, 4-0
@vs. Michigan .....................................................W, 4-1
%vs. Wisconsin ...................................................W, 4-0




@NCaa Tournament Rds. 1-2, Columbus, Ohio
%NCaa Tournament Rd. of 16, athens, Georgia
*NCAA	Tournament	Quarterfinal,	Athens,	Georgia
2010-11
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record - 34-3
Big ten record - 13-0
BUTLeR ..............................................................W, 7-0
XaVieR ................................................................W, 7-0
^WiLLiaM & MaRY..... ........................................ W, 7-0





at North Carolina .................................................W, 6-1
#vs. Texas Tech ...................................................W, 4-1
#vs. Texas ............................................................W, 4-1
#vs. Virginia ..........................................................L, 1-4
CLeVeLaNd STaTe ...........................................W, 7-0
WRiGHT STaTe ..................................................W, 6-1
LOUiSViLLe ........................................................W, 6-1
2 0 1 2  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
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at Penn State .......................................................W, 7-0
at Texas a&M ........................................................L, 0-4
at Pepperdine ......................................................W, 6-1
at iowa .................................................................W, 5-2
at illinois...............................................................W, 7-0
at Northwestern  ..................................................W, 7-0
at Kentucky ..........................................................W, 4-3
MiCHiGaN STaTe ..............................................W, 7-0
MiCHiGaN ...........................................................W, 6-1
NOTRe daMe .....................................................W, 5-2
at Wisconsin ........................................................W, 7-0
at Minnesota ........................................................W, 7-0
iNdiaNa ..............................................................W, 5-2
PURdUe .............................................................W, 7-0
!vs. Michigan State ..............................................W, 4-0
!vs. illinois ............................................................W, 4-0
!vs. Minnesota .....................................................W, 4-0
@vs. Ball State ....................................................W, 4-0
@vs. Notre dame ................................................W, 4-0
%vs. Tulsa ...........................................................W, 4-0
*vs. Baylor ...........................................................W, 4-2




@NCaa Tournament Rds. 1-2, Columbus, Ohio
%NCaa Tournament Rd. of 16, Stanford, Calif.
*NCAA	Tournament	Quarterfinal,	Stanford,	Calif.
~NCAA	Tournament	Semifinal,	Stanford,	Calif.
home matches in All CAPs
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Ball State .................................................................. 1-0
Baylor ....................................................................... 5-1
Boise State ............................................................... 3-0





Cleveland State ........................................................ 6-0




detroit Mercy ............................................................ 1-0
east Tennessee State ............................................... 1-0
Florida....................................................................... 1-0
Florida atlantic .......................................................... 0-1










Miami (Fla.) ............................................................... 2-1
michigan ................................................................ 16-2
michigan state ...................................................... 13-0
minnesota .............................................................. 14-3
Mississippi ................................................................ 3-1
mississippi state .................................................... 0-0
Murray State ............................................................. 1-0
nebraska ................................................................. 1-0
New Mexico .............................................................. 1-0
north Carolina ......................................................... 6-0
Northern illinois......................................................... 1-0 
northwestern ........................................................ 14-1
notre Dame ............................................................. 8-4
Oklahoma ................................................................. 1-0




Robert Morris ............................................................ 1-0
South alabama ......................................................... 1-0






Texas Tech ................................................................ 1-0









Virginia Tech ............................................................. 6-0
Virginia Commonwealth ............................................ 5-2
Wake Forest ............................................................. 2-0
Washington ............................................................... 2-1
West Virginia ............................................................ 2-0
Western Michigan ..................................................... 1-0
William & Mary .......................................................... 1-0
Wisconsin .............................................................. 21-0
Wright State .............................................................. 7-0
Xavier ..................................................................... 10-0
Youngstown State ..................................................... 1-0
Conference Breakdown:
Big ten ............................................................... 141-17
seC .....................................................................  35-13
PaC–10 .................................................................... 7-5
ACC ........................................................................ 22-6
Big 12 ..................................................................... 11-5
Big east ................................................................. 16-4





Big South .................................................................. 7-0
WCC ......................................................................... 5-0
WaC ......................................................................... 4-0




OVerAll CAreer: 326-54 ................................. .858
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L e t t e R W i n n e R S
A
adams, Leland d.  .................................................1962
allare, Matt .......................................................2008-11
archer, John H.  .....................................................1959
atas, Joey .........................................................2004-05
B
Bailey, Franklin  ................................................1972-75
Baker, Wallace J.  ..................................................1919
Barnes, Charles T.  ................................................1930
Basch, Richard L.   ......................................1957, 1960
Basil, Ben  ........................................................1996-99
Bassichis, Jack .................................................1927-28
Beck, John a.....................................................1976-78
Beck, Perry (manager) .....................................1977-78
Bedell, Robert H. ...................................................1938
Benjamin, Jack a. ........................................1934, 1936
Berg, eric a.......................................................1989-90
Berry, Richard ...................................................1984-87
Biederman, Larry L. .....................................1957, 1959




Bothwell, Robert O. ...............................................1957
Botica, ivan J. ...................................................1975-77
Botsch, Richard ................................................1953-54
Bowen, Richard W. ...........................................1970-71
Bowen, Robert B. ........................................1971, 1973
Bowen, Robert K. .............................................1944-46
Boyd, Robert e. .....................................................1925
Bracken, drew J. ...................................................1970
Bradley, William  ....................................................1926
Braschi, Miguel e. ............................................1974-75
Braun, Peter .....................................................1978-81
Brown, John Q.  .....................................................1929
Brown, William S. .............................................1929-31
Brumbaugh, John  ............................................1991-93
Buchanan, Chase  ..........................................2009-11
Bulen, Horace  .......................................................1926
Burke, Paul F. (manager).......................................1922
Byrne, Millard B. ...............................................1964-66
C
Campbell, Colon (manager) ..................................1924
Cantwell, Robert W. .....................................1942, 1944
Cantwell, Thomas R. .............................................1945
Cape, Hays a. (manager) ......................................1930
Carey, Charles C. ........................................1956, 1959
Carlson, andrew .....................................1997, 1999-01
Carran, Nelson H. .............................................1922-23
Casey, Conor .........................................................2002
Chambers, William ...........................................1933-35




Clymer, William L. ........................................1933, 1935





Criswell, James O. .................................................1964
Cummings, William C. ...........................................1957
Cunin, Chris .................................................1979, 1982
D
davis, alan R. ........................................................1962
davis, Harry e. .................................................1918-19
davis, John H. .......................................................1930
deCastro, Frank .........................................1990, 93-94
deFalco, derek.................................................1998-01
dennison, Carl L. ..............................................1931-32
deSanto, Franklyn (manager) ...............................1946
deVol, Russell (manager)......................................1926
dibelius, Kevin  .................................................1987-90
dick, david e. ........................................................1974
dickerson, eugene ................................................1950
dierdorff, H. B. .......................................................1929
dierker, david ........................................................1980
dillon, Whitney..............................................1949-1950





emmerling, Walter (manager) ...............................1928
english, Phillip H...............................................1942-43
enlow, Robert C. (manager) ..................................1925
F
Faro, eric ..........................................................1991-94
Feder, Jay (manager) ............................................1943
Fernandez, ernie ..............................................1979-82
Fillimon, Victor d. .............................................1939-41
Fisher, Jerome .......................................................1933
Fisher iii, John W...................................................1965
Fite, Robert F. ........................................................1942
Florian, Jared S. ...............................................1970-71
Flower, Jim .......................................................1976-79
Forward, Richard ...................................................1951
Fox, Leonard R. .....................................................1929
Frambes, Stark G. .................................................1918




Fry, Robin L. ..........................................................1972
g
Gates, Robert L. ...............................................1953-55
Gatt, Chris ........................................................1986-89
Gavin, Thomas a. .............................................1966-68
Gianakopoulos, aristides ..................................1959-60
Gifford, Gordon e. ............................................1945-46
Gilmore, david S. (manager) .................................1940
Glavas, Konstantinos........................................1987-90
Glavas, Ted  ......................................................1986-89




Goodman, Norman L. ............................................1944
Gordon, Thomas e. ...............................................1963
Green, david P. ................................................1965-66
Green, Scott .....................................................2003-06
Greenberg, Samuel ...............................................1930
Grieser, Richard C. ...........................................1941-42
Griffith,	Elbert	G. ....................................................1960
Grim, Russel a.......................................................1917




Hales, William H. ...................................................1975
Hanlon, Keith ....................................................1952-55
Haring, Frederick N. .........................................1955-56
Harbit, Keith ...........................................................1951
Harbrecht, Phil J. ..............................................1938-40
Harbrecht, Robert L. .........................................1966-68
Harrison, Robert L. ...........................................1966-68
Hartwig, Ulf d. ..................................................1986-89
Hawke, Kevin.........................................................1999
Hendrix, Jim..................................................... 1981-83
Hershey, Melvin P. .................................................1938
Hersman, Marion F. ...............................................1953
Hill, James d. (manager) .......................................1938
Hinton, douglas P. .................................................1960
Hirsch, Howard i. ..............................................1955-56
Hoffer, Joe R. ....................................................1931-32
Hohlock, Fred J. ....................................................1931
Hoiles, Robert L. ..........................................1934, 1937
Homorody, Jason ..............................................1994-96
Horton, Leonard (manager) ...................................1927
Hoyer, William B. ..............................................1936-37
Hunter, Vinson ..................................................1923-25
i
iams, Paul F. .....................................................1935-37
iwamoto, Ko......................................................1992-95
j
James, Willard G. .............................................1931-32
Janes, Charles Lee “Jerry”  ..............................1947-49
Janes, John H...................................................1939-41
Janes, William H. ..............................................1936-37
Jansen, ernest C. .............................................1942-43
Jansson, Otto (manager) .......................................1934
Jhaveri, Saumil .................................................1989-91
Johansen, John ................................................1998-99
Johnston, William W.  .......................................1965-67
Jokinen, Reino ..................................................1978-81
Jones, Herbert J. ..............................................1952-54
Jones, James e. ....................................................1949
Jordan, Charles a. .................................................1942
Judd, dean ............................................................1923
K
Kadar, Richard P. ...................................................1955




Keeley, Robert W. ..................................................1953
Kemp, Thomas a. ..................................................1954














Kuenzli, david e. .........................................1945, 1949
Kumler, Hubbard H. ...............................................1934
l




Lessam, Sam H. ...............................................1930-31
Levenson, irvin (manager).....................................1931
Levinstein, arnold ........................................1946, 1949
Lewis, John H. ..................................................1939-41
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L e t t e R W i n n e R S
Metzmaier, Stephen..........................................1971-73




Miller, James J. .................................................1954-55
Mindigo, Richard (manager) ..................................1941
Mitchell, Roger a. ..................................................1962
Mitchell, Thomas .........................................1944, 1946
Mock, Lawrence (manager) ...................................1939
Moneke, Steven................................................2006-09
Moore, donald N. .............................................1954-55
Moore, Michael ......................................................1976
Moreland, James  ..................................................1961
Mullings, devin .................................................2004-07
Munroe, Patrick “B.J.” .......................................2000-01
n
Nabors, dennis a., Jr. ............................................1959











Olsen, irvin O. (manager) ......................................1932
Ozanne, dominic ....................................2005, 2007-08
P
Park, Kilong ...........................................................1922
Parker, dwight S. ..............................................1922-24
Parrish, William M. .................................................1923
Patten, david L. ................................................1973-76
Patterson, Walter .............................................1926, 28
Pemberton, Thomas e. ..........................................1923
Peters, Fred W. (manager) ....................................1936
Petrusky, don .........................................1977-78, 1980
Pettis, Leroy......................................................1972-74
Phillips, Clarence ...................................................1927






Ratner, Ben (manager) ..........................................1918
Redding, Mark ..................................................1982-85
Reed, James W. (manager)...................................1919
rola, Blaz ............................................................. 2011
Romeu, Miguel ......................................................1984





Ryuse, Steven P. ..............................................1975-78
s




Schaefer, Louis T. ..................................................1922
Schaub, Ty ........................................................2006-09
Scherberg, Lee C. .................................................1955
Schiff, darwin R. (manager)1936
Schiff, Jerome ...................................................1950-52
Schiff, Leonard M. ............................................1949-50




Senn, Lance P. .................................................1970-72
Seymour, edward .............................................1924-26
Shapero, Milton i. .............................................1923-25
Sharnoff, david G. .................................................1967
Slager, James R.  ..................................................1952




Spies, daniel a. ................................................1965-67
Stahl, Harry e. ..................................................1924-25
Seikel, dan ............................................................1994
Steinman, Charles F. .............................................1937
Steinman, Charles J. .............................................1939
Stevens, Paul e. ..........................................1938, 1940










Tracy, Roger W. ................................................1925-26
Trapp, James M. ....................................................1976





Van engelen, ille  ........................................……..2011
Van Riper, William ............................................1950-51





Weaver, James d. .......................................1960, 1962
Weisman, Scott ................................................1985-88
Weiss, albert S. .....................................................1933
Wellstein, Bob ...................................................1998-01
White, John d. .............................................1960, 1962
White, William P. ..........................................1962, 1964
Whittaker, George.............................................1952-53
Wiles, Scott.......................................................1995-98
Williams, Robert e. ................................................1956
Williams, steven .............................................2009-11
Wilson, Ross.....................................................2003-06
Wirthwein, Carl J. ..................................................1923








Ziskind, Matthew (manager) ..................................1933
Zuck, alfred T. ........................................................1917
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national ranking: no. 39
Final ranking: no. 35
at Boise state
1st  Round - def. Boise State, 4-3
2nd Round - lost to Texas, 4-1
2000-01
national ranking: no. 22
Final ranking: no. 22 
at tennessee
1st Round - def. Virginia Commonwealth, 4-3
2nd Round - lost to Tennessee, 4-1
2001-02
national ranking: no. 20
Final ranking: no. 21 
at Kentucky
1st Round - lost to Vanderbilt, 4-3
2002-03
national ranking: no. 22
Final ranking: no. 17 
at Kentucky
1st Round - def. arkansas, 4-0
2nd Round - def. Kentucky, 4-3
at georgia
Round of 16 - lost to California, 4-0
2003-04 
national ranking: no. 22
Final ranking: no. 12
at north Carolina
1st Round - def. South Carolina, 4-0
2nd Round - def. No. 15 North Carolina, 4-3
at tulsa
Round of 16  - def. No. 6 Virginia, 4-3
Quarterfinal	-	lost	to	No.	4	Baylor,	4-0
2004-05
national ranking: no. 26 
Final ranking: no. 24
at texas A&m
1st Round - def. Brown, 4-0
2nd Round - lost to Tennessee, 4-2
2005-06
national ranking: no. 6
Final ranking: no. 5 
at Ohio state
1st Round - def. Butler, 4-0
2nd Round -  def. No. 25 arkansas, 4-0
at stanford
Round of 16 - def. No. 11 North Carolina, 4-0
Quarterfinal	-	lost	to	No.	3	Texas,	4-3
2006-07 
national ranking: no. 2
Final ranking: no. 3
at Ohio state
1st Round - def. Columbia, 4-0
2nd Round - def. Tennessee, 4-1
at georgia




national ranking: no. 2
Final ranking: no. 3
at Ohio state
1st Round - def. Cleveland State, 4-0
2nd Round - def. No. 41 east Tennessee State, 4-0
at tulsa




national ranking: no. 3 
Final ranking: 2
at Ohio state
1st Round - def. Xavier, 4-0
2nd Round - def. No. 35 Michigan, 4-1
at texas A&m
Round of 16 - def. No. 25 Boise State, 4-0
Quarterfinal	-	def.	No.	6	Baylor,	4-1
Semifinal	-	def.	No.	7	UCLA,	4-3
Final - lost to No. 8 USC, 4-1
2009-10
national ranking: no. 1
Final ranking: no. 4
at Ohio state
1st Round - def. Western Michigan, 4-0
2nd Round - def. No.26 Michigan, 4-1
at georgia
Round of 16 - def. No. 27 Wisconsin, 4-0
Quarterfinal	-	lost	to	No.	5	USC,	4-0
2010-11
national ranking: no. 4
Final ranking: no. 3
at Ohio state
1st Round - def. Ball State, 4-0
2nd Round - def. No.30 Notre dame, 4-0
at stanford
Round of 16 - def. No. 36 Tulsa, 4-0
Quarterfinal	-	def.	No.	5	Baylor,	4-2
Semifinal	-	lost	to	No.	1	Virginia,	4-2





Scott Green and Ross Wilson - 2004





Jeremy Wurtzman – 2003 
Bryan Koniecko – 2008
Doubles
Scott Green and Ross Wilson – 2004
Scott Green and Ross Wilson – 2005
UstA/itA miDWest regiOnAl 
ChAmPiOnshiPs
singles
Jeremy Wurtzman – 2003
Steven Moneke – 2006
Justin Kronauge – 2007
Bryan Koniecko – 2008
Blaz Rola – 2010
Blaz Rola – 2011
Doubles
drew eberly and Justin Kronauge – 2007
Matt allare and Peter Kobelt - 2010
Chase Buchanan and Peter Kobel 2011
nCAA teAm tOUrnAment 
OPPOnent BreAKDOWn
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1999-00 (1-6)
Date result Opponent score (ranking)
2/21 L Minnesota 2-5 (23)
3/5 L @Virginia Commonwealth 1-4 (10)
3/6 L @Virginia 2-4 (20)
3/23 L @Miami (Fla.) 0-7 (20)
4/10 L @illinois 1-6 (6)
#5/13 W Boise State 4-3 (25) 
!5/15 L Texas 1-4 (15)
#NCaa Tournament, 1st Round, Boise, idaho
!NCaa Tournament, 2nd Round, Boise, idaho
2000-01 (1-2)
4/21 L illinois 2 (25) – 4 (10)
@4/29 W illinois 4-2 (9)
!5/13 L Tennessee 1 (22) - 4 (6)
@Big Ten Championship, Madison, Wis.
!NCaa Tournament, 2nd Round, Knoxville, Tenn.
2001-02 (3-4)
2/1 L @Notre dame 1 (24) - 6 (7)
2/4 L @Georgia 2 (24) - 5 (1)
2/10 W alabama 5 (24) - 2 (22)
3/2 W Minnesota 4 (17) - 3 (25)
3/8 W indiana State 5 (17) - 2 (24)
4/21 L @illinois 0 (20) - 7 (3)
!4/27 L Minnesota 3 (19) - 4 (25)
 
!Big Ten Championship, Columbus, Ohio
2002-03 (4-6)
2/7 L @UCLa 2 - 5 (1)
2/14 L @alabama 3 (24) - 4 (14)
2/22 W VCU 4 - 2 (14)
3/9 L @Mississippi 1 (22) - 6 (8)
3/30 W @indiana 5  - 2 (23)
4/5 L illinois 2 (25) - 5 (1)
4/19 W Minnesota 4 (23) - 3 (11) 
!4/26 L vs. Minnesota 1 (21) - 4 (17)
#5/11 W vs. Kentucky 4 (22) - 3 (13)
%5/17 L vs. California 0 (22) - 4 (7)
!Big Ten Championship, evanston, ill.
#NCaa Tournament, 2nd Round, Lexington, Ky. 
%NCaa Tournament, Round of 16, athens, Ga.
2003-04 (5-5)
2/1 L @Georgia 2 (15) - 5 (21)
2/7 W Clemson 6 (15) - 1 (24)
2/13 W Vanderbilt 4 (16) - 3 (8)
2/14 W alabama 6 (16) - 1 (17)
2/20 L  @ VCU 2 (16) - 5 (12)
4/11 L @illinois 3 (19) - 4 (1)
!5/2 L vs. illinois 1 (17) - 4 (1)
#5/16 W vs. North Carolina 4 (17) - 3 (15)
&5/22 W vs. Virginia 4 (17) - 3 (10)
^5/23 L vs. Baylor 0 (17) - 4 (2)
!Big Ten Championship, east Lansing, Mich. 
#NCaa Tournament, 2nd Round, Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina
&NCaa Tournament, Round of 16, Tulsa, Okla. 
^NCAA	Tournament,	Quarterfinal,	Tulsa,	Okla.
2004-05 (3-8)
+2/5 L vs. Tulane 3 (11) - 4 (17) 
+2/6 L vs. Washington 1 (11) - 4 (18)
2/11 W arkansas 5 (11) - 2 (19) 
2/13 L @Georgia 1 (17) - 6 (4)
$2/18 L  Georgia 2 (15) - 4 (4)
$2/19 W vs. Kentucky 4 (15) - 1 (13)
$2/19 L vs. LSU 1 (15) - 4 (11)
2/25 W VCU 7 (12) - 0 (22)
4/3 L @illinois 2 - 5 (2)
!5/1 L @illinois 2 - 4 (5)
*5/15 L @ Tennessee 2 - 4 (14)
+Washington invite, Seattle, Wash.
$National Team indoors, Chicago, ill.
!Big Ten Championship, Champaign, ill. 
2005-06 (8-1)
1/29 W Tennessee 5 (18) - 2 (17)
2/5 W @Kentucky 4 (15) - 3 (19)
2/12 W LSU 6 (15) - 1 (11)
2/26 W @VCU 4 (11) - 2 (21)
4/2 W illinois 5 (6) - 2 (5)
!4/30 W vs. illinois 4 (10) - 2 (6)
*5/14 W arkansas 4 (6) - 0 (25)
#5/20 W vs. North Carolina 4 (6) - 0 (11)
%5/21 L vs. Texas 3 (6) - 4 (3)
!Big Ten Championship, Minneapolis, Minn.
*NCaa Tournament, 2nd Round, Columbus, Ohio
#NCaa Tournament, Round of 16, Stanford, Calif. 
%NCAA	Tournament,	Quarterfinal,	Stanford,	Calif.	
2006-07 (12-2)
1/28 W Washington 7 (3) - 0 (18)
2/4 W Florida State 7 (3) - 0 (13)
+2/17 W vs. Baylor 4 (2) - 2 (5)
+2/18 W vs. UCLa 4 (2) - 2 (6) 
+2/19 L vs. Georgia 3 (2) - 4 (1)
2/24 W @LSU 4 (2) - 2 (20)
3/25 W Minnesota 7 (2) - 0 (23)
3/30 W Notre dame 7 (3) - 0 (5)
4/15 W illinois 7 (3) - 0 (9)
4/22 W @Michigan 6 (3) - 1 (17)
!4/29 W vs. illinois 4 (3) - 1 (9)
*5/12 W Tennessee 4 (2) - 1 (25)
%5/17 W vs. LSU 4 (2) - 0 (14)
^5/19 L vs. illinois 2 (2) - 4 (10)
+National Team indoors, Chicago, ill.
!Big Ten Championship, West Lafayette, ind.  
*NCaa Tournament, 2nd Round, Columbus, Ohio
%NCaa Tournament, Round of 16, athens, Ga. 
^NCAA	Tournament,	Quarterfinal,	Athens,	Ga.
2007-08 (13-2)
1/26 W @Mississippi 4 (3) - 2 (5)
2/3 W Pepperdine 5 (3) - 2 (17)
2/8 W Wake Forest 5 (3) - 1 (11)
2/10 W North Carolina 4 (3) - 2 (15)
+2/16 W vs. USC 4 (3) - 1 (6)
+2/17 W vs. Georgia 4 (3) - 1 (2)
+2/18 L vs. Virginia 1 (3) - 4 (1)
2/27 W @Baylor 4 (2) - 2 (9)
3/23 W VCU 7 (2) - 0 (19)
4/12 W @illinois 5 (2) - 2 (16)
4/20 W Michigan 7 (2) - 0 (15) 
!4/26 W vs. Michigan 4 (2) - 1 (17)
!4/27 W vs. illinois 4 (2) - 3 (15) 
#5/16 W vs. illinois 4 (2) - 3 (15)
^5/18 L vs. Texas 2 (2) - 4 (7)
+iTa National Team indoor Championship, Seattle, 
Wash.
!Big Ten Championship, iowa City, iowa
#NCaa Tournament, Round of 16, Tulsa, Okla.
^NCAA	Tournament,	Quarterfinal,	Tulsa,	Okla.	
2008-09 (15-2)
2/6 W @North Carolina 7 (1) - 0 (22)
2/8 W @Wake Forest 4 (1) - 0 (21)
+2/13 W vs. Pepperdine 4 (1) - 2 (20)
+2/14 L vs. Tennessee 3 (1) - 4 (8)
+2/15 W vs. UCLa 4 (1) - 0 (4) 
2/21 W Notre dame 7 (3) - 0 (25)
2/22 W LSU 7 (3) - 0 (14)
3/1 W Baylor 7 (3) - 0 (10)
3/13 W @Texas a&M 4 (5) - 3 (18) 
3/23 W @Pepperdine 6 (6) - 1 (17)
4/1 W @Kentucky 5 (5) - 2 (13)
4/12 W @illinois 6 (3) - 1 (11)
!4/26 W vs. illinois 4 (2) - 1 (14)
#5/14 W vs. Boise State 4 (3) - 0 (25)
%5/17 W vs. Baylor 4 (3) - 1 (6)
^5/18 W vs. UCLa 4 (3) - 3 (7)
&5/19 L vs. USC 1 (3) - 4 (8)
+iTa National Team indoor Championship, Chicago, ill.
!Big Ten Championship, ann arbor, Mich.





&NCaa Tournament, Final, College Station, Texas
2009-10 (11-2)
2/5 W Pepperdine 6 (3) - 1 (13)
2/7 W North Carolina 6 (3) - 1 (22)
+2/12 W vs. Louisville 4 (2) - 2 (16)
+2/13 W vs. Florida 4 (2) - 2 (12)
+2/14 L vs. Virginia 1 (2) - 4 (6)
2/21 W Kentucky 5 (3) - 2 (9)
3/13 W Louisville 5 (3) - 2 (13)
3/7 W Texas a&M 4 (3) - 3 (17)
3/25 W Georgia 4 (3) - 2 (7)
4/14 W @Mississippi 4 (5) - 2 (18)
4/18 W illinois 6 (5) - 1 (17)
!5/2 W vs. illinois 4 (4) - 1 (14)
#5/23 L vs. USC 0 (4) - 4 (5)
+iTa National Team indoor Championship, Charlot-
tesville, Va.
!Big Ten Championship, Bloomington, ind.
#NCAA	Tournament,	Quarterfinal,	Athens,	Ga.
2010-11 (15-3)
2/4 W Mississippi 6 (4) - 1 (18)
2/6 W Georgia 6 (4) - 1 (11)
2/15 W @North Carolina 6 (4) -1 (24)
+2/18 W vs. Texas Tech 4 (4) - 1 (14)
+2/19 W vs. Texas 4 (4) - 1 (5)
+2/20 L vs. Virginia 1 (4) - 4 (1)
2/27 W Louisville 6 (3) - 1 (15)
3/10 L @Texas a&M 0 (5) - 4 (17)
3/21 W @Pepperdine 6 (4) - 1 (11)
3/27 W @illinois 7 (3) - 0 (10)
4/6 W @Kentucky 4 (3) - 3 (12)
4/10 W Michigan 6 (3) - 1 (23)
4/17 W @Minnesota 7 (2) –0 (24)
4/22 W indiana 5 (4) –2 (24)
!4/30 W vs. illinois 4 (3) - 0 (18)
!5/2 W vs. Minnesota 4 (3) - 0 (19)
#5/21 W vs. Baylor 4 (4) - 2 (5)
%5/23 L vs. Virginia 2 (4)- 4 (1)
+iTa National Team indoor Championship, Tulsa, Okla.
!Big Ten Championship, Madison, Wis.
#NCAA	Tournament,	Quarterfinal,	Stanford,	Calif.
%NCAA	Tournament	Semifinal,	Stanford,	Calif.
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2000-01 (9-3)
3/18 W @Coastal Carolina 7 (23) - 0
3/20 W @Clemson 6 (23) - 1
3/24 W @Wisconsin 5 (24) - 2
3/28 W Louisville 4 (16) - 0
4/1 W iowa 5 (16) - 2
4/1 W dayton 6 (16) - 0
4/7 W @Michigan State 7 (24) - 0
4/8 L @Michigan 3 (24) - 4
4/21 L illinois 2 (25) - 4 (10)
4/22 W Northwestern 5 (25) - 2
*5/12 W vs. Virginia Commonwealth 4 (21) - 3
*5/13 L vs. Tennessee  1 (22) - 4 (6)
*NCaa 1st and 2nd Rounds, Knoxville, Tenn. 
2001-02 (21-5)
1/23 W Toledo 7 (24) - 0
1/23 W Butler 7 (24) - 0
1/30 W Bowling Green 7 (24) - 0
2/1 L @Notre dame 1 (24) - 6 (10)
2/4 L @Georgia 2 (24) - 5 (1)
2/9 W Vanderbilt 4 (24) - 2
2/10 W alabama 5 (24) - 2 (22)
2/23 W Virginia Tech 4 (19) - 3 
2/24 W Wisconsin 6 (19) - 1
3/2 W Minnesota 4 (17) - 3 (25)
3/2 W Xavier 6 (17) - 0 
3/7 W indiana State 5 (17) - 2 (24)
3/17 W @Penn State 7 (15) - 0
3/25 W @Coastal Carolina 7 (12) - 0
3/29 W Nebraska 6 (14) - 1
3/31 W @iowa 4 (14) - 3
4/3 W @Kentucky 4 (14) - 1
4/6 W Michigan State 7 (14) - 0
4/7 W Michigan 6 (14) - 1
4/13 W indiana 6 (19) - 1
4/14 W Purdue 6 (19) - 1
4/20 W @Northwestern 6 (20) - 1
4/21 L @illinois 0 (20) - 7 (3)
!4/26 W Wisconsin 4 (19) - 3
!4/27 L Minnesota 3 (19) - 4 (25)
*5/11 L vs. Vanderbilt 3 (20) - 4  
 
!Big Ten Championship, Columbus, Ohio
*NCaa Tournament, 1st Round, Lexington, Ky. 
2002-03 (18-6)
1/22 W Toledo 7 (24) - 0
1/22 W Butler 7 (24) - 0
1/26 W Notre dame 6 (24) - 1
2/1 W depaul 6 (24) - 1
2/1 W West Virginia 7 (24) - 0
2/14 L @alabama 3 (24) - 4 (14)
2/16 L @Vanderbilt 1 (24) - 6
2/28 W Maryland 5 (20) - 2
2/28 W Cleveland State 7 (20) - 0
3/2 W indiana State 7 (20) - 0
3/9 L @Mississippi 1 (22) - 6 (8) 
3/14 W @Michigan State 4 (22) - 3
3/15 W @Michigan 7 (22) - 0
4/5 L illinois 2 (25) - 5 (1)
4/6 W Purdue 5 (25) - 2
4/11 W @Wisconsin 5 (24) - 2
4/13 W @Northwestern 6 (24) - 1
4/19 W Minnesota 4 (23) - 3 (11)
4/20 W iowa 7 (23) - 0
!4/25 W vs. Wisconsin 4 (21) - 0 
!4/26 L vs. Minnesota 1 (21) - 4 (17)
*5/10 W vs. arkansas 4 (22) - 0
#5/11 W vs. Kentucky 4 (22) - 3 (13)
%5/17 L vs. California 0 (22) - 4 (7)
!Big Ten Championship, evanston, ill.
*NCaa Tournament, 1st Round, Lexington, Ky. 
#NCaa Tournament, 2nd Round, Lexington, Ky.
%NCaa Tournament, Round of 16, athens, Ga.
2003-04 (26-5)
1/23 W Xavier 7 (17) - 0
1/23 W Cleveland State 7 (17) - 0
1/30 W depaul 7 (15) - 0
1/30 W Toledo 7 (15) - 0
2/1 L @Georgia 2 (15) - 5 (21)
2/7 W Clemson 6 (15) - 1 (24)
2/13 W Vanderbilt 4 (16) - 3 (8)
2/14 W alabama 6 (16) - 1 (17)
2/20 L  @VCU 2 (16) - 5 (12)
2/22 W @Virginia Tech 7 (16) - 0 
2/28 W @Notre dame 4 (12) - 3 
3/14 W @Penn State 6 (12) - 1
3/21 W @Coastal Carolina 7 (11) - 0
3/27 W Michigan State 6 (18) - 1
3/28 W Michigan 5 (18) - 2
4/3 W indiana 6 (16) - 1
4/10 W @Purdue 7 (19) - 0
4/11 L @illinois 3 (19) - 4 (1)
4/14 W indiana State 7 (19) - 0
4/14 W Youngstown State 7 (19) - 0
4/16 W Northwestern 5 (19) - 2
4/18 W Wisconsin 7 (19) - 0
4/23 W @iowa 7 (20) - 0
4/25 W @Minnesota 7 (20) - 0
!4/30  W vs. Wisconsin 4 (17) - 0
!5/1 W vs. Minnesota 4 (17) - 0
!5/2 L vs. illinois 1 (17) - 4 (1)
*5/15 W vs. South Carolina 4 (17) - 0 
#5/16 W vs. North Carolina 4 (17) - 3 (15)
&5/22 W vs. Virginia 4 (17) - 3 (10)
^5/23 L vs. Baylor 0 (17) - 4 (2) 
!Big Ten Championship, east Lansing, Mich.
*NCaa Tournament, 1st Round, Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina
#NCaa Tournament, 2nd Round, Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina
&NCaa Tournament, Round of 16, Tulsa, Okla. 
^NCAA	Tournament,	Quarterfinal,	Tulsa,	Okla.	
2004-05 (8-6)
1/28 W Xavier 7 (11) - 0
1/28 W Butler 7 (11) - 0
+2/5 L vs. Tulane 3 (11) - 4 (17) 
+2/6 L vs. Washington 1 (11) - 4 (18)
2/11 W arkansas 5 (11) - 2 (19)
2/13 L @Georgia 1 (17) - 6 (4)
$2/18 L  vs. Georgia 2 (15) - 4 (4)
$2/19 W vs. Kentucky 4 (15) - 1 (13)
$2/19 L vs. LSU 1 (15) - 4 (11)
2/25 W VCU 7 (12) - 0 (22)
2/27 W @alabama 4 (12) - 3 
3/21 W @Coastal Carolina 7 (18) - 0
4/22 W @Wisconsin 5 (24) - 2
4/24 L @Northwestern 2 (24) - 5
+Washington invite, Seattle, Wash. 
$National Team indoors, Chicago, ill.
*NCaa Tournament, 2nd Round, Knoxville, Tenn.
2005-06 (28-2)
1/25 W Toledo 7 (18) - 0
1/25 W  Xavier 6 (18) - 0
1/27 W Oklahoma 6 (18) - 1 
1/29 W Tennessee 5 (18) - 2 (17)
2/5 W @Kentucky 4 (15) - 3 (19)
2/10 W Virginia Tech 6 (15) - 1
2/12 W LSU 6 (15) - 1 (11)
2/17 W Butler 7 (12) - 0
2/17 W Wright State 7 (12) - 0
2/24 L @Notre dame 2 (11) - 4
2/26 W @VCU 4 (11) - 2 (21)
3/4 W @Florida State 4 (12) - 1
3/20 W @Coastal Carolina 7 (10) - 0
3/24 W @iowa 7 (7) - 0
3/26 W @Minnesota 5 (7) - 2
4/1 W Purdue 7 (6) - 0
4/2 W illinois 5 (6) - 2 (5) 
4/7 W @indiana 6 (4) - 0
4/9 W @Penn State 5 (4) - 2
4/15 W @Michigan State 6 (8) - 1
4/16 W @Michigan 7 (8) - 0
4/22 W Northwestern 7 (7) - 0
4/23 W Wisconsin 6 (7) - 1
!4/28 W vs. Wisconsin 4 (10) - 0 
!4/29  W vs. Michigan 4 (10) - 0
!4/30 W vs. illinois 4 (10) - 2 (6)
*5/13 W Butler 4 (6) - 0
*5/14 W arkansas 4 (6) - 0 (25)
#5/20 W vs. North Carolina 4 (6) - 0 (11)
%5/21 L vs. Texas 3 (6) - 4 (3)
!Big Ten Championship, Minneapolis, Minn.
*NCaa Tournament, 1st and 2nd Rounds, Columbus, 
Ohio
#NCaa Tournament, Round of 16, Stanford, Calif. 
%NCAA	Tournament,	Quarterfinal,	Stanford,	Calif.
2006-07 (30-2)
1/24 W Butler 7 (3) - 0
1/24 W Xavier 7 (3) - 0
1/28 W Washington 7 (3) - 0 (18)
2/4 W Florida State 7 (3) - 0 (13)
2/7 W Toledo 7 (2) - 0 
2/9 W @Tennessee 4 (2) - 0
2/12 W Kentucky 6 (2) - 1 
+2/16 W vs. Stanford 4 (2) - 0
+2/17 W vs. Baylor 4 (2) - 2 (5) 
+2/18 W vs. UCLa 4 (2) - 2 (6) 
+2/19 L vs. Georgia 0(2) - 4 (1)
2/24 W @LSU 4 (2) - 2 (20)
3/3 W indiana 6 (2) - 1
3/10 W @Miami (Fla.) 5 (2) - 2 
3/24 W iowa 7 (2) - 0
3/25 W Minnesota 7 (2) - 0 (23)
3/30 W Notre dame 7 (3) - 0 (5)
4/1 W Michigan State 7 (3) - 0 
4/2 W Wright State 7 (3) - 0
4/6 W @Northwestern 7 (2) - 0
4/8 W @Wisconsin 6 (2) - 1
4/14 W Purdue 7 (3) - 0
4/15 W illinois 7 (3) - 0 (9)
4/20 W @Penn State 5 (3) - 2
4/22 W @Michigan 6 (3) - 1 (17)
!4/27 W vs. Northwestern 4 (3) - 0
!4/28 W vs. Wisconsin 4 (3) - 0
!4/29 W vs. illinois 4 (3) - 1 (9)
*5/11 W Columbia 4 (2) - 0
*5/12 W Tennessee 4 (2) - 1 (25)
#5/17 W vs. LSU 4 (2) - 0 (14)
%5/19 L vs. illinois 2 (2) - 4 (10)
+National Team indoors, Chicago, ill.
!Big Ten Championship, West Lafayette, ind.  
*NCaa Tournament, 1st and 2nd Rounds, Columbus, 
Ohio
#NCaa Tournament, Round of 16, athens, Ga. 
%NCAA	Tournament,	Quarterfinal,	Athens,	Ga.	
2007-08 (35-2)
1/23 W Butler 7 (3) - 0
1/23 W Xavier 7 (3) - 0
1/26 W @Mississippi 4 (3) - 2 (5)
2/1 W Miami (Fla.) 5 (3) - 2
2/3 W Pepperdine 5 (3) - 2 (17)
2/3 W Wright State 4 (3) - 0
2/8 W Wake Forest 5 (3) - 1 (11)
2/10 W North Carolina 4 (3) - 2 (15)
+2/15 W vs. Boise State 4 (3) - 0
+2/16 W vs. USC 4 (3) - 1 (6)
+2/17 W vs. Georgia 4 (3) - 1 (2)
+2/18 L vs. Virginia 1 (3) - 4 (1)
2/27 W @Baylor 4 (2) - 2 (9)
3/7 W @iowa 7 (2) - 0
3/9 W @Minnesota 6 (2) - 1
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3/16 W @LSU 4 (2) - 2
3/19 W @The Citadel 4 (2) - 0
3/19 W @Coastal Carolina 7 (2) - 0
3/23 W VCU 7 (2) - 0 (19)
3/28 W @Notre dame 6 (2) - 1
3/30 W @Michigan State 6 (2) - 1
4/2 W @indiana 6 (2) - 1
4/4 W Northwestern 7 (2) - 0
4/4 W Toledo 4 (2) - 0
4/6 W Wisconsin 6 (2) - 1
4/12 W @illinois 5 (2) - 2 (16)
4/13 W @Purdue 7 (2) - 0
4/17 W Wright State 7 (2) - 0
4/19 W Penn State 6 (2) - 1
4/20 W Michigan 7 (2) - 0 (15) 
!4/25 W @iowa 4 (2) - 0
!4/26 W vs. Michigan 4 (2) - 1 (17)
!4/27 W vs. illinois 4 (2) - 3 (15)
*5/10 W Cleveland State 4 (2) - 0
*5/11 W east Tennessee State 4 (2) - 0
#5/16 W vs. illinois 4 (2) - 3 (15)
^5/18 L vs. Texas 2 (2) - 4 (7)
+iTa National Team indoor Championship, Seattle, 
Wash.
!Big Ten Championship, iowa City, iowa
*NCaa Tournament, 1st and 2nd Rounds, Columbus, 
Ohio




1/21 W Butler 7 (1) - 0
1/21 W Xavier 7 (1) - 0
1/25 W @Washington 6 (1) - 0
~1/31 W Stetson 7 (1) - 0
~2/1 W Virginia Tech 5 (1) - 2
2/6 W @North Carolina 7 (1) - 0 (22)
2/8 W @Wake Forest 4 (1) - 0 (21) 
+2/13 W vs. Pepperdine 4 (1) - 2 (20)
+2/14 L vs. Tennessee 3 (1) - 4 (8)
+2/15 W vs. UCLa 4 (1) - 0 (4)
2/21 W Notre dame 7 (3) - 0 (25)
2/22 W LSU 7 (3) - 0 (14)
2/26 W @Purdue 7 (3) - 0
3/1 W Baylor 7 (3) - 0 (10)
3/5 W @Penn State 7 (3) - 0
3/10 W Cleveland State 7 (5) - 0
3/13 W @Texas a&M 4 (5) - 3 (18) 
3/23 W @Pepperdine 6 (6) - 1 (17)
3/27 W iowa 7 (6) - 0
3/29 W Minnesota 7 (6) - 0
3/29 W Toledo 4 (6) - 0
4/1 W @Kentucky 5 (5) - 2 (13)
4/4 W @Michigan State 7 (5) - 0
4/5 W @Michigan 6 (5) - 1
4/10 W @indiana 7 (3) - 0
4/12 W @illinois 6 (3) - 1 (11) 
4/17 W Northwestern 7 (2) - 0
4/19 W Wisconsin 7 (2) - 0
4/19 W Wright State 4 (2) - 0
!4/24 W vs. Wisconsin 4 (2) - 0
!4/25 W @Michigan 4 (2) - 1
!4/26 W vs. illinois 4 (2) - 1 (14)
*5/8 W Xavier 4 (3) - 0
*5/9 W Michigan 4 (3) - 1
#5/14 W vs. Boise State 4 (3) - 0 (25)
%5/17 W vs. Baylor 4 (3) - 1 (6)
^5/18 W vs. UCLa 4 (3) - 3 (7)
&5/19 L vs. USC 1 (3) - 4 (8)
~ITA	National	Team	Indoor	Championship	(Qualifier),	
Columbus Ohio
+iTa National Team indoor Championship, Chicago, ill.
!Big Ten Championship, ann arbor, Mich.
*NCaa Tournament, 1st and 2nd Rounds, Columbus, 
Ohio





&NCaa Tournament, Final, College Station, Texas
2009-10 (35-2)
1/20 W Butler 7 (3) - 0
1/20 W Xavier 7 (3) - 0
~1/30 W New Mexico 7 (3) - 0
~1/31 W Tulsa 7 (3) - 0
2/5 W Pepperdine 6 (3) - 1 (13)
2/7 W North Carolina 6 (3) - 1 (22)
+2/12 W vs. Louisville 4 (2) - 2 (16)
+2/13 W vs. Florida 4 (2) - 3 (12)
+2/14 L vs. Virginia 1 (2) - 4 (6) 
2/21 W Kentucky 5 (3) - 2 (9)
2/21 W Wright State 7 (3) - 0
3/3 W Louisville 5 (3) - 2 (13)
3/7 W Texas a&M 4 (3) - 3 (17)
3/12 W Purdue 7 (4) - 0 
3/18 W detroit Mercy 7 (4) - 0
3/23 W LSU 4 (3) - 2
3/25 W Georgia 4 (3) - 2 (7)
3/28 W Penn State 7 (3) - 0
3/28 W Cleveland State 4 (3) - 0
4/2 W @iowa 6 (2) - 1
4/4 W @Minnesota 7 (2) - 0
4/7 W @Notre dame 7 (2) - 0
4/9 W Michigan State 7 (2) - 0
4/9 W Toledo 5 (2) - 0
4/11 W Michigan 6 (2) - 1
4/14 W @Mississippi 4 (5) - 2 (18)
4/16 W indiana 7 (5) - 0
4/18 W illinois 6 (5) - 1 (17)
4/23 W @Northwestern 6 (4) - 1 
4/25 W @Wisconsin 4 (4) - 3
!4/30 W vs. Northwestern 4 (4) - 0
!5/1 W vs. Wisconsin 4 (4) - 0
!5/2 W vs. illinois 4 (4) - 1 (14)
*5/15 W Western Michigan 4 (4) - 0
*5/16 W Michigan 4 (4) - 1
#5/21 W vs. Wisconsin 4 (4) - 0 
%5/23 L vs. USC 0 (4) - 4 (5)
~ITA	National	Team	Indoor	Championship	(Qualifier),	
Columbus Ohio
+iTa National Team indoor Championship, Charlot-
tesville, Va.
!Big Ten Championship, Bloomington, ind.
*NCaa Tournament, 1st and 2nd Rounds, Columbus, 
Ohio
#NCaa Tournament, Round of 16, athens, Ga.
%NCAA	Tournament,	Quarterfinal,	Athens,	Ga.
2010-11(34-3)
1/26 W Butler 7 (4) - 0
1/26 W Xavier 7 (4) - 0
~1/29 W William & Mary 7 (4) - 0 
~1/30 W UC irvine 7 (4) - 0
1/30 W Toledo 6 (4) - 0
2/4 W Mississippi 6 (4) - 1 (18)
2/6 W Georgia 6 (4) - 1 (11)
2/12 W LSU 7 (4) - 0 
2/15 W North Carolina 6 (4) - 1 (24)
+2/18 W vs. Texas Tech 4 (4) - 1 (14)
+2/19 W vs. Texas 4 (4) - 1 (5)
+2/20 L vs. Virginia 1 (4) - 4 (1) 
2/24 W Cleveland State 7 (3) - 0
2/24 W Wright State 6 (3) - 1
2/27 W Louisville 6 (3) - 1 (15)
3/4 W @Penn State 7 (3) - 0
3/10 L @ Texas a&M 1 (5) - 4 (17)
3/21 W @ Pepperdine 6 (4) - 1 (11)
3/25 W @iowa 5 (5) - 2
3/27 W @illinois 7 (5) - 0 (10)
4/2 W @Northwestern 7 (3) - 0
4/6 W @Kentucky 4 (3) - 3 (12)
4/8 W Michigan State 7 (3) - 0
4/10 W Michigan 6 (3) - 1 (23)
4/13 W Notre dame 5 (2) - 2
4/15 W @Wisconsin 7 (2) - 0
4/17 W @Minnesota 7 (2) - 0 (24)
4/22 W indiana 5 (4) - 2 (24)
4/24 W Purdue 7 (4) - 0 (17)
!4/29 W vs. Michigan State 4 (3) - 0
!4/30 W vs. illinois 4 (3) – 0 (18)
!4/31 W vs. Minnesota 4 (3) - 0 (19)
*5/13 W Ball State 4 (4) - 0
*5/14 W Notre dame 4 (4) - 0
#5/19 W vs. Tulsa 4 (4) - 0 
%5/21 W vs. Baylor 4 (4) - 2 (5)
~5/23 L vs. Virginia 1 (4) – 4 (1)
~ITA	National	Team	Indoor	Championship	(Qualifier),	
Columbus Ohio
+iTa National Team indoor Championship, Tulsa, Okla.
!Big Ten Championship, Madison, Wis.
*NCaa Tournament, 1st and 2nd Rounds, Columbus, 
Ohio
#NCaa Tournament, Round of 16, Stanford, Calif.
%NCAA	Tournament,	Quarterfinal,	Stanford,	Calif. 
~NCAA	Tournament,	Semifinal,	Stanford,	Calif.
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Ohio state vs. a ranked team (since 1999)
rank W l total .Pct
1 0 9 9 .000
2 1 2 3 .333
3 0 2 2 .000
4 1 2 3 .333
5 6 2 8 .750
6 4 3 7 .571
7 2 3 5 .400
8 1 3 4 .250
9 5 0 5 1.000
10 3 3 6 .500
11 7 1 8 .875
12 2 1 3 .666
13 6 0 6 1.000
14 6 2 8 .750
15 6 1 7 .857
16 2 0 2 1.000
17 8 3 11 .727
18 5 1 6 .833
19 4 0 4 1.000
20 2 2 4 .500
21 2 1 3 .667
22 4 0 4 1.000
23 3 1 4 .750
24 5 0 5 1.000
25 6 1 7 .857
91 43 134 .679
Ohio state as an itA ranked team (since 1999)
rank W l total .Pct
1 9 1 10 .900
2 54 4 58 .931
3 62 2 64 .969
4 30 3 33 .909
5 9 1 10 .900
6 9 1 10 .900
7 4 0 4 1.000
8 2 0 2 1.000
9 0 0 0 0.000
10 4 0 4 1.000
11 5 3 8 .625
12 8 0 8 1.000
13 0 0 0 0.000
14 5 0 5 1.000
15 8 3 11 .727
16 7 1 8 .875
17 10 3 13 .769
18 7 0 7 1.000
19 10 2 12 .833
20 6 2 8 .750
21 2 1 3 .667
22 4 3 7 .571
23 4 0 4 1.000
24 15 6 21 .714
25 2 2 4 .500
245 36 281 .872
R e c O R d  v S .  R a n k e d  O p p O n e n t S
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Chase Buchanan (76-17)
May 13, 2011 Ball State 2 Zane Smith Won 6-1, 6-0
May	17,	2009	 #6	Baylor	 6		 Maros	Horny	 -	7-5,	2-1,	unfinished
May 21, 2011 #5 Baylor 2 Sergio Ramirez(68/-) Won 6-2, 6-2
May	14,	2009	 #25	Boise	State	 6		 Blane	Shields	 -	6-2,	3-5,	unfinished
Jan. 26, 2011 Butler 2 Bryce Warren Won 6-2, 6-0
Mar	28,	2010			 Cleveland	State	 1			 Phil	Orno		 -	6-3,	3-3,	unfinished
Feb. 13, 2010  #12 Florida  1   alexandre Lacroix (7/-) Won 6-2, 6-4
May 26, 2010  Florida State  t-64   Jean-Yves aubone (31/-) Won 6-4, 6-2
Mar 25, 2010  #7 Georgia  2   Javier Garrapiz (18/-) Won 6-3, 6-1
Feb. 6, 2011 #11 Georgia 2 Javier Garrapiz (13/-) Won 6-3, 6-3
april 12, 2009 #11 illinois 5  abe Souza Won 6-1, 6-4
april 26, 2009 #14 illinois 6  Brian Livingston Won 6-1, 6-2
Oct. 21, 2009   illinois t-64   abe Souza  Won 6-3, 6-3
april 18, 2010   #17 illinois 1   dennis Nevolo  Won 3-6, 6-3, 6-3
May 02, 2010  #14 illinois  1   dennis Nevolo Won 6-4, 6-0
Oct. 25, 2010 illinois t-16 abe Souza (62/-) Won 6-3, 7-6
March 27, 2011 #10 illinois 1 dennis Nevolo (7/-) Won 5-7, 6-4, 6-2
april 30, 2011 #18 illinois 1 dennis Nevolo  Won 6-4, 6-2
april 10, 2009 #53 indiana 4  Maxime armengaud Won 6-4, 6-3
april 16, 2010   #41 indiana 1   Lachlan Ferguson  Won 6-1, 7-5
april 22, 2011 #24 indiana 1 Jeremy Langer Won 6-2, 6-1
apr 02, 2010  #73 iowa  1   Marc Bruche  Won 6-4, 6-2
March 25, 2011 #66 iowa 2 Nikita Zotov Won 6-1, 6-1
april 2, 2009 #13 Kentucky 2  Brad Cox Lost 2-6, 4-6
Feb. 21, 2010   #9 Kentucky 1   eric Quigley (8/-)  Won 7-5, 6-2
april 6, 2011 #12 Kentucky 2 alex Musialek (51/-) Won 2-6, 6-3, 7-5
Feb. 12, 2010  #16 Louisville  1   austen Childs (46/-) Lost 3-6, 3-6
Mar 03, 2010   #13 Louisville 1   austen Childs (34/-)  Won 6-4, 6-7 (1-7), 6-4
Feb. 27, 2011 #15 Louisville 1 austen Childs (11/-) Won 6-3, 7-6
March	23,	2010		 #41	LSU		 1			 Neal	Skupski	(46/-)	 -	3-6,	4-4,	unfinished
Feb. 12, 2011 #33 LSU 2 Neal Skupski Won 6-4, 6-2
april 5, 2009 #47 Michigan 3  Chris Madden Lost 6-4, 3-6, 0-1
april 25, 2009 #37 Michigan 6  drew daniel Won 6-1, 6-4
May 9, 2009 #35 Michigan 6  drew daniel Won 6-1, 6-2
Oct. 21, 2009  Michigan  t-qf   Jason Jung  Lost 1-6, 2-6
april 11, 2010   #26 Michigan 1   Jason Jung  Won 6-2, 7-6 (9-7)
May	16,	2010			 #26	Michigan	 1			 Jason	Jung		 	6-3,	4-6,	1-1,	unfinished
april 10, 2011 #23 Michigan 1 evan King (21/-) Won 4-6, 6-4, 10-7
april 6, 2009 Michigan State 3  Scott Rasmussen Won 6-2, 6-1
april 9, 2010   Michigan State  1   Ronnie Hulewicz  Won 6-0, 6-2
april 8, 2011 #60 Michigan State 1 denis Bogatov Won 6-1, 6-1
April	29,	2011	 #50	Michigan	State	 1	 Denis	Bogatov	 6-2,	2-1,	unfinished
March 29, 2009 #28 Minnesota 2  Tobias Wernet Won 6-3, 6-2
april 4, 2010  #44 Minnesota  1   Sebastian Gallego(66/-) Won 6-4, 6-1
april 17, 2011 #24 Minnesota 1 Tobias Wernet (101/-) Won 6-0, 6-3
May 01, 2011 #19 Minnesota 1 Tobias Wernet Won 6-1, 6-2
april 14, 2010  #18 Mississippi  1   Marcel Thiemann (54/-) Won 2-6, 6-1, 6-2
Nov. 7, 2010 Mississippi t-32 Tucker Vorster (58/-) Won 6-2, 7-5
Feb. 04, 2011 #18 Mississippi 1 Marcel Thiemann (32/-) Won 7-6, 6-3
Oct. 09, 2009  MTSU  t-64   John Peers (58/-) Lost 4-6, 6-4, 3-6
Jan. 30, 2010   #51 New Mexico 1   Carl Ho Won 6-1, 6-3
Feb. 7, 2010 North Carolina 1 Clay donato Won 6-3, 6-4
Feb 07, 2010   #22 North Carolina 1   Clay donato (36/-)  Won 6-3, 6-4
Feb. 15, 2011 #24 North Carolina 1 Jose Hernandez (30/-) Won 7-5, 6-0
Oct. 21, 2009  Notre dame  t-16   Stephen Havens   Won 6-1, 6-3
apr 07, 2010  #36 Notre dame  1  Casey Watt  Won 6-1, 6-1
Oct. 25, 2010 Notre dame t-32 Niall Fitzgerald Won 6-4, 7-6
Oct. 25, 2010 Notre dame t-qf Casey Watt (37/-) Lost 6-7, 2-6
april 13, 2011 #28 Notre dame 2 Stephen Havens Won 6-1, 6-3
May	14,	2011	 #30	Notre	Dame	 2	 Stephen	Havens	 5-7,	1-1,	unfinished
april 17, 2009 #44 Northwestern 4  alex Sanborn Won 6-1, 6-0
apr 23, 2010  #57 Northwestern  1   Joshua Graves  Won 6-2, 4-6, 1-0 (10-7)
Apr	30,	2010			 #63	Northwestern		 1			 Joshua	Graves		 	-	6-3,	3-0,	unfinished
april 2, 2011 Northwestern 2 Spencer Wolf Won 6-3, 6-4
Oct. 09, 2009  Oklahoma  cons  Costin Pavel  Won 4-1, retired
March 23, 2009 #17 Pepperdine 2  Omar altmann (39/-) Lost 4-6, 4-6
Feb. 5, 2010 Pepperdine 1 Bassam Beidas Won 5-7, 6-3, 7-6 (7-2)
March 21, 2011 #11 Pepperdine 1 Finn Tearney (49/-) Won 7-5, 6-4
March 28, 2010   #62 Penn State  1   eddie Bourchier  Won 6-1, 6-1
March 4, 2011 Penn State 1 eddie Bourchier Won 6-2, 6-4
March 12, 2010   #60 Purdue 1   Slavko Bijelica  Won 6-1, 6-0
april 24, 2011 #63 Purdue 2 Mark Kovacs Won 6-2, 6-1
Oct. 10, 2010 Tennessee t-64 Rhyne Williams (21/-) Lost 4-6, 6-7
Feb. 19, 2011 #5 Texas 2 Jean andersen (55/-) Won 6-0, 6-2
March 07, 2010   #17 Texas a&M  1   austin Krajicek  Won 6-3, 7-6 (7-3)
Oct. 10, 2010 Texas a&M t-64 Jeff dadamo (22/-) Won 4-6, 7-5, 6-3
March 10, 2011 #17 Texas a&M 1 austin Krajicek (38/-) Lost 6-7, 1-6
Nov. 7, 2010 Texas Tech t-16 Gonzalo escobar (24/-)  Lost 2-6, 4-6
Feb.	18,	2011	 #14	Texas	Tech	 2	 Raony	Carvalho	(22/-)		 3-6,	6-5,	unfinished
March	29,	2009	 Toledo	 3		 N.	Likitkumchorn	 7-5,	0-1,	unfinished
Apr	09,	2010			 Toledo	 2			 Sven	Burus		 6-3,	3-3,	unfinished
Jan. 30, 2011 Toledo 2 Sven Burus Won 6-0, 6-2
Jan. 31, 2010   #35 Tulsa 1   Philip Stephens Won 6-4, 6-4
May 19, 2011 #36 Tulsa 2 Japie de Klerk (62/-) Won 6-1, 6-1
Jan 30, 2011 #56 UC irvine 1 Chris Kearney (33/-) Won 6-3, 5-7, 10-6
May 18, 2009 #7 UCLa 6  Nick Meister Won 6-3, 7-6
Oct. 09, 2009  UCLa  cons Matt Brooklyn (39/-)  Lost 3-6, 6-3, 4-6
May 19, 2009 #8 USC 6  daniel Nguyen Lost 0-6, 2-6
May 23, 2010 #5 USC  1   Robert Farah (9/-)  Lost 1-6, 4-6
May 25, 2011 USC t-64 Ray Sarmiento (47/-) Lost 6-3, 6-7, 3-6
Feb.	14,	2010	 Virginia	 1	 Michael	Shabaz	 6-4,	3-6,	unfinished
May 26, 2010  Virginia  t-16   Michael Shabaz (11/-) Lost 2-6, 6-7
Feb. 20, 2011 #1 Virginia 2 alex domijan (2/-) Lost 4-6, 3-6
May 23, 2011 #1 Virginia 2 alex domijan (2/-) Lost 2-6, 2-6
May	15,	2010			 Western	Michigan		 1			 Michael	Calderone		 6-3,	5-6,	unfinished	
Oct. 21, 2009  William and Mary  t-32   Kazuya Komada Won 6-2, 6-1
Jan. 29, 2011 #75 William and Mary 1 anton andersson Won 6-2, 6-2
april 19, 2009 #30 Wisconsin 5  Michael dierberger Won 6-2, 6-3
april 24, 2009 #36 Wisconsin 6  Luke Rassow-Kantor Won 6-1, 6-3
april 25, 2010  #27 Wisconsin  1   Marek Michalicka  Won 6-2, 6-0
May 1, 2010  #27 Wisconsin  1   Moritz Baumann  Won 6-3, 6-4
May 21, 2010  #27 Wisconsin  1   Moritz Baumann  Won 6-3, 6-2
Oct. 25, 2010 Wisconsin t-64 Ricardo Martin Won 6-3, 6-4
april 15, 2011 #73 Wisconsin 1 Marek Michalicka Won 7-6, 6-2
May 26, 2010  Vanderbilt  t-32   Ryan Lipman (34/-)  Won 6-3, 1-6, 6-4
May	8,	2009	 Xavier	 6		 Mike	Dieciuc	 	6-3,	4-2,	unfinished
Jan. 20, 2010   Xavier 1   Chris Herrlinger  Won 6-0, 6-1
Jan. 26, 2011 Xavier 1 Bobby deye Won 6-0, 6-1
ille Van engelen (17-8)
May 21, 2011 #5 Baylor 3 Jordan Rux Lost 5-7, 1-6
Jan. 26, 2011 Butler 3 Chris Herron Won 6-2, 6-3
Feb. 24, 2011 Cleveland State 2 Matt Kuelker Won 6-0, 6-0
Feb. 6, 2011 #11 Georgia 4 drake Bernstein Won 2-6, 6-2, 6-3
March 27, 2011 #10 illinois 3 Johnny Hamui (78/-) Won 6-2, 7-6 (7-4)
Apr.	30,	2011	 #18	Illinois	 3	 KU	Singh	 -6-4,	4-6,	unfinished
Feb. 27, 2011 #15 Louisville 3 Simon Childs Lost 6-7, 6-3, 7-10
Feb. 12, 2011 #33 LSU 4 Mark Bowtell Won 6-4, 6-2
apr. 10, 2011 #23 Michigan 3 Shaun Berstein Won 6-2, 4-6, 10-2
apr. 8, 2011 #60 Michigan State 2 austin Brooks Won 3-6, 6-3, 10-6
Apr.	29,	2011	 #50	Michigan	State	 3	 Austin	Brooks	 -7-5,	2-0,	unfinished
apr. 17, 2011 #24 Minnesota 3 Phillip arndt Won 4-6, 7-6 (7-4), 10-8
May 1, 2011 #19 Minnesota 3 Sebastian Gallego Won 6-2, 6-4
Feb. 4, 2011 #18 Mississippi 3 Jonas Lutjen (107/-) Lost 6-3, 3-6, 3-6
Feb. 15, 2011 #24 North Carolina 3 Stefan Hardy (107/-) Lost 1-6, 2-6
apr. 2, 2011 Northwestern 3 andrew McCarthy Won 7-5, 6-1
apr. 13, 2011 #28 Notre dame 3 daniel Stahl (99/-) Lost 3-6, 2-6
May	14,	2011	 #30	Notre	Dame	 3	 Daniel	Stahl	(95/-)	 -6-3,	4-3,	unfinished
March 4, 2011 Penn State 3 Bryan Welnetz Won 6-2, 6-3
March 21, 2011 #11 Pepperdine 3 alex Llompart (66/-) Lost 1-6, 7-5, 6-7 (4-7)
apr. 24, 2011 #63 Purdue 3 aaron dujovne Won 3-6, 6-0, 10-6
Feb. 19, 2011 #5 Texas 3 Kellen damico (61/-) Won 6-4, 1-6, 6-3
Feb.	18,	2011	 #14	Texas	Tech	 3		 Rafael	Garcia	(116/-)	 -3-6,	4-4,	unfinished
May	19,	2011	 #36	Tulsa	 3	 Ashley	Watling	(88/-)	 -7-5,	0-3,	unfinished
Jan. 30, 2011 #56 UC irvine 3 Stephen Stege Won 6-1, 6-2
Feb. 20, 2011 #1 Virginia 3 Sanam Singh (13/-) Lost 1-6, 2-6
May 23, 2011 #1 Virginia 3 Sanam Singh (34/-) Lost 6-4, 3-6, 1-6
Jan. 29, 2011 #75 William & Mary 3 Jamie Whiteford Won 6-0, 7-6 (7-5)
Feb. 24, 2011 Wright State 1 Jan alafriz Won 6-2, 6-4
Jan. 26, 2011 Xavier 4 Mesa Mei Won 6-0, 6-1
Peter Kobelt (13-3)
May	13,	2011	 Ball	State	 6	 Austin	Sansone	 -6-1,	5-3,	unfinished
Oct. 10, 2010 Georgia Qual Wil Spencer Won 7-6, 7-5
Oct. 10, 2010 indiana PreQ  isade Juneau Won 6-1, 6-1
Nov. 1, 2010 indiana t-32 Stephen Vogl Won 7-6, 6-2
apr. 22, 2011 #24 indiana 6 dimitrije Tasic Won 6-2, 7-6
Nov. 1, 2010 iowa t-64 Nikita Zotov Won 6-2, 6-3
Oct. 25, 2010 Michigan t-64 Jason Jung Lost 6-7, 6-4, 4-6
Nov. 1, 2010 Michigan t-qf Justin Rossi Won 6-7, 6-4, 6-2
Oct. 25, 2010 Michigan State Cons. Ronnie Hulewicz Won 7-5, 6-2
Nov. 1, 2010 Minnesota t-16 Brendan Ruddock Won 6-1, 6-4
Nov. 1, 2010 Minnesota t-sf Julian dehn Won 6-3, 6-4
Oct.	10,	2010	 North	Carolina	 PreQ	 Alex	Rafiee	 Won	6-3,	6-3
Nov.	1,	2010	 Ohio	State	 t-fi	 Nelson	Vick	 Lost	6-7,	3-6
Oct. 10, 2010 Oklahoma Qual Tsvetan Mihov Lost 2-6, 6-2, 4-6
Oct. 10, 2010  Texas a&M PreQ Colin Hoover Won 6-3, 6-2
Feb. 24, 2011 Wright State 4 Landon Neuman Won 6-2, 6-3
Jan. 26, 2011 Xavier 3 Brandon Macdonald Won 6-2, 6-4
Wyatt lippert (2-2)
Oct. 25, 2010 detroit Qual Pablo Nunez Won 6-4, 6-2
Oct.	25,	2010	 Michigan	State	 Qual	 Aaron	Pfister	 Lost	4-6,	4-6
Oct. 10, 2010 Washington PreQ Tobias Obenaus Lost 1-6, 1-6
Feb. 24, 2011 Wright State 6 Riyad Bennoui Won 6-2, 6-0
2 0 1 2  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
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Devin mcCarthy (48-7)
May 13, 2011 Ball State 4 alexandre Brym Won 6-1, 6-2
May 21, 2011 #5 Baylor 5 Luis Grangeiro (97/-) -6-4, 4-6, 4-5, unf.
Jan. 20, 2010   Butler 5   Brandon Bayliss  Won 6-1, 7-5
Jan. 26, 2011 Butler 4 Lenz Theodor Won 6-1, 6-0
Mar	28,	2010			 Cleveland	State		 5			 John	Haley		 -	6-1,	3-2,	unfinished
Feb. 24, 2011 Cleveland State 4 John Haley Won 6-0, 6-0
Oct. 21, 2009  dePaul  t-64   Bartosz Jozwiak  Won 7-6, 6-3
Oct. 25, 2010 dePaul t-64 Bartcosz Jozwiak Won 7-6, 6-4
March 18, 2010   detroit Mercy 6   Christopher Cheung  Won 6-3, 6-2
Feb. 6, 2011 #11 Georgia 5 Hernus Pieters (119/-)  Won 6-7, 6-4, 10-6
apr. 18, 2010   #17 illinois 6   Connor Roth  Won 6-3, 4-6, 1-0 (10-7)
March 27, 2011 #10 illinois 6 Bruno abdelnour Won 6-4, 6-4
apr. 30, 2011 #18 illinois 6 Bruno abdelnour -5-7, 1-3, unf.
apr. 16, 2010   #41 indiana 6   Maxime armengaud  Won 7-5, 6-3
apr. 22, 2011 #24 indiana 5 Stephen Vogl Lost 5-7, 7-5, 3-10
March 25, 2011 #66 iowa 5 Jonas dierckx Won 6-0, 6-3
apr. 6, 2011 #12 Kentucky 5 alberto Gonzalez (100/-)  Lost 6-7, 3-6
Feb. 27, 2011 #15 Louisville 5 andrew Carter Won 7-6, 6-3
Oct. 21, 2009  Marquette  t-32   dusan Medan  Won 6-1, 3-6, 6-3
Oct. 21, 2009  Michigan  t-16   Jason Jung (41/-)  Lost 2-6, 4-6
Oct. 25, 2010 Michigan t-16 Jason Jung (25/-) Won 6-4, 6-3
apr. 10, 2011 #23 Michigan 6 Justin Rossi Won 6-2, 6-4
apr. 8, 2011 #60 Michigan State 5 John Stratton Won 6-3, 6-1
apr. 29, 2011 #50 Michigan State 6 drew Lied Won 6-0,6-1
apr. 4, 2010  #44 Minnesota  6   Brendan Ruddock  Won 6-3, 7-6 (8-3)
apr. 17, 2011 #24 Minnesota 6 Michael Sicora Won 7-6 (7-3), 6-4
May 1, 2011 #19 Minnesota 6 Julian dehn -6-7 (2-7), 4-3, unf.
Oct. 10, 2010 Mississippi Qual Tucker Vorster (58/-) Won 6-4, 7-5
Feb. 4, 2011 #18 Mississippi 6 a. Forberg Skogeng Won 6-1, 6-0
Jan. 30, 2010   #51New Mexico 6   Conor Berg  Won 6-3, 6-3
Feb. 15, 2011 #24 North Carolina 6 William Parker Won 6-7 (5-7), 6-3, 10-6
Apr.	30,	2010		 #63	Northwestern		 6			 Chris	Jackman		 -	6-3,	4-3,	unfinished
Oct. 25, 2010 Northwestern t-32 Sidarth Balaji Won 2-6, 7-6, 6-3
apr. 2, 2011 Northwestern 5 Raleigh Smith Won 6-4, 6-4
apr 07, 2010  #36 Notre dame  6   Blas Moros  Won 7-5, 7-6 (7-3)
apr. 13, 2011 #28 Notre dame 5 Niall Fitzgerald Won 6-3, 6-3
May	14,	2011	 #30	Notre	Dame	 5	 Samuel	Keeton	 -7-5,	2-3,	unfinished
Oct. 25, 2010 Ohio State t-qf Matt allare Lost 6-7, 3-6
Mar 28, 2010   #62 Penn State 6   Guillaume St-Maurice  Won 6-1, 6-3
March 4, 2011 Penn State 5 Chris Young Won 6-2, 6-0
March 21, 2011 #11 Pepperdine 6 david Sofaer Won 6-, 3-6, 7-6 (7-5)
March 12, 2010   #60 Purdue 6   Matt Mannasse  Won 6-1, 6-0
apr. 24, 2011 #63 Purdue 6 Pawel Poziomski Won 6-2, 6-1
Oct. 10, 2010 Sacramento State Qual Jason Smith (88/-) Won 6-4, 6-3
Oct. 10, 2010 Sam Houston  Qual artem Baradach (47/-) Lost 6-3, 1-6, 4-6
Oct. 09, 2009  TCU  Pre4  Zach Nichols  Won 6-3, 7-6
Feb. 19, 2011 #5 Texas  5 Vasko Mladenov (93/-)- 6-4, 6-7 (4-7), 2-1, uf
March 10, 2011 #17 Texas a&M 4 alberto Gonzalez (100/-)  Lost 6-7, 3-6
Feb. 18, 2011 #14 Texas Tech 5 Gabriel Wanderey Won 6-3, 6-4
apr 09, 2010   Toledo 6   Bryant dudzik  Won 6-2, 6-1
Jan. 30, 2011 Toledo 3 N. Likitkumchorn Won 6-3, 6-1
May	19,	2011	 #36	Tulsa	 5	 Grant	Ive	 -6-7,	3-2,	unfinished
Jan. 30, 2011 #56 UC irvine 6 Ryan Cheung Won 6-2, 6-4
Oct. 09, 2009  USC  Qual  Matt Kecki (99/-)  Lost 2-6, 6-4, 4-6
May	23,	2010		 #5	USC		 6			 Peter	Lucassen	(121/-)	-	3-6,	4-5,	unfinished
Oct. 09, 2009  Virginia  Pre2  Milo Johnson  Won 6-4, 3-6, 10-1
Feb. 20, 2011 #1 Virginia 5 drew Courtney (23/-) Won 6-4, 7-5
May 23, 2011 #1 Virginia 5 Justin Shane Won 6-2, 4-6, 6-3
Oct. 09, 2009  Western Michigan  Pre3  Casey Cullen  Won 6-3, 7-5
May 15, 2010   Western Michigan 6   Brad Noel  Won 6-4, 6-0
Jan. 29, 2011 #75 William & Mary 6 adrian Vodislav Won 6-2, 6-2
May 21, 2010  #27 Wisconsin  6   Michael dierberger  - 
apr. 15, 2011 #70 Wisconsin 6 Fredrik ask Won 7-6, 4-6, 10-3
Feb. 21, 2010   Wright State 5   Mihkel Kruusmagi  Won 6-1, 6-0
Jan. 20, 2010   Xavier 5   Brandon Macdonald  Won 6-1, 6-2
Blaz rola (41-7)
May	13,	2011	 Ball	State	 1	 Dalton	Albertin	 -6-4,	1-2,	unfinished
May 21, 2011 #5 Baylor 1 John Peers (19/-) Won 4-6, 7-6, 6-3
Jan. 26, 2011 Butler 1 Brandon Bayliss Won 6-1, 6-3
Feb. 6, 2011 #11 Georgia 1 Wil Spencer (53/-) Won 6-1, 7-6 (11-9)
Oct. 25, 2010 illinois t-32 Connor Roth Won 6-2, 6-4
Oct. 25, 2010 illinois t-qf dennis Nevolo (26/-) Won 6-2, 6-2
March 27, 2011 #10 illinois 2 Roy Kalmanovich Won 6-7 (3-7), 6-2, 7-6 
(7-4)
apr. 30, 2011 #18 illinois 2 Roy Kalmanovich Won 6-4, 6-3
apr. 22, 2011 #24 indiana 2 Santiago Gruter Won 6-1, 6-4
March 25, 2011 #66 iowa 1 Marc Bruche Won 6-1, 6-4
Nov. 7, 2010 Kentucky t-32 eric Quigley (8/-) Won 6-7, 7-6, 6-2
apr. 6, 2011 #12 Kentucky 1 eric Quigley (7/-) Lost 4-6, 7-6, 4-6
Feb. 27, 2011 #15 Louisville 2 Viktor Maksimcuk (100/-)  Won 3-6, 7-6, 6-3
Feb. 12, 2011 #33 LSU 1 Oliver Borsos (102/-) Won 6-2, 6-4
Oct. 10, 2010 Maryland Qual John Collins Won 6-2, 6-1
Oct. 10, 2010 Michigan Qual evan King (95/-) Won 4-6, 7-6, 6-1
Oct. 25, 2010 Michigan t-sf evan King (95/-) Won 4-6, 6-2, 7-5
apr. 10, 2011 #23 Michigan 2 Jason Jung (57/-) Lost 6-3, 1-6, 4-6
May 25, 2011 Michigan  t-16 evan King (21/-) Won 6-3, 6-0
Apr.	29,	2011	 #50	Michigan	State	 2	 Aaron	Pfister	 Won	6-2,	6-0
apr. 17, 2011 #24 Minnesota 2 Rok Bonin Won 7-6 (7-1), 6-3
May 1, 2011 #19 Minnesota 2 Rok Bonin Won 6-1, 6-4
Feb. 4, 2011 #18 Mississippi 2 Tucker Vorster Won 6-1, 7-5
Feb. 15, 2011 #24 North Carolina 2 Brennan Boyajian (101/-)  Won 6-2, 7-5
apr. 2, 2011 Northwestern 1 Joshua Graves Won 6-2, 6-1
Oct. 25, 2010 Notre dame t-16 Greg andrews Won 6-2, 6-2
apr. 13, 2011 #28 Notre dame 1 Casey Watt (54/-) Won 6-3, 6-0
May 14, 2011 #30 Notre dame 1 Casey Watt (63/-) Won 6-2, 6-2
Oct.	25,	2010	 Ohio	State	 t-fi	 Matt	Allare	 Won	7-5,	6-4
Nov. 7, 2010 Pepperdine t-16 Sebastian Fanselow (50/-)  Won 6-3, 6-2
March 21, 2011 #11 Pepperdine 2 Sebastian Fanselow (17/-) Won 6-4, 4-6, 7-6 
(7-2)
May 25, 2011 Pepperdine t-32 Finn Tearney (43/-) Won 7-5, 6-2
March 4, 2011 Penn State 2 Jason Lee Won 6-3, 6-2
apr. 24, 2011 #63 Purdue 1 Szymon Tatarczyk Won 6-0, 6-1
May 25, 2011 Stanford t-64 Ryan Thacher (46/-) Won 5-7, 6-3, 6-3
Feb. 19, 2011 #5 Texas 1 ed Corrie (91/-) -4-6, 6-3, 5-2, unf. 
Oct. 10, 2010 Texas a&M t-64 austin Krajicek (12/-) Won 6-7, 6-1, 6-3
Nov. 7, 2010 Texas a&M t-qf austin Krajicek (12/-) Won 6-4, 7-6
March 10, 2011 #17 Texas a&M 3 Jeff dadamo (55/-) -6-7, 6-3, 1-2, unf.
Feb. 18, 2011 #14 Texas Tech 1 Gonzalo escobar (18/-)  Won 6-3, 6-3
Jan.	30,	2011	 Toledo	 1	 Aleksandar	Elezovic	 -6-3,	3-0,	unfinished
Oct. 10, 2010 Tulsa Qual Tristan Jackson Won 6-1, 6-0
May	19,	2011	 #36	Tulsa	 1	 Marcelo	Arevalo	(27/-)	 -4-6,	5-2,	unfinished
Jan. 30, 2011 #56 UC irvine 2 Sam Gould Won 6-2, 6-2
Nov. 7, 2010 USC t-sf Steve Johnson (7/-) Lost 1-6, 4-6
May 25, 2011 USC t-qf Steve Johnson (1/-) Lost 3-6, 3-6
Oct. 10, 2010 Virginia t-64 drew Courtney (27/-) Lost 4-6, 4-6
Feb. 20, 2011 #1 Virginia 1 Michael Shabaz (15/-) Lost 4-6, 5-7
May 23, 2011 #1 Virginia 1 Michael Shabaz (5/-) Lost 4-6, 4-6
Oct. 25, 2010 Western Michigan t-64 Simon Blomberg Won 6-2, 6-4
Jan. 29, 2011 #75 William & Mary 2 Ben Guthrie Won 6-1, 6-0
apr. 15, 2011 #73 Wisconsin 2 Billy Bertha Won 6-2, 7-6
Jan. 26, 2011 Xavier 2 Jimmy Roebker Won 6-1, 6-2
nelson Vick (20-4)
Jan. 26, 2011 Butler 6 david dolins Won 6-0, 6-0
Feb. 24, 2011 Cleveland State 5 Matt Ford Won 6-2, 6-2
Oct. 10, 2010 east Tennessee St. Qual Bottoni Charles Lost 4-6, 2-6
Oct. 10, 2010 Hawaii PreQ Jonathon Brooklyn Won 6-1, 6-3
Oct. 25, 2011 illinois t-32 dennis Nevolo (26/-) Lost 5-7, 3-6
Nov. 1, 2011 illinois t-sf Stephen Hoh Won 2-6, 6-3, 6-4
March 25, 2011 #66 iowa 6 Garret dunn Lost 6-2, 6-7, 2-10
Feb. 12, 2011 #33 LSU 6 Tom Knights Won 7-6, 4-6, 10-4
Oct. 10, 2010 Maryland PreQ Maros Horny Lost 2-6, 4-6
Nov. 1, 2011 Michigan t-64 Shaun Berstein Won 6-3, 6-4
Nov. 1, 2011 Michigan State t-qf denis Bogatov Won 6-4, 6-4
apr. 8, 2011 Michigan State 6 drew Lied Won 6-3, 5-7, 10-8
Nov. 1, 2011 Northwestern t-32 Chris Jackman Won 6-0, 6-1
Nov. 1, 2011 Northwestern t-16 Joshua Graves Won 6-3, 6-4 
apr. 2, 2011 Northwestern 6 Chris Jackman Won 6-1, 6-2
Oct. 25, 2010 Notre dame t-64 Matt Johnson Won 6-4, 6-0
Nov.	1,	2011	 Ohio	State	 t-fi	 Peter	Kobelt	 Won	7-6,	6-3
March 4, 2011 Penn State 6 Guanhua Chen Won 6-1, 6-1
Oct. 10, 2010 Sam Houston PreQ  david Costa Won 6-2, 6-2
Oct. 10, 2010 Texas a&M PreQ  Niall angus Won 3-6, 6-2, 6-4
March 10, 2011 #17 Texas a&M 6 Niall angus -6-3, 4-6, 0-4, unf. 
Jan. 30, 2011 Toledo 5 Gursher Harika Won 6-2, 6-0
apr. 15, 2011 #73 Wisconsin 6 Rod Carey Won 7-6, 7-6
Feb. 24, 2011 Wright State 3 Martin arguello  Won 6-0, 6-1
Jan. 26, 2011 Xavier 6 Brian Starr Won 6-3, 6-2
steven Williams (22-8)
Jan. 20, 2010   Butler 6   Zach ervin  Won 6-1, 6-1
March 10, 2009 Cleveland State 6  Steven Wipprecht Won 6-0, 6-1
Mar 28, 2010   Cleveland State 6   Jay Jones  Won 6-2, 6-0
Feb. 24, 2011 Cleveland State 6 Jay Jones Won 6-0, 6-1
Jan.9-11, 2009 denver t-2  Benny althaus Lost 4-6, 2-6
Jan.9-11, 2009 denver t-3  Johan Gunnarsson Won 2-6, 6-4, 1-0
Jan.9-11, 2009 denver t-4  Ravjot dhatt Won 6-3, 6-3
Oct. 21, 2009  dePaul  t-64   Vanja Grgec Won 6-3, 6-0
Jan. 17, 2010  eastern Kentucky    Carles Pons escanill  Won 6-0, 6-4
Nov. 1, 2009  illinois  t-16   Marek Czerwinski  Won 6-4, 6-4
Oct. 25, 2010 illinois Cons Stephen Hoh Lost 4-6, 7-6, 3-10
Nov. 1, 2009  iowa  t-32   Tommy McGeorge  Won 6-4, 6-3
Oct. 25, 2010 Marquette t-64 Jose Munoz Lost 4-6, 4-6
Nov. 1, 2009  Michigan  t-qf   Chris Madden  Lost 4-6, 3-6
Nov. 1, 2009  Michigan State  t-64   John Stratton  Won 6-3, 6-2
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april 9, 2010   Michigan State  6   Will davis  Won 6-3, 6-2
Jan.9-11, 2009 Minnesota t-5  Julian dehn Won 6-4, 5-7, 6-3
Jan.9-11, 2009 Minnesota t-1  ishay Hadash Lost 4-6, 3-6
Oct. 09, 2009  Mississippi  Pre4  Chris Thiemann  Lost 5-7, 1-6
Oct. 09, 2009  Oral Roberts  Pre3  dario Beslic  Won 6-2, 6-3
Jan. 17, 2010  Purdue    eric Ramos  Won 7-5, 6-2
Oct. 09, 2009  Sacramento State  Pre2  Marko Starcevic  Won 6-3, 6-3
Oct. 10, 2010 Sacramento State Qual Kiryl Harbatsiuk (75/-) Lost 1-6, 3-6
Oct. 10, 2010 Tulsa Qual alastair Barnes Won 6-3, 6-2
Jan. 17, 2010  Valparaiso    Chris Baum  Won 6-0, 6-1
Jan. 17, 2010  Western Michigan    Casey Cullen  Won 2-6, 6-4, 1-0
Oct. 21, 2009  Wisconsin  t-32   Moritz Baumann   Lost 3-6, 3-6
April	19,	2009	 Wright	State	 6		 Brett	Stewart	 -	6-0,	5-0,	unfinished
Feb. 21, 2010   Wright State 6   evan Neuman  Won 6-2, 6-2
Jan. 21, 2009 Xavier 6  J.T. Torbeck Won 6-4, 7-6 (7-4)
Jan. 20, 2010   Xavier 6   Brian Starr  Won 6-3, 6-0
2 0 1 1  u S ta / i ta  a L L - a M e R i c a n 
a n d  n at i O n a L  i n d O O R S 
d O u B L e S  c h a M p i O n S 
Chase Buchanan and Blaz rola
- 9-0 as a pair during Fall season
- def. Georgia Tech’s Kevin King/Juan Spir (No. 1 
seed) 6-2, 3-6, 6-4 to win iTa all-american 
doubles Championship Oct. 9
- def. Tulsa’s Clifford Marsland/ashley Watling (No. 
3 seed) 4-6, 7-5, 6-2 to win USTa/iTa National 
indoors doubles Championship Nov. 6
Connor Smith
the Buckeye Duo...
- is only the sixth team in collegiate tennis history
 to accomplish the challenging feat
-	became	first	Ohio	State	pair	to	capture	both	titles	
since Ross Wilson/Scott Green in 2004
- were the No. 3 seed at all-american 
Championship and No. 2 seed at the 
National indoors Championship





Head coach Ty Tucker, the 2009 iTa National Coach of the Year 
and the recipient of six-consecutive Big Ten Coach of the Year 
honors (2006-11), has lifted the Ohio State men’s tennis team to 
elite status. He has proved to the nation his squads are capable 
of defeating many of the country’s top teams since taking over the 
program in 1999. 
Since his inaugural season in 1999-00, Tucker has guided Ohio 
State to six regular-season Big Ten Conference titles and seven 
league tournament championships, including six-consecutive from 
2006-11.	Tucker’s	 teams	have	never	finished	below	fourth	 in	 the	
conference regular-season standings. in fact, after tying for fourth 
in	 2000,	 Tucker	 and	 the	 Buckeyes	 finished	 second	 from	 2001-
2005 before winning the conference the last six seasons. Since 
that 2000 campaign, the Scarlet and Gray have won at least 20 
matches each season and at least 30 the past four seasons.
in NCaa action, Tucker and the Buckeyes have compiled a 29-12 
record,	advancing	to	the	program’s	first	NCAA	championship	final	
in 2009 in College Station, Texas. Tucker led Ohio State as far as 
the	quarterfinals	 last	 season	and	also	 in	2004,	 ‘06,	 ’07	and	 ‘08.	
Tucker also has coached eight different singles players and seven 
doubles tandems in 10 NCaa championships.  
a six-time Big Ten and four-time iTa Region iV Coach of the Year, 
Tucker has coached 11 all-americans, most recently Chase Bu-
chanan and Blaz Rola in 2011. Tucker has also mentored 2008 
all-american Justin Kronauge, Jeremy Wurtzman (2004), who was 
the iTa/Farnsworth National Senior co-Player of the Year in 2004, 
Ross Wilson (2005, ’06), Scott Green (2005, ’06), drew eberly 
(2008), Bryan Koniecko (2009) and Steven Moneke (2009). Tucker 
witnessed three of his players reach the top of the iTa singles na-
tional rankings in Wurtzman (2004), Moneke (2007) and Koniecko 
(2009). Koniecko and Moneke are also the only Buckeyes in pro-
gram history to have four all-america honors. 
in 2003, Vincent Ng, who later went on to become the Big Ten 
Conference	Athlete	of	the	Year,	was	Tucker’s	first	Big	Ten	singles	
champion, followed by Joey atas, the 2004 Big Ten Freshman of 
the Year. The Buckeyes garnered back-to-back conference fresh-
man of the year accolades when Koniecko won in 2006 and Kro-
nauge	 in	 ‘07.	Kronauge	also	won	 ITA	Midwest	Freshman	of	 the	
Year in 2007. in 2008 and 2009, Tucker guided Koniecko to back-
to-back Big Ten athlete of the Year honors. Last season, Buchanan 
also	earned	Big	Ten	Athlete	of	the	Year	laurels,	becoming	the	first	
sophomore in Ohio State history to earn the distinction. during 
Tucker’s tenure, 12 Buckeyes have been named all-Big Ten.
in 2010, the Buckeyes came within a win of tying the school record 
for	most	wins,	which	was	set	 in	2009	 (36).	They	finished	with	a	
35-2 record and achieved the second highest winning percentage 
in school history (.946). Under Tucker, the Scarlet and Gray went 
13-0 in Big Ten play and advanced to the NCaa team quarter-
finals	 for	 the	fifth-consecutive	 year.	Ohio	State	 finished	 the	sea-
son	ranked	fifth	nationally	 in	 the	 ITA	rankings,	marking	 the	10th-
consecutive	year	it	finished	in	the	Top	25.	In	dual	competition,	the	
Buckeyes outscored their opponents, 125-12, in Columbus, Ohio, 
and extended their home win streak to 110-consecutive matches, 
dating back to the 2002-03 season. 
also in 2010, graduating senior and now-assistant coach, Jus-
tin Kronauge became the all-time program leader in singles wins 
(147), doubles wins (133) and overall career wins (280).
The 2009 season marked the best results the men’s tennis pro-
gram has ever witnessed, including the program’s best winning 
percentage of .948 with an overall record of 36-2. The Buckeyes 
also	advanced	to	the	NCAA	final	championship.		
during the fall season of the 2008-09 campaign, Koniecko won 
both singles titles at the Wilson/iTa Midwest Regional Champion-
ship and the iTa National indoor Championship. Koniecko defeated 
teammate	Kronauge	in	both	finals.	The	all-Buckeye	national	indoor	
championship marked only the second time in the history of the 
tournament	two	teammates	faced	each	other	in	the	singles	final.
In	2008,	Kronauge	first	put	his	name	in	the	Ohio	State	record	books	
after compiling a single-season singles record of 41-8, which now 
is	tied	for	fifth	all-time.	Tucker	coached	Kronauge	and	Moneke	to	
the	quarterfinals	of	the	NCAA	singles	championships	that	season	
and	 the	 team	advanced	 to	 the	quarterfinals	 for	 the	 third-straight	
year. Owning a 257-49 overall record and a 113-17 ledger vs. the 
Big Ten, Tucker captured his 200th career win after a 6-1 victory 
over Minnesota March 9, 2008, in Minneapolis.  
The all-american duo of Koniecko and Moneke was instrumen-
tal in Tucker and the Buckeyes’ successful 2007 campaign. The 
Buckeyes	finished	 the	season	with	a	30-2	 record	and	a	second-
consecutive regular-season Big Ten crown. Ohio State went 10-0 
during	regular-season	conference	play	and	finished	third	nationally	
in the iTa rankings. 
The 2006 season was the beginning of the Buckeyes’ dominance 
in the league. Recording a 28-2 ledger, Ohio State relinquished its 
second-place	 league	standing	 from	 the	past	five	seasons	 to	win	
the regular-season and tournament titles. The squad also received 
its seventh-consecutive bid to the NCaa team championship and 
hosted	the	first	two	rounds	for	the	first	time	in	program	history.	
it was also during this season, Green and Wilson cemented their 
place among the all-time collegiate tennis greats, as they became 
the	first	tandem	in	the	27	years	of	the	ITA	National	Indoor	Champi-
onships	to	win	consecutive	titles	and	the	first	doubles	team	in	Ohio	
State history to win a national tournament. 
Green and Wilson ended their careers as one of only three doubles 
teams in the nation to win three iTa national titles after also captur-
ing the iTa all-american Championships in 2004. 
Before taking over the Ohio State head coaching job, Tucker 
served as the Buckeyes’ assistant coach for two seasons. He was 
responsible for U.S. recruiting and on-court development. Tucker 
was the main force behind the recruitment of both Phil Metz and 
Ng.
Tucker is accustomed to success in tennis. He left Ohio State in 
1992 after his junior year to play on the professional circuit. He 
achieved a world ranking of No. 273 and in 1994 was ranked as 
high	as	No.	35	in	the	U.S.	He	earned	significant	wins	over	Tim	Hen-
man, Hendrik dreekman and Sargis Sargisian and defeated Jimmy 
arias to win the Novi auto Mall Professional Tennis Challenge in 
Michigan. Tucker also played in more than 40 foreign tournaments 
between 1992 and 1995. in 2004, Tucker was inducted into the 
Ohio State athletics Hall of Fame.  
Tucker, a native of Zanesville, Ohio, earned three letters from 1989 
to 1991 during his collegiate career. Tucker is a two-time all-amer-
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ican. He captured the No. 1 singles position his freshman year and held it for three seasons. He secured his place in the Ohio State his-
tory	book	with	his	dominating	play,	finishing	with	64	career	singles	wins.	Tucker’s	success	in	tennis	began	at	an	early	age.	As	a	player	on	
the junior circuit, he established himself by accumulating nine United States Tennis association (USTa) National Junior titles and was a 
tournament	finalist	11	times.	Tucker	notched	victories	over	Andre	Agassi,	Michael	Chang	and	Jim	Courier.	
When not on the courts, Tucker enjoys cooking and spending time and playing tennis with his daughter, Lakyn, a sophomore at New 
albany High School, Lakyn enjoys playing lacrosse and volleyball, swimming and cheerleading.  
Born May 1970, Tucker graduated from Ohio State in 1998 with a degree in anthropology.  
tucker year-By-year results
 Overall                                    Conference               nCAA
year school W l Pct. W l Pct. Place tourn. Finish Finish
2000 Ohio State 14 11 .560 7 5 .583 T4th 2nd Rd. 2nd Rd.
2001 Ohio State 25 4 .862 11 2 .846 2nd Champ 2nd Rd.
2002	 Ohio	State	 21	 5	 .808	 10	 2	 .833	 2nd	 Semifinals	 1st	Rd.
2003	 Ohio	State	 22	 7	 .759	 10	 2	 .833	 2nd	 Semifinals	 Rd.	of	16
2004	 Ohio	State	 26	 5	 .839	 11	 2	 .846	 2nd	 Runner-up	 Quarterfinals
2005 Ohio State 20 9 .690 10 3 .770 2nd Runner-up 2nd Rd.
2006	 Ohio	State	 28	 2	 .933	 13	 0	 1.00	 1st	 Champ	 Quarterfinals
2007	 Ohio	State	 30	 2	 .938	 13	 0	 1.00	 1st	 Champ	 Quarterfinals
2008	 Ohio	State	 35	 2	 .946	 13	 0	 1.00	 1st	 Champ	 Quarterfinals
2009 Ohio State 36 2 .948 13 0 1.00 1st Champ Runner-up
2010	 Ohio	State	 35	 2	 .946	 13	 0	 1.00	 1st	 Champ	 Quarterfinals
2011	 Ohio	State	 34	 3	 .912	 13	 0	 1.00	 1st	 Champ		 Semifinals
totals  326 54 .858 137 16 .883 
n O t i n g  t h e  t u c k e R  e R a
• named 2009 Wilson/ITA National Coach of The Year; the first time in 
program history
• has 41 Academic All-Big Ten honorees and a two-time Academic All-
American (Vincent Ng in 2002 and ‘03)
• has 28 All-Big Ten selections and 10 All-Americans
• has five Big Ten Men’s Tennis Athletes of the Year (Ng, 2003, Bryan 
Koniecko, 2008 and 2009 and Chase Buchanan, 2010 and 2010), four 
Big Ten Freshmen of the Year (Joey Atas, 2004, Bryan Koniecko,2006, 
Justin Kronauge, 2007 and Blaz Rola, 2011) and seven Big Ten 
Coaches of the Year (Ty Tucker in 2001, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 
2010 and 2011) awards
• Advanced to program’s first ever national title appearance (2009)
• has been ranked in the ITA Top 10 for 162-consecutive matches 
(beginning March 7, 2006)
• attained program’s best ranking (No. 1) Jan. 6 – Feb.19, 2008
• has won 128-consecutive home matches (April 6, 2003– present)
• has won 41-consecutive Big Ten home matches (April 6, 
2003-present)
• has won 126 of 127 regular-season (non-tournament) matches from 
Feb. 26, 2006 – present 
• has won 57 of 58 away regular-season matches beginning with Feb. 
26, 2006 win (4-2) at No. 21 VCU to its April 12, 2009 win (6-1) at 
No. 11 Illinois
• has earned 10 regular-season Big Ten Conference dual match 
victories for first time in program history six times (2006, 2007, 
2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011)
• has won 60-consecutive regular-season Big Ten matches dating back 
to 2006
• Ty Tucker has 12-consecutive 20-win seasons (a school record) as 
head coach
• has 17 20-win seasons all-time, more than half with Tucker as head 
coach
• has been to 12-consecutive NCAA team tournaments, second in the 
Big Ten only to Illinois’ 16
• had the No. 1 ranked singles player – Jeremy Wurtzman in 2004, 
Steven Moneke in 2007, Bryan Koniecko in 2009
• won the 2001, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011 Big Ten 
Tournaments
• won outright 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011 Big Ten 
Regular-Season Championships
• has gone 109-11 (.908) in Big Ten regular-season matches
• has won 326 dual matches against 54 defeats (.858)
• has a coach with an average record of 27-4 per season 
(2000-present)
• has the best single-season win percentage (2009) in school history 
(.947/36-2)
• has had three players set school career singles win record (132, Ng 
from 2000-03; 146, Moneke from 2006-2009; 147, Justin Kronague)
• has had four players set the school career doubles win record (Justin 
Kronague with 133 from 2007-10; Bryan Koniecko with 125 from 
2006-09; Drew Eberly with 118 from 2005-08; Ross Wilson with 118 
from 2003-06; Scott Green with 117 from 2003-06)
• has had three players set the school record for career combined 
singles and doubles (280, Justin Kronague from 2007-10; 254, Bryan 
Koniecko from 2006-09; 209, Ross Wilson from 2003-06)
• has led Ohio State to the best six-year combined Big Ten record in 
2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011 (60-0)
• Ty Tucker has led Ohio State to the best six-year combined regular-
season record in 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011 (173-11)
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c Oa c h i n g  R e S u Lt S  B y  y e a R
year W-l-t Pct. Big ten Coach
1912 0-5-1 .000 — Farber
1913 5-5 .500 — Winger
1914 8-2 .800 — Farber
1915 4-2-2 .500 1(co) Farber
1916 6-2 .750 — Farber
1917 4-3 .571 — Farber
1918 5-3 .625 — No Coach
1919 4-3-2 .444 — Haddox
1921 6-3 .667 — Connell
1922 9-1 .900 — Grismer
1923 7-3 .700 — Grismer
1924 6-1-1 .750 — Grismer
1925 8-2 .800 — Wirthwein
1926 — — — No Coach
1927 — — — No Coach
1928 8-2 .800 2 Wirthwein
1929 4-5 .444 — Wirthwein
1930 7-3 .700 — Wirthwein
1931 6-0 1.000 1 Wirthwein
1932 3-0 1.000 — Wirthwein
1933 1-2-1 .375 — Wirthwein
1934 2-4 .333 — Wirthwein
1935 3-2 .600 — Wirthwein
1936 5-2-1 .688 T5 Wirthwein
1937 6-3 .666 2 Wirthwein
1938 3-4 .429 4 Wirthwein
1939 7-4 .636 6 Wirthwein
1940 9-1 .900 — Wirthwein
1941 10-1 .909 6 Wirthwein
1942 5-5 .500 5 Wirthwein
1943 5-1 .833 1 Wirthwein
1944 6-2 .750 2 Wirthwein
1945 6-1 .857 2 Wirthwein
1946 8-3 .727 2 Wirthwein
1947 4-6 .400 5 Wirthwein
1948 4-7 .364 6 Wirthwein
1949 8-4 .667 5 Wirthwein
1950 8-5 .615 9 Wirthwein
1951 1-10 .090 9 Wirthwein
1952 3-9 .250 9 Wirthwein
1953 3-9 .250 10 Wirthwein
1954 6-9 .400 10 Wirthwein
1955 2-12 .143 9 Wirthwein
1956 1-10 .090 8 Wirthwein
1957 8-6 .571 7 Wirthwein
1958 6-9 .400 9 Hendrix
1959 13-6 .684 7 Hendrix
1960 2-6 .250 8 Hendrix
1961 2-7 .222 9 Hendrix
1962 6-6 .500 10 Hendrix
1963 6-7 .461 9 Hendrix
1964 9-9 .500 6 Hendrix
1965 5-10 .333 9 Hendrix
1966 9-11 .450 8 Hendrix
1967 3-12 .200 9 Hendrix
1968 2-11-1 .143 9 Hendrix
1969 3-11 .214 10 Hendrix
1970 4-11 .267 dNC Hendrix
1971 11-12 .478 10 Robertson
1972 7-18 .368 9 daly
1973 7-16 .304 8 daly
1974 13-9 .590 4 daly
1975 15-7 .682 4 daly
1976 18-4 .818 2 daly
1977 18-6 .750 3 daly
1978 20-8 .714 4 daly
1979 16-8 .667 3 daly
1980 16-6 .727 5 daly
1981 18-8 .692 3 daly
1982 17-13 .567 4 daly
1983 21-8 .724 7 daly
1984 14-18 .438 9 daly
1985 13-17 .433 8 daly
1986 23-8 742 5 daly
1987 22-12 .647 4 daly
1988 27-10 .730 7 daly
1989 20-10 .667 4 daly
1990 18-9 .667 4 daly
1991 15-15 .500 *5 daly
1992 14-11 .560 4 daly
1993 16-16 .500 7 daly
1994 10-15 .400 7 daly
1995 17-12 .586 8 daly
1996 13-13 .500 7 daly
1997 9-15 .375 11 daly
1998 4-21 .160 11 daly
1999 6-18 .250 11 daly
2000 14-11 .560 T4 Tucker
2001 25-4 .862 *2 Tucker
2002 21-5 .808 2 Tucker
2003 22-7 .759 2 Tucker
2004 26-5 .839 2 Tucker
2005 20-9 689 2 Tucker
2006 28-2 .933 1* Tucker
2007 30-2 .937 1* Tucker
2008 35-2 .946 1* Tucker 
2009 36-2 .947 1* Tucker 
2010 35-2 .946 1* Tucker
2011 35-2 .946 1* Tucker
* indicates won Big Ten Tournament title
All-time COAChing reCOrDs
Coach  year(s)   record   Pct.
Charles Farber 5 (1912, 1914-17) 22-14-3 .564
dennis Winger 1 (1913) 5-5 .500
No Coach 2 (1918-19) 12-5 .706
H.C. Haddox 1 (1920) 4-3-2 .444
Hilbert Connell 1 (1921) 6-3 .667
Raymond Grismer 3 (1922-24) 22-5-1 .786
Herman Wirthwein 33 (1925-57) 117-147-3 .445
John Hendrix 13 (1958-70) 70-116-1 .374
dave Robertson 1 (1971) 11-12 .478
John daly 28 (1972-99) 427-331 .563
Ty Tucker 12 (1999-present) 326-54 .851
totals  100 years  1,022-695-10  .585
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Justin Kronauge is entering his second year as assistant coach for 
the Buckeyes. The dayton, Ohio, native concluded his collegiate 
career during the spring of 2010 and earned his bachelor’s degree 
in	 finance	 that	August	 after	 posting	 one	 of	 the	most	 successful	
careers in Ohio State men’s tennis history.
“We are so excited to have Justin as our assistant,” Ty Tucker, the 
12th-year head coach, said. “He has a deep appreciation of what 
Ohio State athletics is about and he knows what we expect on the 
court. What more could i want for the tennis program at this great 
university.”
a two-time all-american and the 2010 Midwest Region Farnsworth/
iTa Senior Player of the Year, Kronauge concluded his historic 
Buckeye tennis career with multiple program records. He has 
the most career singles wins (147), most career doubles wins 
(128) and most combined wins with 275 victories. Furthermore, 
Kronauge, a three-time unanimous all-Big Ten recipient, is just the 
third Buckeye to have at least 100 singles and 100 doubles wins. 
He also became just the sixth Ohio State men’s tennis player to 
reach 100 doubles wins. 
academically, Kronauge was a three-time academic all-Big Ten 
and three-time Ohio State Scholar-athlete honoree. 
david Schilling is part of head coach Ty Tucker’s recipe for success. 
Schilling was recruited by Tucker in the fall of 1999 and since that 
time, he has proven to be a valuable asset for the Buckeyes.
“dave has had experience coaching for some years now,” Tucker 
said. “He can handle himself in any situation and is a great asset 
to the Buckeyes.”
Schilling came to Ohio State after a highly-successful tenure at 
Kenyon College in Gambier, Ohio, where he guided the Lords to 
an 87-36 record over six seasons, becoming the most successful 
coach in the program’s history. 
Schilling’s Kenyon squads were ranked in the Top 25 for six-
consecutive	 years	 and	 finished	 among	 the	 Top	 3	 in	 the	 North	
Coast	Athletic	Conference	five	times,	including	a	championship	in	
1995. The NCaC is widely regarded as one of the premier tennis 
conferences in division iii. 
Prior to Kenyon, Schilling served as the assistant coach for the 
nationally-ranked men’s and women’s tennis squads at denison in 
Granville, Ohio. He also was an assistant coach at the College of 
Wooster (Ohio) for two years. 
Schilling played at denison from 1986-89, leading the Big Red to 
four-consecutive NCaC championships. He was nationally-ranked 
in singles and doubles for three-consecutive years and was named 
to the NCaC’s 10th anniversary all-Time men’s tennis team in 
1993. 
He follows in his father’s footsteps as a collegiate tennis coach. 
Schilling’s father, Hayden, coaches at the College of Wooster, and 
has amassed more than 400 wins (436-269 .618) during his 31-
year tenure with the men’s tennis team. 
Schilling graduated from denison with a bachelor’s degree in 
economics. He then received his master’s degree in sports 
management from Ohio State.
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Chase Buchanan 
senior 6-2, 180 
new Albany, Ohio – gahanna-lincoln h.s.  
major: Communication
Ohio state Career honors 2011 iTa all-american … 2010 and 
2011 Big Ten athlete of the Year ... 2010 iTa Midwest Region Play-
er to Watch  ... member of 2011 NCaa all-Tournament team … 
unanimous 2010 and 2011 First-Team all-Big Ten selection ... 10-
time Big Ten athlete of the Week honoree (Feb. 2, 2010, Feb. 23, 
2010, March 9, 2010, March 16, 2010, april 6, 2010, april 13, 2010, 
Feb. 8, 2011, Feb. 22, 2011, april 12, 2011 and april 26, 2001) ... 
2010 and 2011 academic all-Big Ten ... 2010 and 2011 Ohio State 
Scholar-athlete.
2010-11 (junior season) iTa all-american … Big Ten athlete of 
the Year … First-team all-Big Ten … member of iTa all-Tournament 
team	…	advanced	to	doubles	final	with	partner	Blaz	Rola	at	2010	
d’Novo all-american Championships in Tulsa, Okla. (Oct. 10) go-
ing	4-1	…	advanced	to	quarterfinals	in	singles	of	2010	Wilson/ITA	
Midwest Regional Championship in Notre dame, ind. (Oct. 25); in 
doubles,	paired	with	Rola	and	advanced	to	tournament	quarterfi-
nals … went 15-7 vs. nationally-ranked opponents … in singles, 
held impressive 34-7 ledger overall including 29-3 mark vs. spring 
competition with time split between the No. 1 and No. 2 positions 
…	began	dual	singles	season	preseason	No.	63	before	finishing	
ranked No. 10 … defeated numerous Top 20 opponents including 
No. 13 Javier Garrapiz of Georgia 6-3, 6-3 (Feb. 6), No. 11 austen 
Childs of Louisville 6-3, 7-6 (Feb. 27) and No. 7 dennis Nevolo of 
illinois 5-7, 6-4, 6-2 (March 27) … won Big Ten-best four athlete of 
the Week laurels during spring play … earned weekly honors after 
guiding Buckeyes to wins over No. 18 Mississippi (Feb. 4), No. 11 
Georgia (Feb. 6), No. 24 North Carolina (Feb. 15) No. 14 Texas 
Tech (Feb. 18), No. 5 Texas (Feb. 19), No. 12 Kentucky (april 6), 
No. 60 Michigan State (april 8), No. 23 Michigan (april 10), No. 24 
indiana (april 22) and No. 63 Purdue (april 24) … defeated two 
ranked players in a row; No. 30 Jose Hernandez from North Caro-
lina 7-5, 6-0 and No. 55 Jean anderson of Texas 6-0, 6-2 en route 
to his second weekly accolade … in Big Ten action, went 10-0 for 
second consecutive year to improve to 26-1 in career conference 
play … went 32-9 overall in doubles competition including 8-2 in 
Big Ten … partnered with Shuhei Uzawa and Blaz Rola during the 
season, going 21-2 at No. 2, including a 15-2 mark with Uzawa … 
had a stretch of 18 matches with Uzawa where the duo only saw 
one defeat … went 8-5 vs. nationally ranked tandems … partnered 
with Rola, the duo had key victories vs. No. 14 Javier Garrapiz and 
Hernus Pieters of Georgia, 8-6 Feb. 6 and No. 2 ed Corrie and 
Jean andersen of Texas, 8-5 Feb. 19 … was one of four Buck-
eyes to compete in singles competition at NCaa championships … 
in NCaa doubles action, while paired with Rola beat No. 25 Ray 
Sarmiento	and	Steve	Johnson	of	USC,	6-2	(7-5)	in	first	round	on	
May 25.       
2009-10 (sophomore season) Big Ten athlete of the Year (be-
came	first	sophomore	in	program	history	and	third	Buckeye	overall	
to receive the conference’s top honor) ... First-Team all-Big Ten 
...	ITA	Midwest	Region	Player	to	Watch	...	participated	in	first-ca-
reer fall national college tournament in 2009 d’Novo all-american 
Championship in Tulsa, Okla. (Oct. 3-11) ... advanced to quarter-
finals	in	singles	at	2009	Wilson/ITA	Midwest	Regional	Champion-
ship in ann arbor, Mich. (Oct. 21); in doubles, paired with Justin 
Kronauge;	Buckeye	duo	advance	to	semifinals	of	tournament,	go-
ing 3-1 ... held No. 1 singles position for majority of season going 
an impressive 24-2 at the top of lineup with 31-6 overall record 
... against nationally-ranked opponents, Buchanan held a 20-6 
ledger... won tough matches against Top 20 opponents including 
No. 7 alexandre Lacroix of Florida 6-2, 6-4 (Feb. 13), No. 8 eric 
Quigley of Kentucky 7-5, 6-2 (Feb. 21) and No. 18 Javier Garrapiz 
of Georgia 6-3, 6-1 (March 25) ... won Big Ten-best six athlete of 
the Week honors during spring season ... claimed weekly league 
laurels after helping Buckeyes to victories over No. 51 New Mexico 
(Jan. 30), No. 35 Tulsa (Jan. 31), No. 9 Kentucky (Feb. 21), No. 13 
Louisville (March 3), No. 17 Texas a&M (March 7), No. 60 Purdue 
(March 12), iowa (april 2), Minnesota (april 4), No. 36 Notre dame 
(april 7) and No. 26 Michigan (april 11) ... defeated 16th-ranked 
austin Krajicek of Texas a&M 6-3, 7-6 (7-3) March 7 en route to 
third conference weekly honor ... went perfect 10-0 in Big Ten play 
with 25-2 dual-match record ... in doubles, paired with dino Mar-
can, duo was 21-4 overall with 16-3 mark at No. 1 ... the two Buck-
eyes were 12-3 vs. nationally-ranked doubles pairs with key wins 
coming against No. 9 Krajicek and Jeff dadamo of Texas a&M, 
8-7 (7-5), March 7, No. 14 Moritz Baumann and Marek Michalicka 
of Wisconsin, 9-8 (7-5), May 1 and No. 26 Chris Thiemann and 
Marcel Thiemann, 8-6, april 14 ... went 9-1 in conference action 
with 20-3 ledger in dual competition ... was one of three Buckeyes 
to participate in singles at NCaa championships; advanced to third 
round  ... in NCaa doubles action, competed with dino Marcan and 
advanced to second round on May 24.. 
2009 summer Competed in 2009 U.S. Open singles draw after 
earning wildcard spot; faced World-No. 7 Jo-Wilfried Tsonga of 
France	in	first	round	of	singles	main	draw	(Sept.	1);	lost	6-0,	6-2,	
6-1 … earned  trip to New York after winning the USTa Boys’ 18’s 
National championships in Kalamazoo, Mich. (aug. 16) … during 
premier junior boy’s tournament, the No. 2-seed Buchanan gave 
up only 28 points in seven matches. 
2008-09 (Freshman season) Joined Ohio State in spring 2009 as 
No.	1	ranked	player	in	the	nation	…	first	competed	with	team	on	
the road vs. Pepperdine in Malibu, Calif. (March 23) … in singles 
action,	finished	first	season	with	Buckeyes	with	11-4	overall	record,	
including 6-1 mark in league play … showed tremendous matu-
rity and skill at just the age of 17 against older competition with 
matches at Nos. 2-6 singles … went perfect at Nos. 4 and 5 singles 
with 2-0 records at both positions and recorded a 5-1 record at No. 
6	position…	won	first	 collegiate	match	against	Tobias	Wernet	of	
Minnesota, 6-3, 6-2 (March 29) at No. 2 singles in Columbus … 
had 12 dual-match stretch without a loss, including seven-consec-
utive wins  … during span, each match were straight-set victories 
… during Big Ten Championships (april 24-26) in ann arbor, won 
three-consecutive matches at No. 6 singles to help Ohio State win 
its fourth-consecutive tournament title … in NCaa play, went 2-1 
(three	matches	went	unfinished)	…	lone	loss	of	tournament	came	
against daniel Nguyen of USC (May 19) … in doubles action, had 
6-3	overall	record,	including	2-1	mark	in	Big	Ten	play	…	played	five	
of eight matches with sophomore Matt allare; duo was 3-2 overall 
…	won	first	three	doubles	matches	as	a	Buckeye	…	during	2009	
NCaa Championships, paired with senior Steven Moneke and 
won two matches during tournament, including 8-5 victory against 
Dominik	Mueller	and	Julian	Bley	of	Baylor	University	in	quarterfi-
nals (May 17). 
Prior to Ohio state Competed in U.S. Open doubles draw in 
2008;	 lost	 in	 first	 round	 ...	winner	 of	 seven	 singles	 and	doubles	
USTA	national	championships	 ...	advanced	to	quarterfinals	of	 ju-
niors tournament of 2008 U.S. Open in New York ... crowned 2008 
easter Bowl Champion in Palm desert, Calif. ... early in junior ca-
reer, became youngest winner at Vero Beach Futures event when 
he won at age 16 ... competing in Les Petit – the premier world 
championship for competitors 14 and under – won coveted title at 
13 years old.
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2010-11 (Freshman season) did not see any action for the 
Buckeyes.
Prior to Ohio state Won the evert iTF Tournament in Boca Ra-




in doubles … ranked No. 9 in boys’ 18 poll after ranking as high 
as No. 14 in the boys’ 16 standings … owned No. 1 ranking in 
the boys’ 18 and 16 middle states polls … came to Ohio State 
as 14th-ranked best recruit in the nation … coached by Marco 
Martizi during prep career.
Prior to Ohio state Played four years on Bishop Watterson’s var-
sity tennis team for coach Barb Woods … started all four years, 
winning two state championships (2008, 2011) … as a freshman, 
captured division ii doubles championship with brother Philip … 
the	brother	duo	followed	with	a	runner-up	finish	in	2009	…	went	
undefeated	during	final	two	seasons	to	finish	high	school	career	
as two-time defending division ii singles champion … named 
all-CCL (Central Catholic League) and team MVP … No. 1 player 
from Ohio in his class according to TennisRecruiting.net … com-
piled 32-6 record in USTa matches, including 15-0 mark vs. four 
and	five-star	opponents.	
Personal Son of Phil and donna diaz … has three siblings 
– Philip (21), elizabeth (23) and Stephanie (13) … father Phil 
played tennis at Brown University … lists greatest sports thrill as 
winning state championship with his brother … enjoys playing all 
sports … plans to become a doctor after graduation … member of 
Stand and deliver, as well as the Key Club.
Chase Buchanan’s Career records
singles
yeAr tournament Dual Big ten Overall
2010-11 5-5 29-3 10-0 34-7
2009-10 6-4 25-2 10-0 31-6
2008-09 0-0 11-4 6-1 11-4
totals 11-9 65-9 26-1 76-17
DOUBles 
yeAr tournament Dual Big ten Overall
2010-11 7-3 25-6 8-2 32-9
2009-10 4-4 26-7 9-1 30-11
2008-09 0-0 6-3 2-1 6-3
totals 11-7 57-16 19-4 68-23
Peter Kobelt’s Career records
singles
yeAr tournament Dual Big ten Overall
2010-11 6-4 25-2 10-0 31-6
totals 6-4 25-2 10-0 31-6
DOUBles 
yeAr tournament Dual Big ten Overall
2010-11 4-4 26-7 9-1 30-11
totals 4-4 26-7 9-1 30-11
hunter Callahan





Columbus, Ohio – Bishop Watterson h.s.
major: exploration
Peter Kobelt
redshirt sophomore 6-7, 185 
new Albany, Ohio – new Albany h.s.  
major: Consumer & Family Financial 
services
Ohio state Career honors 2010 and 2011 Ohio State Scholar-
athlete.
2010-11 (rs Freshman season) Participated	in	first-career	national	
college tournament at 2010 d’Novo all-american Championship 
in Tulsa, Okla. (Oct. 10) with impressive 4-1 record in singles … 
competed	 in	 first	Wilson/ITA	Midwest	Regional	Championship	 in	
Notre dame, ind. (Oct. 25) … partnered with Matt allare; the duo 
went 6-0 including a 9-8 victory vs. No. 21 abe Souza and dennis 
Nevolo of illinois en route to claiming the doubles championship 
…	won	 five	 consecutive	 singles	matches	 at	 first	 Big	Ten	 Indoor	
Singles Championship in east Lansing, Mich. (Nov. 1) before falling 
to	teammate	Nelson	Vick	in	tournament	final	…	with	Allare,	the	duo	
advanced	 to	 the	National	 Indoor	Championships	 quarterfinals	 in	
Flushing, N.Y. (Nov. 7) … competed in four singles matches during 
spring	season,	going	3-0	with	one	match	unfinished	…	ranked	as	
high as 68th in iTa singles rankings … when teamed with allare, 
went 25-11 including an 18-9 dual season mark … tandem went 
8-1 in Big Ten play and 7-9 vs. ranked opponents … competed 
at	the	No.	1	spot	in	doubles	most	of	season	finishing	16-7	…	key	
doubles wins came against No. 4 Chris Thiemann and Marcel 
Thiemann of Mississippi, 8-6 (Feb. 4), No. 23 ignacio Taboada and 
Sadio doumbia of Georgia, 8-6 (Feb. 6), No. 20 Brennan Boyajian 
and Jose Hernandez of North Carolina, 8-5 (Feb. 15) and No. 19 
evan King and Jason Jung of Michigan (april 10) … competed as a 
member of one of two doubles teams in the 2011 NCaa tournament 
alongside partner Blaz Rola 
Prior to Ohio state 2009 division i Ohio High School athletics 
association State Champion in singles at New albany … 2009 
all-american … four-consecutive First-Team all-State honors … 
ranked in Top 60 in U.S. Seniors standings ...  as a sophomore, 
won 2007 division ii Ohio High School athletics association 
State Championship in doubles at New albany … as a junior, 
was 2008 state runner-up in singles … won national title in 18s 
advanced Junior Team Tennis championship … in spring of 2008, 
was division i Ohio High School athletics association tournament 
singles	finalist	…	in	basketball	at	New	Albany,	was	team	MVP	and	
two-time captain … was named to Second-Team all-Ohio Capital 
Conference. 
Personal Son of Paul and Paula Kobelt …has two younger siblings, 
Maddie and alex … enjoys playing basketball in his spare time … 
lists his greatest sports thrill as making the game-winning 3-pointer 
against Big Walnut in basketball at New albany …father won men’s 
high school state championship in tennis doubles … would like to 
play professionally following collegiate career.
2 0 1 2  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
3 0
Ohio state Career honors 2011 Scholar-athlete.
2010-11 (Freshman season) did not see any action for the 
Buckeyes.
Prior to Ohio state  Four year starter at Worthington Kilbourne 
High School … went 16-3 as a senior on way to OHSaa division 
i state singles championship … state doubles champion junior 
Devin mcCarthy
redshirt junior 6-2, 165
Cincinnati, Ohio – indian hill h.s.  
major: Business marketing
Ohio state Career honors 2011 Second Team all-Big Ten ... 
Three-time Ohio State Scholar-athlete recipient (2009, 2010 and 
2011) ... 2010 and 2011 academic all-Big Ten.
2010-11 (rs sophomore season) Competed at 2010 d’Novo all-
american Championships in Tulsa, Okla. (Oct. 10) with 2-1 singles 
mark	…	advanced	to	the	quarterfinals	of	2010	Wilson/ITA	Midwest	
Regional Championship in Notre dame, ind. (Oct. 25) before los-
ing to teammate Matt allare … in singles, amassed overall mark 
of 30-5, including 25-3 during dual season … was 11-2 at No. 5 
position and 10-0 at No. 6 … went 9-1 in conference action … 
named to Second-Team all-Big Ten … began season with only one 
singles	loss	in	first	16	matches	…	had	impressive	6-4,	7-4	win	vs.	
No. 23 drew Courtney of No. 1 Virginia to earn the team’s only 
point	vs.	the	Cavaliers	(Feb.	20)	…	finished	season	on	team-high	
four-match win streak … had only one loss at home entire season 
… ranked as high as 46th in singles … teamed with Balazs Novak 
in	doubles	…	duo	advanced	 to	semifinals	at	Wilson/ITA	Midwest	
Regional Championship … went 17-6 overall including 11-4 dual 
mark … 7-0 at No. 1 and 2 positions in doubles … in NCaa com-
petition,	went	2-0	in	singles	with	three	unfinished	contests	…	de-
feated Virgina’s Justin Shane 6-2, 4-6, 6-3 en route to helping team 
Devin mcCarthy’s Career records
singles
yeAr tournament Dual Big ten Overall
2010-11 5-2 25-3 9-1 30-5
2009-10 5-2 13-0 5-0 18-2
totals 10-4 28-3 14-1 48-7
DOUBles 
yeAr tournament Dual Big ten Overall
2010-11 6-2 11-4 1-0 17-6
2009-10 0-0 1-0 0-0 1-0
totals 6-2 12-4 1-0 18-6
Kevin metka
redshirt Freshman 6-3, 175 
Worthington, Ohio - Worthington  
Kilbourne h.s. 
major: engineering 
Wyatt lippert’s Career records
singles
yeAr tournament Dual Big ten Overall
2010-11 1-2 1-0 0-0 2-2
totals 1-2 1-0 0-0 2-2
DOUBles 
yeAr tournament Dual Big ten Overall
2010-11 1-1 0-0 0-0 1-1
totals 1-1 0-0 0-0 1-1
Wyatt lippert
redshirt sophomore 6-1, 165
Cincinnati, Ohio – lakota West h.s.   
major: spanish
2010-11 (rs Freshman season) Competed	in	first-career	national	
college tournament at 2010 d’Novo all-american Championship in 
Tulsa, Okla. (Oct. 10) … participated in 2010 Midwest Regional 
Tournament in Notre dame, ind (Oct. 25) … in only action of spring 
season, defeated Riyad Bennoui of Wright State 6-2, 6-0 (Feb. 24).
2009-10 (Freshman season) did not see any action for the 
Buckeyes.
Prior to Ohio state Ranked 30th in U.S. for Seniors … 2008 
division i Ohio High School athletics association State Champion 
at Lakota West … 2008 Huntington Bank Ohio High School 
Magazine Boys Tennis Player of the Year … in 2007, was ranked 
No. 22 in USTa national rankings for boys 16s.
to	semifinal	finish…	was	only	player	in	nation	to	go	2-0	vs.	Virginia	
in singles competition.
2009-10 (rs Freshman season) Participated	in	first-career	na-
tional college tournament at 2009 d’Novo all-american Champi-
onships in Tulsa, Okla. (Oct. 3-11) with 3-1 record in singles ... 
advanced to Round of 16 in singles at 2009 Wilson/iTa Midwest 
Regional Championship in ann arbor, Mich. (Oct. 15-19) ... held 
18-2 overall record with perfect 13-0 dual-match record ... record-
ed 10-0 and 3-0 marks at Nos. 6 and 5 singles, respectively ... 
claimed Buckeyes’ 100th-consecutive home victory after defeating 
Matt	Mannasse	of	Purdue	in	straight	sets	6-1,	6-0	at	No.	6	for	first-
career Big Ten singles win (March 12) ... 15 of 18 victories were in 
straight	sets	...	5-0	in	Big	Ten	play	...	garnered	first-career	NCAA	
championship singles win vs. Western Michigan’s Brad Noel 6-4, 
6-0 at No. 6 singles to clinch match point for Ohio State (May 15).
Prior to Ohio state Four-consecutive First-Team all-State hon-
ors ... won 2008 division ii Ohio High School athletics associa-
tion state title for indian Hills High School and helped indian Hills 
win two Ohio High School team state championships in 2005 and 
’06 ... won 2008 Boys 18 Midwest doubles championship ... as a 
freshman, claimed the Ohio High School doubles state champion-
ship and placed fourth in 2007 at National Clay Court Boy’s 16s 
... went 30-1 as a freshman playing doubles and had an overall 
singles record in 2008 of 20-2.
Personal Son of Janis and devin ... has three brothers who all 
have NCaa division i experience at Big Ten programs ... broth-
ers Ryan and Mike (2005-08) played for indiana University and 
andrew (2007-2011) played for Northwestern University ... plans 
to continue to play tennis or have a career in sports ... enjoys play-
ing any sport or any athletic activity ... lists greatest sports thrill as 
winning the Ohio High School State championship as a team his 
junior year.
2 0 1 2  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
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May of 2008, became La Vie Sport Junior Cup Villach Champion 
… in 2010 compiled a record of 35-13 in singles … career singles 
record on tour is 47-30 … ranked as high as No. 388 in the world. 
Personal Son of Majda and Marijan … has one sister, eva.
Blaz rola’s Career records
singles
yeAr tournament Dual Big ten Overall
2010-11 16-3 25-4 8-1 41-7
totals 16-3 25-4 8-1 41-7
DOUBles 
yeAr tournament Dual Big ten Overall
2010-11 7-3 27-5 9-0 34-8









major: sports and leisure studies
Ohio state Career honors First Team all-Big Ten (2011) … 2011 
Scholar-athlete.
2010-11 (Freshman season) enrolled in time for spring season 
after coming from the Netherlands … played freshman campaign 
mostly at No. 3 singles but also saw action at Nos. 1, 2 and 4 
…	First	Team	All-Big	Ten	…	competed	 in	first	collegiate	event	at	
home vs. Butler, defeating Chris Herron 6-2, 6-3 (Jan. 26) … was 
17-8 during spring season … started season with impressive 6-1 
mark … had two wins vs. nationally ranked opponents … defeated 
No. 61 Kellen damico of Texas 6-4, 1-6, 6-3 (Feb. 19) and No. 78 
Johnny Hamui of illinois 6-2, 7-6 (7-4) (March 27) … went 7-0 in 
Big Ten singles play … saw limited time in doubles competition … 
finished	5-1	in	doubles	with	four	different	partners	…	competed	in	
first	NCAA	championship	(May	13-23).
Personal son of Rob and ellen Van engelen … has two siblings, 
Mieke (23) and Frans (25) … enjoys playing soccer and going out 
with friends in his spare time … wants to start his own company 
after graduation … lists winning the dutch championship in 2010 
as greatest sports thrill.
Prior to Ohio state Competed for two years on the Florida State 
University’s tennis team. 
Personal son of Steve and elisabeth Smith … has one sister, 
Macale (22) … enjoys watching Breaking Bad on TV and playing 
Nintendo 64 Mario Cart Smash Brothers. 
season … ranked No. 75 nationally for high school seniors … 
MVP and captain of high school team during senior season … 
also played golf in high school.
Personal Son of Ken and Tonia … father played soccer at Ohio 
State … has one sister, Claire and a brother Matt.
Ohio state Career honors  iTa all-american … 2011 iTa 
National Player to Watch … 2011 Ohio State Scholar-athlete … 
unanimous 2011 First Team all-Big Ten … Big Ten Freshman of 
the Year … First Team all-Tournament Team … earned Big Ten 
athlete of the Week honors (March 22).
2010-11 (Freshman season) First Team all-Big Ten … became 
only second Buckeye to earn iTa all-american honors as a 
freshman … iTa National Player to Watch … Big Ten Freshman 
of the Year … Big Ten Player of the Week (March 22) … com-
peted	in	first-career	national	college	tournament	at	2010	D’Novo	
all-american Championships in Tulsa, Okla. (Oct. 10) with 4-1 
record in singles ... won singles championship at 2010 Wilson/iTa 
Midwest Regional Championship in Notre dame, ind. (Oct. 25) … 
defeated	teammate	Matt	Allare	to	finish	with	perfect	6-0	record	at	
tournament … defeated No. 8 eric Quigley of Kentucky 6-7, 7-6, 
6-2	and	No.	12	Austin	Krajicek	6-4,	7-6	to	advance	to	semifinals	
of 2010 National indoor Championships in Flushing, N.Y. (Nov. 
7) … earned a team-high in wins by posting a 41-7 overall record 
including a 25-4 mark in dual play … competed mostly at the 
No. 1 and No. 2 positions going 10-3 at No. 1 and 15-1 at No. 
2 … ranked as high as No. 3 in iTa singles rankings … earned 
first	career	dual	singles	win	vs.	Butler	(Jan.	26)	…	won	first	nine	
matches in straight sets … amassed a 17-7 record against ranked 
competition … defeated iTa Top 20 opponents No. 18 Gonzalo 
escobar of Texas Tech 6-3, 6-3 (Feb. 18) and No. 17 Sebastian 
Fanselow of Pepperdine 6-4, 4-6, 7-6 (7-2) (March 21) … went 
8-1 in Big Ten, winning last eight regular season contests … in 
doubles, teamed with Chase Buchanan and Balazs Novak for 
majority of season … went 34-8 in doubles including 27-5 during 
dual season … perfect 10-0 in Big Ten play … with Novak, went 
17-1 at No. 3 position … ranked as high as No. 6 doubles team 
with Buchanan … defeated No. 14  Javier Garrapiz and Hernus 
Pieters of Georgia, 8-6 (Feb. 6) and No. 2 ed Corrie and Jean 
andersen of Texas, 8-5 (Feb. 19) to propel team to victory … won 
final	14	matches	with	Novak	as	partner	…	in	NCAA	tournament	
team action went 2-1 in singles 5-0 in doubles  helping team to 
semifinal	finish	…	one	of	four	Buckeyes	to	compete	in	NCAA	
singles championship … downed No. 46 Ryan Thatcher of Stan-
ford 5-7, 6-3, 6-3, No. 43 Finn Tearney of Pepperdine 7-5, 6-2 and 
No.	21	Evan	King	6-3,	6-0	to	advance	to	semifinals	before	falling	
to top-seeded Steve Johnson of USC 6-3, 6-3 … advanced to 
Round of 16 in NCaa doubles championship with Buchanan.
Prior to Ohio state Captured two doubles titles and one singles 
title on professional circuit … in 2010, won both singles and 
doubles titles at Futures event in home country of Slovenia … had 
an impressive juniors career, qualifying for the Boys 18 bracket at 
the australian and U.S. Opens in 2008 … competed in the presti-
gious dunlop Orange Bowl international Tennis Championship in 
Key Biscayne, Fla., where he advanced to the Round of 16 … in 
Blaz rola
sophomore 6-4, 175 
Ptuj, slovenia - gimnazija Ptuj h.s. 
major: Consumer & Family Financial  
services
2 0 1 2  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
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nelson Vick’s Career records
singles
yeAr tournament Dual Big ten Overall
2010-11 10-3 10-1 4-1 20-4
totals 10-3 10-1 4-1 20-4
DOUBles 
yeAr tournament Dual Big ten Overall
2010-11 1-1 2-0 0-0 3-1
totals 1-1 2-0 0-0 3-1
steven Williams
junior 5-9, 150
manlius, n.y. – manlius Pebble h.s.  
major: Accounting
Ohio state Career honors 2009, 2010 and 2011 Ohio State 
Scholar-athlete.
2010-11 (junior season) Saw limited action but exerted leader-
ship throughout junior campaign … competed in 2010 d’Novo/iTa 
all-american Championships in Tulsa, Okla. (Oct. 10) … saw ac-
tion at 2010 Wilson/iTa Midwest Regional Championship in Notre 
dame, ind. (Oct. 25) … won his only dual singles match of the 
season, 6-0, 6-1, vs. Jay Jones of Cleveland State (Feb. 24) … 
competed in six total double contests on the season, two in tourna-
ment play and four in dual action … in doubles, went 4-0 including 
8-2 wins vs. Butler, Toledo and Wright State … defeated Cleveland 
State’s Matt Ford and aris Spirtos, 8-0, with partner ille Van enge-
len.
 
2009-10 (sophomore season) Had a breakout year in his second 
season	 at	Ohio	 State	 ...	 participated	 in	 his	 first	 national	 college	
championship at 2009 d’Novo/iTa all-american Championships in 
Tulsa, Okla. (Oct. 3-11); won two singles matches at the event ... 
advanced to Round of 32 in singles and Round of 16 in doubles 
at 2009 Wilson/iTa Midwest Regional Championship in ann arbor, 
Mich. (Oct. 15-19) ... participated at Big Ten Singles Champion-
ships in east Lansing, Mich. (Oct. 30-Nov. 2); advanced to quarter-
finals	after	upsetting	No.	97	Marek	Czerwinski	of	Illinois,	6-4,	6-4	
.... won four singles matches and two doubles matches at Boiler-
maker invitational in West Lafayette, ind. (Jan. 17) ... picked up 
first-career	Big	Ten	singles	win	against	Will	Davis	of	Michigan	State	
(6-3, 6-2) at No. 6 ... was ranked as high as 88th in the country ... 
recorded 15-3 overall record in singles with a perfect 5-0 ledger in 
dual-match play ... in doubles, picked up two wins in league action 
in wins over No. 60 Purdue (March 12) and No. 62 Penn State 
(March 28) ... had 9-1 record with 5-0 mark in doubles competition.
2008-09 (Freshman season)	In	first	season	at	Ohio	State,	com-
piled 5-2 overall record in singles through the course of the year 
… made his Buckeye debut during Ohio State invitational in Co-
lumbus	 (Jan.	9-11);	 after	dropping	first	 two	matches,	won	 three-
consecutive	 to	 round	out	event	 in	strong	 fashion;	 in	final	match,	
defeated Julian dehn of Minnesota in three sets 6-4, 5-7, 6-3 … 
saw action early during spring season against Xavier (Jan. 21) and 
won 6-4, 7-6 (7-4) against J.T. Torbeck at No. 6 singles to claim his 
first	dual-match	victory	in	Buckeye	career	…	in	doubles,	partnered	
with Mike O’Connell for two matches … duo defeated Ravjot dhatt 
and Johan Gunnarsson of denver, 8-2, during Ohio State invite, 
marking	his	first-career	doubles	win	in	Scarlet	and	Gray.	
Ohio state Career honors 2011 Ohio State Scholar-athlete.
2010-11 (rs Freshman season) Competed	 in	 first	 collegiate	
event at 2010 d’Novo/iTa all-american Championships in Tulsa, 
Okla. going 3-2 (Oct. 10) … participated at 2010 Wilson Midwest 
Regional	Tournament	in	Notre	Dame,	Ind.	(Oct.	25),	finishing	1-1	
… went 6-0 to win the 2010 Big Ten indoors Singles Championship 
in east Lansing, Mich., defeating teammate Peter Kobelt 7-6, 6-3 
in	tournament	final	(Nov.	1)	…	began	spring	season	ranked	No.	72	
in singles … ended season with 20-4 overall mark … began dual 
play	7-0	and	finished	10-1	…	picked	up	first	career	conference	win	
with 6-1, 6-1 victory vs. Penn State’s Guanhua Chen (March 4) … 
majority of matches played came at No. 5 and 6 positions … went 
2-0 in doubles play in spring and 3-1 overall on season.
2009-10 (Freshman season) did not see any action for the 
Buckeyes.
 
Prior to Ohio state - Right-hander who was the top-ranked 2010 
recruit from home state of Wisconsin and 24th nationally ... joined 
Buckeyes	during	2010	Spring	quarter	...	finished	prep	career	with	
a	43-17	record	...	the	blue-chip	five-star	recruit	won	the	2009	St.	
Louis Gateway Championships Nov. 6-8 in St. Louis, Mo.; on his 
way to the Boys’ 18 Singles title, defeated three players ranked 
in the Top 25 tennisrecuriting.net national poll, including No. 24 
Casey	MacMaster	in	the	final	round	with	a	6-3,	6-2	victory	...	
advanced to the round of 32 at the 2009 USTa National Boys’ 
18 Singles Championship (aug. 7-16) in Kalamazoo, Mich., after 
winning	three-consecutive	matches	...	advanced	to	the	final	of	
the 2009 USTa National Open (Feb. 14-18) in Cincinnati, Ohio, 
compiling	five	wins	in	the	tournament	...	in	doubles,	won	the	title	
with Sekou Coker Bangoura (USa) at the 2007 USTa Boys’ 16 
National Winter Championship in Scottsdale, ariz.
marquette University high school - Led Hilltoppers to three-
consecutive division iWiaa state titles (2007-09) ... in 2007, as 
a freshman, won the state singles championship and amassed 
a 30-1 record at No. 1 singles ... state runner-up singles cham-
pion	the	past	two	seasons	...	in	each	of	the	three	final	appear-
ances, faced teammate Billy Bertha, who is now a member of the 
Wisconsin Badgers men’s tennis program ... standing at 6-3, Vick 
also led Marquette University High to three-consecutive Greater 
Metro Conference championships.
nelson Vick
rs sophomore 6-3, 155 
grafton, Wis. - marquette Univ. h.s./minn. 
Virtual Academy 
major: Biological sciences (Undecided)
ille Van engelen’s Career records
singles
yeAr tournament Dual Big ten Overall
2010-11 0-0 17-8 7-0 17-8
totals 0-0 17-8 7-0 17-8
DOUBles 
yeAr tournament Dual Big ten Overall
2010-11 0-0 5-1 2-0 5-1
totals 0-0 5-1 2-0 5-1
2 0 1 2  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
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steven William’s Career records
singles
yeAr tournament Dual Big ten Overall
2010-11 1-3 1-0 0-0 2-3
2009-10 10-3 5-0 1-0 15-3
2008-09 3-2 2-0 0-0 5-2 
totals 14-8 8-0 1-0 22-8
DOUBles 
yeAr tournament Dual Big ten Overall
2010-11 1-1 4-0 0-0 5-1
2009-10 4-1 5-0 2-0 9-1
2008-09 1-0 0-0 0-0 1-0
totals 6-2 9-0 2-0 15-2
Prior to Ohio state Peaked at No. 34 in the USTa’s Under-18 
singles rankings in 2008 ... high school all-american ... captained 





National Junior Under-16 polls. 
Personal Son of Linda and Howard ... has two sisters, Jennifer 
and Susan.
